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INTRODUCTION 
since the discovery of the first group of cluster compounds, namely 
the reduced niobium and tantalum haTldes,^: the cluster chemistry of 
early transition metals^ and rare-earth metals* has been under intensive 
study. During the past twenty-five years, a large number of cluster 
compounds with various structural features have been synthesized and 
characterized, Including metal-rich halldes, chalcogenides and, more 
recently, reduced oxides as well as mixed chalcogenlde and halldes.s^' 
Although research In this area has Involved solution chemistry,the 
synthesis of cluster compounds Is dominated by solid state routes, which 
are by far the most effective means of assembling atoms into clusters 
with extensive metal-metal bonding interactions. 
Today, the study of the compounds has become an increasingly 
important branch of solid state chemistry, because it not only provides 
new, interesting and more complex solid state substances, but also 
contributes to the understanding of the structure and bonding features 
of solid state systems. In addition, investigations in this field have 
generated new solid state materials with specific or unusual properties 
as well as practical or potential applications. 
The majority of the known cluster phases have discrete or condensed 
octahedral Mg units as their basic building blocks. These phases are 
further divided into two categories according to the functionality of 
the ligands. The MgXg-type clusters have face-capping ligands, whereas 
MeXiE'type clusters have edge-bridging ligands (inner ligands x''s).3 
Furthermore, the vertices of the metal cores are connected to terminal 
ligands (outer ligands, X*'s) in both cases. In general, compounds that 
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have higher electron counts and contain a relative larger llgand X and 
smaller metal M prefer an NgX, structure, for example, TlgTe^,!! 
Nbglii^z-ia and MOgSgJ^ contrast, a cluster phase with relatively 
larger metal cores and lesser electron counts adopts MgX^g structure, as 
In the cases of ScyCligC,^^ Zr6li2C,^® NbeFjs" and TagCligJ^ 
The presence of an additional chemical and structural component, an 
Interstitial atom, has been known since the beginning of the cluster 
chemistry for phases either with an extended metal matrlx^^'^o or with a 
discrete cluster unlt.2^^2 However, this phenomenon was usually treated 
In connection with Impurity problems, and the Interstitial elements were 
limited to H, C, N, and 0. It was not until the late 1970s that the 
Importance of the Interstitial atoms In cluster formation and 
stabilization was recognized. Investigated, rationalized, and 
appreciated. By occupying the void Inside a metal core this 
Interstitial atom provides strong bonding interaction with the host 
atoms; in addition, It also contributes its valence electrons to the 
metal-metal bonding band of the cluster, therefore stabilizing an 
otherwise electron-deficient cluster.Since then, elements that cover 
a large portion of the periodic table have been introduced into the 
syntheses consciously, resulting in a rapid expansion in not only the 
number but also the structure variety of the cluster compounds. The 
research work in this area began with light main-group elements 
(H,Be-N)24-29 and later expanded to heavier main group atoms (Al-P, 
Ge).30.31 Soon after, clusters stabilized by 3d transition metals 
(Cr-Ni) were discovered,22-34 which renewed the concept of the 
interstitial atoms. The next breakthrough of centered cluster chemistry 
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was the successful syntheses of clusters centered by 4d and 5d 
transition metals (Rh, Ru, Pd, Re-Os, Ir, Pt, Au). 10 34-36 As the number 
of the valence electrons of the Interstitial atoms change, systematic 
studies of the electronic configuration of the cluster phases become 
possible. Moreover, as the cluster size varies, the richness and beauty 
of structure chemistry of cluster phases are uncovered, especially 
marked by the recent achievement of synthesizing condensed 
superclusters# centered by 4d and Sd transition metals. 
Among the centered cluster phases, the zirconium chloride clusters 
form a unique family. They are at the present the most extensively 
studied and the best described and understood systems. As a result of 
continuous efforts during the past ten years, a rich solid-state 
chemistry has been revealed. In company of the advances of synthetic 
techniques and the development of new characterization methods.zs.37 
Meanwhile, a new cluster chemistry that fills the gap between the 
traditional solid state chemistry and the conventional solution • 
chemistry has also been establlshed.sio Each Zr-Cl cluster phase 
obtained via the solid state route can be considered as a member of the 
M|n(ZrgCli2Z)Cln serlesZG (M - alkali metal, alkaline earth metal, rare-
earth metal, or Zr; Z • H, Be-N, Mn-Ni; 0 3 n 3 6, 0 a m a 6). These 
obey the cluster electron counting rules, 14 electrons per cluster for Z 
• main group element^^.s? and 18 electrons per cluster for Z • transition 
metal32.33 with only a few exceptions. The variation of the Interstitial 
atoms and countercations allow one to generate a large number of new 
cluster phases of various chemical compositions within the electron 
rules. These also lead to a large range of Zr/Cl ratios, and therefore, 
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to the remarkable versatility of the cluster connectivities and 
structure types shown In Table 1. 
The remainder of this thesis will present the advances In the 
solid-state chemistry of Zr-CI clusters since 1986. Part of the 
progress arose from the encapsulation of 3d transition metals (Mn-NI) In 
the Zrg core. These Interstltlals not only produced a group of 
transition-metal-centered Zr-CI clusters with known structure types but 
also generated several structure types that were new to Zr-CI clusters 
or even to the entire metal cluster field. The accommodation of 
multivalent counter cations Is the other Important factor associated 
with the recent development In solid state Zr-CI cluster chemistry. It 
provides a series of 6-18 cluster phases with Intriguing structural 
relationships, and It provided the first cluster phase of NgXi; 
stolchlometry and a new cluster connectivity,^ therefore completing the 
cluster series of [ZrgCligZlClp (0 3 n a 6). 
The following sections will discuss the synthesis and 
characterization of the new Zr-CI cluster compounds. As their 
electronic characters, namely, via 14- and 18-cluster electron counting 
rules, have been well explained in terms of molecular orbital s prior to 
this work, the emphasis of the succeeding sections will be on the new 
structural features and relationships of the new cluster phases. The 
effects of the size of the interstitial atom and of the charge, number, 
and size of the countercatlons on the structure variations and modifica­
tions will also be addressed. 
Table 1. The known structure types and cluster connectivities among the [Zr^Cl^j^lCIq series 
(n = 0-6) 
Connectivity Structure Type Space Group References 
[ZreCVi^Zld'e LigZreCl jgH R? 39, this work 
RbgZrgCI jgB Pmna 40 
K4Nb6Cli8 C2/m 41 
BagZrgCTigBe RÎC this work 
KgZrClg.ZrgCI 12H vas 22,42 
CsLuNbgClig P3lc 43 
[Zr6Clii2ZlCl%Cia-«2/2 Ba2Zr gCl j^B I4/m 38, this work 
[ Z r g C l % / 2  Na^ZrgCl^gBe Pccn 44 
CSaZrgCljgC P2i/c 44 
[ZrgCI NbgFis Im3m 17 
Li2ZrgC1igMn ImSm this work 
CS3 (ZrCl 5) ZrgCl ^gMn R3c 10, this work 
TagClig Ia3d 18 
KaZrgdisBe C2/C 45 
K2ZrgCl 15B Cccm 45 
• CsNbgClis Pmna 46 
KZrgCljgC Pmna 47 
CsKZrgCligC Pmma 47 
KZrgCljgFe Cmcm this work 
[ZrgCl ' ®2/2Z]C1®"^2/2C1®"®4/2 NbgCli^ Cmca 48 
CsZrgl^^C Cmca 16,24 
Li ZrgCI i^Mn Cmca this work 
[ZrgCliioCl^-^a/zZlCT-ae/a Z^gCligBe Pnnm 25 
KZrgCljgBe Pnnm 25 
[ZrgCligCV-WlCl^-^e/z ZrgIi2C R3 16,24 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
Material* 
Zirconium powder was prepared via dehydrogenation of zirconium 
hydride. Reactor grade Zr metal (<500 ppm Hf) was obtained from the 
Ames Laboratory in the form of cold-rolled sheets (0.3 to 0.5 mm 
thickness). The metal Zr strips were cleaned with a mixed acid (45% 
conc. HNO3, 10% conc. HF, 45% HgO by volume), rinsed with H2O, and dried 
in air. For a typical preparation, 5 g of Zr strips was loaded into a 
No boat placed in a fused silica vessel. The leak-free reaction chamber 
was filled with one atmosphere of H2 (Natheson, 99.999%) and heated to 
450*C, around which rapid hydrogen uptake started. The temperature was 
gradually raised to 650*C to speed up the reaction and to assure the 
diffusion of hydrogen into the bulk of the strips. After the Hg uptake 
ceased, the system was cooled to room temperature under hydrogen, and 
the resulted ZrH* (x -r 1.5) strips were taken into a glove box and 
ground with a diamond mortar and pestle until the powder passed through 
a 100-mesh screen. The ZrH* powder was reloaded into the No boat and 
carefully degassed by slow heating under dynamic vacuum to 300*C where 
the hydride decomposition began. The temperature was increased in 50*C 
steps up to 700*C or until the Hg release stopped (the vacuum system 
stayed below discharge of a tesla coil, P <- 5 x 10"® torr). For easy 
handling, the sample was slightly sintered at 750*0 and cooled down as 
soon as this temperature was reached. The dehydrided metal was ground 
under an inert atmosphere into Zr powder that passed through a 100-mesh 
sieve. The refined lattice parameters based on the Guinier diffraction 
pattern were within 3a of the reported values for Zr metal .'*9 
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Zirconium tetrachloride was synthesized by reacting the elemental 
CI2 with excess Zr metal. The reaction container was a two-arm fused 
silica vessel. After loading reactor grade Zr strips in the horizontal 
arm, Clg (Matheson, >99.5%) was condensed into the vertical arm cooled 
with a trap filled with dry ice and acetone. This apparatus was sealed 
off under vacuum while the CI2 was frozen at liquid Ng temperature. To 
provide a feasible CI2 pressure, the arm with CI2 was kept at -40*C 
(CaCl2/ice bath) at which temperature the CI2 pressure was slightly 
below 1 atmosphere. Repeated heating of the zirconium chamber with a 
gas/02 torch was necessary in order to remove the ZrCl, formed on the 
surface of the metal and to reignite the reaction, even though the 
reaction itself was exothermic. The crude ZrCl*, usually a light orange 
color, was vacuum sublimed at least twice at 250'C over Zr metal and 
through a course-grade frit. Purified ZrCl, was,also obtained through 
multiple sublimations of a commercial ZrCl, (Aldrich, reactor grade, 
>99.5%), which probably contained zirconium oxide or hydroxide 
impurities since a small amount of a light, cotton-like residue was left 
behind after the first sublimation. The sublimed ZrCl* was a white, 
poorly crystallized phase that did not provide a readable Guinier 
pattern unless it was annealed at 400 to 500*C in a sealed container. 
The product was separated into small batches of about 1 g each, sealed 
in evacuated Pyrex ampoules, and opened in the glove box when necessary. 
The sources of the countercations were the corresponding chlorides. 
The alkali-metal chlorides were vacuum dried and then sublimed. The 
alkaline-earth metal chlorides were prepared by slow thermal 
decomposition of the corresponding hydrated salts under dynamic vacuum. 
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The Gulnler diffraction patterns were examined to confirm the desired 
chlorides were free of hydroxides, oxides, or oxychlorldes. The LaClj 
was obtained via the reaction of LagOg with NH4CI50 followed by multiple 
sublimations of the crude product at 800*C in Ta containers under 
dynamic vacuum. 
Interstitial atoms Be, B, and C were introduced into the syntheses 
as elements. Beryllium flakes (Pechlney, France) were stored and 
handled In the air with care. Amorphous B (AESAR, particle size <1 iim) 
necessary for quantitative syntheses was first degassed at ambient 
temperature and stored In the glove box. Spectroscopic grade graphite 
(National Brand, Union Carbide) was employed as the source of carbon. 
To produce H-centered clusters, ZrH^ 7 was prepared (as above). The 
hydride composition was calculated from the amount of Zr and the Hg 
pressure change at room temperature in a known volume. ZrO^ 2 was 
synthesized through a similar procedure, except the Zr/D ratio was 
determined by the weight gain (0.104 g for 4.000 g Zr) of the sample 
after the deuteration. 
Metal chlorides that provided centered transition-metal atoms were 
prepared via dehydration by either refluxing the corresponding hydrated 
salts (MnCl2'4H20, Baker analyzed reagent; CoClg GHgO, Baker & Adamson, 
reagent grade) with SOClg, or by slow heating the starting compounds 
(FeClg, ROC/RIC, 99%; NICI2 6H2O, Mallinckrodt, analytical reagent) under 
dynamic vacuum. The resultant anhydrous materials were sublimed under 
static vacuum in sealed silica ampoules with narrow necks that separated 
the crude chlorides from the sublimed products. An iron powder (Baker, 
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analyzed reagent) was also used as a supplement In several reactions 
without causing noticeable differences In products or yields. 
synthetic Teohniqu#» 
The search for new centered zirconium chloride clusters began with 
syntheses, the goal of which was to provide not only interesting 
compounds but also supporting evidence for the ultimate structural 
characterizations. To achieve this goal, special care was taken in the 
synthesis processes. 
One major complication in the syntheses is the sensitivity to Og 
and HjO of both the reactants and products. During the past twenty 
years, a great deal of knowledge and experience has been accumulated in 
overcoming similar problems while investigating numerous reduced halide 
systems of the early transition metals.si.52 Several practical 
techniques have been developed to keep the starting materials as well as 
products In environments that give minimum contamination from HgO and 
Og, for example, storing the materials in evacuated, sealed ampoules, 
and handling them only under an inert atmosphere in a glove box. These 
effective means were adapted to the research on the Zr-Cl systems. In 
addition, the advancement of the glove box technology has greatly 
Improved the quality of the inert atmosphere in a box, and the storage 
of rather sensitive reagents including Zr powder and ZrCl* in stoppered 
vials in a glove box for reasonable periods (up to two months) has 
become acceptable. Typically, the glove box (VAC, HE-493) provided a N2 
atmosphere that had a combined moisture and O2 contamination far below 1 
ppm (an operating light bulb with a 20 watt filament lasted for over 20 
days). To secure their qualities, all the reagents were saved in capped 
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vials Inside tightly closed Mason jars, while large quantities of 
hypersensitive substances like ZrCI, and Zr powder were still stored In 
sealed ampoules until they were needed, protected against possible 
accidental damage to the glove box system such as from holes In the 
gloves. 
Another troublesome feature unique to the centered cluster 
chemistry Is the difficulty in identifying or confirming the presence of 
an interstitial atom. Because of the limited analytical methods 
available for small main-group elements (H, Be, B, C, N) in centered 
Zr-CI clusters, the identification of an interstitial atom depends to a 
large extent on the possible sources of centering atoms and the yields 
of the phases of interest. Although it is relatively straightforward to 
locate a centered transition metal atom in a cluster by X-ray 
diffraction, problems of adventitious impurities could not be ignored 
either since the formation of possible side products would complicate or 
at least slow down the characterization process. In addition, caution 
should be taken in assigning a centered atom for it Is practically 
impossible to distinguish elements with close atomic numbers by X-ray 
analysis. Therefore, special care was given at all stages of the . 
syntheses to avoid impurity sources, such as residue H in a metal 
powder, H2O, and hydrocarbons. "Quick-and-dirty" operations are not 
recommended. 
The third Important aspect of Zr-Cl cluster syntheses Is the 
selection of a proper container material. It was observed In the 
previous research that the reduced halldes of early transition metals as 
well as rare-earth metals attacked Pyrex and fused silica, the common 
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container materials, at temperatures near and above 600*C required to 
form clusters. During the course of the past IS years, a solution to 
this problem has been developed by employing welded Nb or Ta tubes as 
containers. For Zr-Cl systems. Ta was selected as the better container 
material. This has been shown by SEN analysis to be Inert to the 
reactants and products under the chosen reaction conditions. 
Furthermore, the distinctive difference In the atomic numbers of Zr and 
Ta would make the characterization simpler under the circumstance that 
Ta did take part In the cluster formation, although this has not yet 
been observed. For a representative reaction, a piece of 3/8" dia. Ta 
tubing of 4-cm length was treated with Ta cleaning solution (55% conc. 
H2SO4, 25% conc. HNO3, 20% conc. HF by volume), thoroughly rinsed with 
HgO, and dried in the air. One end of the tube was crimped and Heliarc 
welded.53 This tube usually was not further treated prior to use. 
However, if an additional cleaning was required and the mixed acid was 
used, this must be followed by an extensive rinsing with HgO to avoid 
contamination from 0, N, C, or even S in the solution. 
Starting materials designed to prepare 150 mg of a hypothetical 
target phase were loaded into a Ta tube in the glove box with the above 
precautions. Necessary protection was taken to keep the open end of the 
tube clean, since vaporization or decomposition of small amounts of 
starting materials near the end of the container might generate holes 
during the welding. The tube was then closed shut in the box, and 
transferred to the welder in a air-tight container as soon as possible. 
After the second end was welded, the Ta tube was placed in a fused 
silica jacket so that the Ta would be protected from oxidation by air 
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during the reaction. The Inside of the fused silica jacket carrying the 
Ta tube was cleaned with Ta cleaning solution, carefully rinsed, dried, 
degassed with a gas/Oj torch under dynamic vacuum (P < S x 10'^ torr), 
and then sealed off. The reaction thus loaded was usually heated at 
800* to 850*C for 20 to 30 days and quenched in the air afterward. To 
enhance crystal growth, special heat treatments such as slow cooling, 
temperature gradients, or cycling between two temperatures could be 
applied. For the same purpose, a chemical that could serve as a 
mineralizer, flux, or vapor transport agent could also be selected and 
added into the reaction system. 
All the reactions were opened in a glove box under a Nj atmosphere. 
The products were visually Inspected, samples for powder patterns 
loaded, and crystals mounted. The materials left after these samplings 
were sealed in evacuated Pyrex ampoules. 
Charaotarlsation Methods 
Visual inspection 
Careful visual inspections were conducted after the reaction 
containers were opened in a second glove box equipped with a nearly 
horizontal window and a microscope. Based on the colors and the 
morphologies of the products, these examinations were used to estimate 
the numbers and relative yields of products from multiphase reactions. 
Some of the side products, such as ZrCl or ZrClO* (x<l), could be 
identified exclusively by their appearances, and this simplified the 
characterization process. The yields were estimated on the basis of the 
volume of each product since the physical separation of powdered 
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products mixed together was very difficult, and other more accurate 
methods were not accessible. The Information obtained through visual 
Inspections was valuable in evaluating each reaction and suggesting 
further actions toward final characterization of an Interesting product, 
although Its reliability was limited, especially when different phases 
appeared similar so that the estimation of the yields was not possible. 
EfiHdfiC X-ray diffraction 
Following visual Inspections, the reaction products were further 
screened by Guinier powder diffraction. This was the primary 
characterization method that provided more objective, reliable, and 
semiquantitative identification of the products. Information regarding 
the numbers. Identities, and yields of products can be so obtained. In 
addition, the lattice constants of each may be calculated if necessary. 
Samples were mounted between two pieces of Scotch tape together 
with a small amount of SI powder as an Internal standard (NBS, SRM-64}. 
When necessary, nonwater-based tape was used to avoid the decomposition 
of a sample in contact with the emulsion. Frequently, more than one 
sample was prepared from a multiphase product, so that the complexity of 
powder patterns would be greatly reduced. If several phases did appear 
on the same pattern, the relative yields could also be estimated based 
on the number and intensities of reflections from each phase. 
The Guinier powder patterns were collected with a ENRAF NONIUS 
(FR552) diffractometer equipped with an evacuable sample chamber. The 
incident radiation was Cu K^i (A-1.54056 A) and the 2$ range of the 
recorded pattern on the film was from 2 to 85', allowing the display of 
the first five Si lines. 
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Powder patterns were first compared against the calculated patterns 
of known phases generated by program POWDER (version 5)^* to eliminate 
starting materials as well as any unimportant side products from further 
Investigation. Whenever a new compound was discovered, the powder 
pattern was read on an Enraf Nonius Gulnler viewer with 0.005 mm 
precision. These values were then converted Into 29 values by GUIN^s . 
using a quadratic equation derived from the positions of the standard SI 
lines. If the structure type of the new compound was recognized, the 
reflections were manually Indexed and cell parameters were refined with 
LATT99.56 When the pattern was unknown, the program TREOR (version 4)5' 
was employed to obtain the lattice system and cell dimensions If 
possible. The Indexing of an unknown powder pattern by TREOR was often 
tried but with limited success, mainly because the powder patterns 
seldom contained the reflections from only one phase. 
Silials crystal X-ray diffraction 
The success In this research can be attributed to a large extent to 
the effective structural characterizations by single crystal X-ray 
analyses. It was the only accessible method to identify a new phase in 
an unknown structure. In addition. It was used to determine or confirm 
the stolchlometry of new compounds, which was essential in understanding 
the structure and bonding features of the cluster phases. 
Crystals, usually with well defined facets, were selected and 
mounted In the glove box with vacuum grease (APIEZON L) Into thin-walled 
capillaries (0.2, 0.3 mm dia). Oscillation photos were taken on a 
Weissenberg camera to evaluate the quality of the crystals and to select 
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the most suitable ones for further study. Sometimes, Welssenberg or 
precession photos were also taken for additional Information. 
The majority of the data sets were collected at room temperature on 
either an ENRAF NONIUS CAD4 diffractometer or a RIGAKU AFC6R 
diffractometer. Both are automated diffractometers with Mo Kg radiation 
(A-0.7017 A) and monochromaters In the Incident beam. The beam 
intensity of the latter instrument was stronger because the X-ray tube 
has a rotating anode (12 KW). The software packages enabled convenient 
routine examinations prior to data collection and allowed searching, 
refining, and indexing of reflections, determination of the orientation * 
matrix, and reduction of the cell. Axial photos were taken, first to 
assure the quality of the crystals, and second, to confirm the lattice 
parameters and symmetries determined by the preliminary analyses. Based 
on the Information from these photos, lattice types and Laue symmetries 
were determined, and data collection parameters were carefully selected. 
Following the data collections, ^ -scans were measured at least on three 
intense reflections with x close to 90* for empirical absorption 
corrections. 
The complete data sets, generally containing redundant data, were 
inspected to confirm the Laue class and to determine the space group if 
possible. The data processing Included Lorentz-polarization correction, 
decay corrections with standard reflections when necessary, and an 
empirical absorption correction using ^-scans. The observed data, 
defined by I/a|>3; F/a^ >6, thus prepared were then averaged in the 
proper Laue group, and a reduced data file was created for further 
structure determination and refinement. 
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The Initial models were obtained either from Isostructural parent 
compounds or by direct methods In SHELXS-86.M The structure 
refinements were carried out with least-squares full matrix calculations 
and standard Fourier syntheses using the programs In the structure 
determination software packages, namely SDPSS or TEXSAN^o which were 
furnished with CAD4 or RIGAKU, respectively. The structure factors were 
calculated using neutral atomic scattering factors with corrections for 
both the real and Imaginary parts of anomalous dispersion for heavier 
elements (Z>10).6i Atoms were located, and their positional parameters, 
Isotropic thermal parameters, and anisotropic thermal parameters were 
refined successively. At the later stage of the refinements, the 
secondary extinction coefficient was refined. A numerical absorption 
correction (OIFABS)^^ could be applied based on a model with Isotropical 
thermal parameters If the original empirical absorption correction did 
not appear adequate. Occupancies of certain positions were studied, and 
final electron difference maps were examined and residue election 
densities were reported to evaluate the quality of the solution. Part 
of the Important structure refinement parameters listed in the crystal 
data tables are defined as following: 
1) Linear absorption coefficient 
where is the unit cell volume and n^ is the number of a given atom in 
the unit cell, is the atomic absorption coefficient tabulated in 
the International Tables.^ 
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2) K... - jlj I <F1> I 
S m <F?> 
1-1 ' 
for all observed reflections (I > Sa,), where n Is the number of unique 
reflections that are observed more than once and m Is the number of 
times a given reflection Is observed. <F{2> is the average value of 
for unique reflection 1. 
3) Secondary extinction coefficient gG3 
^c(corr) " : ^ 
1 + g Fj.Lp 
where Lp Is the Lorentz-polarizatlon factor. 
4) n ZIIM - iFcll 
' Z|F.| 
. [ M|F,| - IF,1)2 
~ ' aiF,2 ' 
for refinement on F where w - ~ . 
apZ 
In a few cases, the data were collected on a SYNTEX PZ^ or a DATEX 
diffractometer and the structures were-solved with methods and programs 
previously described.3? 
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For a completed structure solution, positional and thermal 
parameters were reported with standard deviations. The anisotropic 
thermal parameters, B^'s, are defined by T - exp[(-l/4 + 
BgjkVz + B33«2c*2 + ZBjghkaV + ZB^ghgaV + ZBggkfbV)]. Important 
Interatomic distances were calculated with the lattice constants 
provided by powder diffraction, which are considered to be more accurate 
because of the calibration with the SI standard and the larger number of 
observations utilized. Structures and their Interesting fragments were 
revealed by drawings generated with the ORTEP program.®* 
Specific details of Individual structure determination processes 
and structure solutions will be presented under each compound. 
'U 99114 Stat# n studies 
Although X-ray diffraction Is a powerful structure determination 
tool, It should not be considered as the only method to characterize new 
phases. One of its limitations, namely the poor sensitivity toward 
light elements, becomes rather obvious In dealing with H or Li. In both 
cases, solid state NNR was chosen as the alternative to provide 
additional supporting evidences for structure determinations. Proton 
solid-state NMR experiments were first conducted on H-centered cluster 
phases to confirm the presence of the interstitial hydrogen,ss while ^Li 
NMR was more recently used in the research on Zr-Cl cluster systems 
involving Li. Its first advantage is the good availability of the NMR-
active isotope 'Li (I • 3/2, natural abundance 92.57%). In addition, 
the nucleus has a very high sensitivity (for equal numbers of nuclei, 
0.294 at constant field, 1.94 at constant frequency with respect to iH). 
Its third attractive factor is that it provides information unique to 
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the solid state, Including symmetry of the coordination sphere, and the 
electron distribution around the LI In question. These NMR studies were 
used to answer the following questions: 1) Is LI present In the sample? 
2) Is LI In the phase of Interest, or In L1C1, one of the starting 
materials? 3) Is It possible to determine, or at least to acquire 
Information on, the symmetry of the LI coordination environment? The 
first two-questions were answered satisfactorily. However, because of 
the limited examples and experience available, ^L1 NMR could not 
unambiguously determine the symmetry of the LI positions. Yet, combined 
with results from X-ray analyses, the data could lead to useful 
conclusions. 
The NMR samples were prepared from reactions that produced the 
phase of Interest with estimated yield higher than 95%. Since the 
Instrument available was not designed to handle air sensitive materials, 
the samples had to be protected with sealed containers. About 40 mg of 
a sample that appeared to be free of impurities under the microscope was 
loaded to a piece of Pyrex tubing (0.7 cm 0. D.) that had one end 
sealed. The open end was plugged with grease before it was brought out 
of the box. The tube was sealed using a small gas/02 torch, with care 
taken to minimize overheating that might cause decomposition of the 
sample. The resultant glass bulb with a drop shape fit into an NMR 
rotor (1.0 cm I. D., 1.5 cm tall). 
The NMR spectra were collected by Vinko Rutar at I.S.U. Instrument 
Service Center on a BROKER WM-200 NMR spectrometer. Information was 
obtained from both room temperature and low temperature experiments. 
Because the samples could not be packed directly into the rotor, the 
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delicate balance required for high speed rotation could not be achieved, 
and hence the spinning function of the Instrument was practically 
disabled. The signals shown on the static spectra are generally 
broader, an intrinsic feature of the method resulting from the random 
distributions of the nuclei In a powder sample. With this limitation, 
the NMR studies still provided interesting information, such as chemical 
shift 6, quadrupole coupling constant Q^, asymmetry parameter ri and peak 
profiles. The interpretations of these results were made in combination 
with X-ray structure analyses and will be given in the discussion 
section. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results of structure characterizations of new cluster compounds 
will be presented In the order of the Increasing Zr/CI ratio. Under 
each given Zr/CI ratio, cluster examples are further divided Into groups 
according to their structure types and stolchlometrles. 
Because of technical difficulties and limited access, the 
stolchlometrles of the phases under study were established without 
chemical analyses. However, the validity of these results was first 
supported by controlled, high yield syntheses and, secondly, confirmed 
by X-ray analysis on both powder and single crystal samples. An 
empirical formula obtained through a single crystal X-ray was evaluated 
from crystallograph1c point of view by examining factors such as the 
occupancies, the residue peaks, AF's, the standard deviations and the 
correlation between multiplicities and thermal parameters. More 
Important, Its chemical meaning was also pursued by taking the cluster 
electron counts Into consideration, and by comparing the distances with 
the corresponding crystal radii.®® 
In addition, other experiments such as solid state NMR studies, 
magnetic susceptibility measurements and SEN analysis were also employed 
to provide supporting evidences if necessary. The results of these 
efforts in structure determinations will be presented, and the chemical 
and structural meaning the models thus established will be discussed. 
Whenever possible, these materials will be organized into relatively 
Independent packages under each compound or a group of compounds in 
question. 
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*r*ciia Typ# 
The Zr-CI cluster compounds are composed of discrete Zr^CVigZ CV -
edge-bridging CI units with the monochlorlde as the only exception. 
Although they are often referred as MgXi2 type of clusters, the 
additional terminal CI* atoms are Indispensable for cluster formation 
and stabilization.M In fact, the structure diversity In these systems 
Is largely because of the functional varieties of the exo-ch1or1nes. 
Among these structure series, the [ZrgC1i2^Z]C1g« phases can be 
considered as the simplest ones with Isolated cluster units that are the 
basic building blocks for constructing cluster phases with higher 
complexities. 
The first examples of NgX^g clusters were K^NbgCTig^i and 
BagNbgCljgSs-^o that were discovered In the early days of metal cluster 
chemistry. Excluding a group of NbgCl^g phases with organic s 
countercations studied in the early 70s,^i-72 the next structure type in 
this family was the well known double salt NjZrClg^ZrgCl 12(H) (M - Na -
Cs)22 synthesized via solid state reactions. More recently, a series of 
ternary or quaternary NbgCl^g cluster phases containing rare-earth metal 
counter cations have been characterized^* which have either the above 
double salt structure or that of CsLuNbgClig,^^ a modified double salt 
structure that can be considered as a superstructure of Ba2NbgClig. 
Meantime, a new MgXig structure, namely, RbgZrgCl^gB was uncovered.w 
Yet, only one of the above four niobium types had Zr-Cl cluster 
examples, whereas the extensive research that has led to a rich 
structural chemistry of the Zr-Cl cluster systems is marked by up to 12 
structure types.26 By purposely increasing the Cl/Zr ratio as well as 
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Introducing rare-earth or alkaline-earth metal countercatlons Into the 
syntheses, the number of ZrgCTstructure types has been Increased to 
six, Including two new ones (LleZreCligH, Ba^Zr^CliaBe), and four known 
types (NjZr^CI|g(H), K^NbgCl^g, CsLuNbgCl^g, RbgZrgCT^@8)« Besides the 
structure diversity, the Zr^Cl^gZ family Is also rich In chemical 
components. Including a variety of countercatlons and both main-group 
and transition metal element centering atoms. Having similar cluster 
units but different packing arrangements, these new compounds serve as 
good examples to demonstrate the effects of charge, number, and size of 
countercatlons on the structure of solid state cluster phases. In 
addition, with Isolated cluster units, some of these compounds are 
suitable candidates for the solution cluster chemistry. 
USZESÊIisH^ ® 
LigZreCligH Is the third known example of Zr-Cl clusters stabilized 
by an interstitial hydrogen. The other two compounds in this series, 
namely, ZrgCligH and M2Zr7Clig(H) (M • alkali metals),% were among the 
first few cluster phases discovered in the Zr-Cl systems, and in both 
cases, the interstitial H was initially Involved In the syntheses as an 
adventitious element. The correct chemical compositions of these two 
compounds were later confirmed by Improved high yield syntheses achieved 
with sufficient hydrogen, and also by solid state NMR studies on 
ZrgCli^H.Gs The Importance of the hydrogen atom In cluster stabilization 
was further rationalized in terms of molecular orbital s established for 
centered clusters through extended HWckel calculations.It is 
believed that the electron shared by the H atom plays a key role in 
stabilizing these two types of H-centered clusters, both with cluster 
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electron count of 13. With an advanced understanding of the electron 
and bonding features of the cluster compounds, efforts were made to 
synthesize new hydride clusters with new structures and probably with 14 
cluster electron count, the optimal value for clusters centered by main-
group element. As a result, LlgZrgCliaH with a new structure type was 
discovered. Interestingly, It Is again a 13-electron cluster, and 
therefore has similar bonding features as the other two hydride 
clusters. Yet, the new chemical component Li and the new stoichiometry 
provide interesting structural characteristics. As with all MgXig 
clusters, there is no direct cluster connection, contrary to what Is 
observed in ZrgClijH^^ (Zrgl^gC type). In addition, the lack of strong 
interactions between clusters combines with the countercatlons to make 
the packing of the clusters the dominate factor in determining the three 
dimensional structure of LigZrgCljgH. It has proved to be a suitable 
candidate for solution chemistry. Furthermore, because of its large Li 
content, It is an ideal compound for ^Li solid state NNR studies. 
Synthesis LigZrgCligH was first discovered from a reaction with 
a loaded stoichiometry of LiZrgCljgHi.g. Assuming that the excess 
hydrogen would diffuse through the Ta container, the target compound was 
LiZrgCljjH, a 14-electron cluster phase with a structure possibly 
related to Zrgl^gC^^'^^ or Sc^ClijC.^® After being heated at 700*C for two 
weeks, the reaction produced a black powder and several dark crystals. 
The powder diffraction pattern showed that the product contained 
approximately equal amounts of ZrgCligH, the new hydride LigZrgCljgH, 
ZrOyCl, and at least one other phase that still remains unidentified. 
Following the structural characterization by the single crystal X-ray 
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analysis, LleZreCTigH was prepared In high yield (>90%) from reactions 
with the revised stoichiometry, accompanied by a small amount of ZrCI 
and ZrCI4. No significant changes in the cell parameters were observed 
when the Li and H contents in the starting materials were varied, 
indicating that LieZrgCligH is a line compound. An attempt to increase 
the Li/Zr ratio to 7/6 to synthesize a 14-e1ectron cluster was 
unsuccessful. Moreover, partial or complete substitution of Li with Na 
or replacement of H with Be also failed, producing SOX of an unknown 
phase In the former case and LIZrgdi^Be In the latter case. 
Large quantities of LigZrgCTigH and LigZrgCl^gO were prepared for 
vibration spectral studies by inelastic neutron scattering. The 
reactions were loaded in welded Ta tubes with diameters of 1.5 cm and 
lengths of 8 cm, each containing up to 1.8 g of the starting materials. 
The reactions were slowly heated to 700*C in a week and maintained at 
this temperature for over 4 weeks. The Ta tubes were usually slightly 
bulged after the reaction, indicating substantial pressure over the 
reaction system under the chosen conditions. The estimated yield of the 
products were at least 90%, and the major impurity was ZrO^Cl which 
seems to always coexist with the desired product, similar to what was 
observed for the ZrgCl 12H system.^2 
Structure determination The single crystal used for X-ray 
analysis was selected from the reaction loaded with stoichiometry of 
LiZrgCli2Hi,g. One quadrant of data (hk£, ïïk£) was collected on a SYNTEX 
diffractometer (Table 2). The data were corrected for absorption using 
one 0-scan and averaged for space group R3 which was selected based on 
the information from axial photos and diffraction conditions. The Zr 
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Tabla 2. Crystal Data for LleZreCl^gH 
space group 
Z 
a, A" 
c, A 
V, A3 
crystal dimens, mm 
data collection Instrument 
scan mode 
2^max. deg 
reflections 
measured 
observed 
Independent 
absorp coeff n, cm-i 
range of transm coeff 
^ave* % 
second ext coeff 
R, % 
K* % 
largest residue peak, e'/A^ 
R3 (No. 148) 
3 
15.969(1) 
8.883(1) 
1961.7(4) 
0.20 X 0.20 X 0.25 
SYNTEX P2i 
0-20 
55 
h, k, ±e. 
1656 
1346 
839 
41.3 
0.93-1.00 
1.5 
0.53(5) X 10-4 
2 . 2  
2.5 
0.5 
«Gulnler powder diffraction data (38 observations). 
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atom was located by analyzing the Patterson map. After refinement 
(R-33%), the calculated electron density map revealed three sets of 
peaks each with one-third of the electron density of the Zr, and hence 
they were assigned to CI atoms. Following refinement of the positional 
parameters and the Isotropic temperature factors (R-7%), the thermal 
parameters of the first four atoms were refined an1sotrop1ca11y. The 
extinction coefficient was also refined (R-3.5%, R^r4.6%). A difference 
Fourier map was calculated, and the peaks associated with about 2 ^ /k? 
were assigned to LI atoms. After the refinement of LI was completed 
Isotropical1y with full occupancy, the R and the R^ reached 2.2% and 
2.6%, respectively. The occupancy of the LI position refined to 84(3)% 
accompanied by a decrease In Its Isotropic thermal parameter from 3.7(2) 
to 2.6(3), but the agreement factors did not change significantly (R > 
2.2%, R^ - 2.5%). The validity of this result was In question as the LI 
atoms are required to stabilize the cluster by providing electrons and 
the experiments showed that LlgZrgCTigH Is a line compound. The LI at 
full occupancy could also be refined anisotroplcally (R - 2.2%, R^ > 
2.5%); however, since the three principal B's were essentially the same 
(Bji • 3.5(6), 022 " 2.9(5), B33 • 2.5(5), 8^2 " 1.6(4), 8^3 • 0.2(4), B23 
- 0.1(4) ), this result was not significant. As expected, the H atom 
could not be located due to its poor X-ray diffraction power. The final 
difference map was essentially flat, and no residue bi.ggêr than 0.5 
e/A-3 was found. The atom positions and temperature factors resulted 
from the isotropic refinement of the fully occupied Li atoms and 
anisotropic refinement of the Zr and CI atoms are listed in Table 3. 
Table 3. Positional and Thermal Parameters for LieZreCliaH 
X y z Bii 
IT 0.10662(2) 0.12293(2) 0.14606(3) 1.05(1) 
Cil 0.10153(6) 0.25834(6) 0.00089(9) . 1.83(3) 
Cl 2 0.52716(6) 0.31435(6) 0.00273(9) 1.83(3) 
C13 0.43807(6) 0.06773(6) 0.00322(9) 1.63(3) 
Li 0.0586(6) 0.4932(6) 0.160(1) -
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®22 B33 BI2 Bi3 ' B23 
1.03(1) 0.86(1) 0.556(9) 0.047(9) 0.048(9) 0.89(1) 
0.98(3) 1.50(3) 0.59(2) -0.46(3) -0.07(3) 1.34(3) 
1.27(3) 1.25(3) 0.72(3) -0.55(3) -0.06(2) 1.33(4) 
1.36(3) 1.57(3) 0.63(3) -0.34(3) -0.24(3) 1.41(4) 
3.7(3) 
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Important distances calculated with lattice parameters provided by an 
powder X-ray diffraction study are reported In Table 4. 
Structure descriptions LieZreCligH consists of two structural 
elements, namely, the [ZrgC1igH]G- cluster and the countercation Li+ 
(Figure 1). The metal core of the cluster has comparable dimensions to 
the other two known 13-electron, H-centered chloride cluster 
compounds.2^42 The trigonal compression indicated by the 0.01 A 
difference in the two Zr-Zr distances Is only about a quarter of what 
was observed for another 13-electron cluster, the double salt 
K2Zr;CTig(H), implying that this type of distortion is a combined result 
of the electronic factor and matrix effects. Notice that the 
Interaction between the countercation Zr and CT in the double salt is 
so strong that the Cl^'s are pulled away from the cluster and toward the 
countercation (Zr-CT, 2.474 A vs 2.770 A), forming a ZrClgZ- group. In 
contrast, the electrical field around Li in LigZrgCligH is weaker and It 
is responsible for the less severe distortion of the cluster core in 
LigZrgCligH. The Zr to CI" distance, which is almost 0.1 A shorter than 
the corresponding one in the double salt, is accounted for by the same 
effect. 
The Li atom sits on a general position and is surrounded by three 
cluster units, each contributing one Cl^ and one CI' (Figure 2). The 
six Li-Cl distances, ranging from 2.430(9) A to 2.804(9) A, have an 
average of 2.595 A, slightly larger than the summation of the crystal 
radilGG of Li+ (CN-6, 0.90 A) and CI" (1.67 A). The wide range of 
distances shows that the coordination polyhedron of Li Is highly 
distorted, implying Li is a less predominant structural element in this 
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Table 4. Important Distances (A) In LleZreCl^gH 
Zr-Zr x6 3.1975(8) 
x6 3.1856(7) 
a 3.1916 
Zr-CT' Zr-Cll x6 2.5532(9) 
x6 2.560(1) 
Zr-C12 x6. 2.5671(9) 
x6 2.576(1) 
a 2.564 
Zr-Cl« Zr-C13 x6 2.687(1) 
Li-Cl Li-Cll xl 2.605(9) 
LI-CI 2 xl 2.430(9) 
xl 2.500(9) 
xl 2.563(9) 
Li-C13 xl 2.669(9) 
xl 2.804(9) 
a 2.595 
0© ® ® ©0 
0 
©6 
® ^ÇI1 ^  ® 
The [110] projection of LigZrgClgH (90% probability) with the t axis vertical. The H 
atom occupies the center of cluster (point symmetry Sg), and the shaded spheres around 
the cluster represent the Li atoms 
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Figure 2. The coordination environment of the Li ion in LigZrgCligH (90% 
probability) 
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phase, and Its relatively weak field as well as small size allow or even 
favor this distortion. The large range of the L1-C1 distances Is also 
the direct reflection of the coordination environment of each Individual 
CI. For Instance, the terminal Cl» (CIS, CN - l(Zr) + 2(L1)) has the 
shortest LI-CI distances, and among the two Inner chlorines (Cll, CN -
2(Zr) + 1(L1); C12, CN - 2(Zr) + 2(L1)), CI2 with higher total 
coordination number has the longer LI-CI distances. Although the 
occupancy of the LI position refined to 84(3)%, it is reasonable to 
believe that this position is fully occupied because of the electron 
deficient nature of the cluster unit and the fact that a preparation 
with 20% Li deficiency yielded ZrCI, ZrCl* and the cluster phase with 
essentially the same cell parameters as those from a reaction loaded to 
make LieZreCligH. 
Since the dominant Interactions between Li+ and other structure 
components are ionic in nature, the LI atom tends to settle in an 
environment with the fewest cationic second neighbors around its 
coordination polyhedron. The position that Li occupies has 3 Zr and 3 
Li nearest neighbors (Li-Zr: 3.73 A, 3.95 A, 3.99 A; Li-Li: 3.47 A, 3.84 
A, 3.84 A). The other two sets of vacancies with the same chlorine 
coordination number have either 4 Zr and 7 Li (general position, 
multiplicity 6; Li-Zr: 3.24 A to 4.38 A, Li-Li: 3.25 A to 3.98 A) or 6 
Zr and 6 Li (Î at (0,0,1/2), multiplicity 1; Li-Zr: 3.65 A; Li-Li: 3.84 
A) around them, and the energy cost of filling these positions restricts 
the upper limit of Li content in this phase. Therefore, the cluster 
electron count deviates away from the optimum value of 14 to 13. A 
similar argument may be applied to the other solid state 13-electron 
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hydride clusters. Besides the cluster electron count, these structural 
limitations, Including geometry, packing, and Ionic Interaction Imposed 
on the solid state materials, are Important factors that determine 
whether a phase Is stable. It Is only when a balance among these 
factors Is achieved that a phase may be obtained from high temperature 
solid state reactions. 
The unsuccessful substitution of LI by Na may be explained by the 
size of the cation position. Since the Li atoms occupy the six-
coordinate positions between C1 layers as the Zr atoms and have similar 
radii, replacing them with larger cations Na (CN « 6, 1.16 A) leads to 
the expansion and distortion of the CI layers, which In turn may 
destabilize the cluster units as well as the entire structure. 
The three-dimensional structure of LigZrgCligH Is related to that of 
ZrglijC in the sense that they both have a cubic close packed CI 
sublattice (•••ABC*** or (cjg) and a cubic close packed cluster array. 
However, as the number of CI Increases to 18 per cluster in the lithium-
hydride compound, the shared CI*-' atoms in Zrgl^gC are replaced by 
terminal CT atoms. The cluster units become isolated and farther apart 
from each other as the bonds pulling them closer to each other no longer 
exist. This causes an expansion of the a and b axes while the stacking 
of the close packed layers along c axis remains unchanged. The 
negatively charged cluster units are held together by Li atoms, and for 
each cluster there are 12 LI atoms above and below it, and six addi­
tional ones around its waist between the same layers of CI atoms as the 
Zr atoms (Figure 1). Even though these cations are symmetry related in 
the structure, when each individual cluster is concerned, the lithium 
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atoms around the waist are closer to the cluster than those at Its top 
and bottom. The entire structure may be described as close packed 
ZrgCTigH clusters with a L1-sheath around them. It also may be viewed 
as close packed CI atoms with part of the pseudo octahedral holes 
selectively filled by either Zr or LI atoms. 
Solid state ^  fjHB study Since the Interstitial H atom In 
LlgZrgCligH cannot be located with X-ray diffraction analysis, solid 
state NMR was employed to confirm Its presence In the cluster phase. 
The experiment was conducted on a sample of about 50 mg sealed In Pyrex 
tubing. The spectrum collected at room temperature by Lucy Flanagan 
showed a broad and weak signal at around -400 ppm with respect to water, 
which Is characteristic of a proton In a paramagnetic environment Inside 
a metal cage based on the previous NNR studies on ZrgCI 12HG5 (.-500 
ppm). This shows that Instead of being empty, the cluster is stabilized 
by a H atom. 
Solid state 2ii fiHB study Although the single crystal X-ray 
analysis succeeded in locating and refining the Li atom, confirmation of 
the results seemed necessary because of the limited scattering of X-rays 
by a light atom such as Li. In addition, the other objective of this 
experiment was to accumulate experience In solid state ^Li NNR since no 
examples of this type could be found in the literature. The room 
temperature NNR spectrum (Figure 3) of LigZrgCl^gH showed a signal at 
+11.8 ppm with respect to LiCI. This chemical shift is the largest 
observed so far for the Li-containing zirconium chloride cluster phases 
(LiZrgCli^Hn, S - -2.2 ppm; Ll2Zr6Cli5Nn, S • -0.4 ppm). On one hand, it 
Is difficult to Interpret this shift because unpredictable results could 
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Figure 3. The ^ Li solid state NMR spectrum of LieZrgClieH 
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arise from van Vieck (field-Induced) paramagnetism. On the other hand, 
a certain portion of this shift could be associated with a highly 
exposed nucleus, as the electron deficient cluster core may draw the 
electrons further away from the Li atoms in this compound than in LiCI 
where the charge transfer is less complete. The central peak is sharp 
and narrow (width at half maximum height - 9.5 ppm) and is best 
described as a Lorentzian peak, in contrast to a Gaussian peak 
associated with the signal of Li atoms with cubic symmetry that do not 
experience quadrupole interactions (width at half maximum height - 62 
ppm. Figure 4). As the NNR signal from a powder sample should always be 
symmetrical with respect to the central peak, the small shoulder that 
appears at about 0 ppm was assigned to Li in LiCI, which could be the 
result of the Incomplete reaction and/or partial decomposition of the 
sample while it was being sealed in the container. 
The lack of detailed features in this spectrum limits the 
Information that can be extracted, and the asymmetry parameter as well 
as the quadrupole coupling constant remain undetermined. There might be 
three factors associated with this problem. First, magic angle spinning 
might sharpen the signals, therefore revealing more details that are 
hidden under the broad peak. Secondly, samples with improved quality 
may eliminate the broad peak from LICI. Finally, this type of peak 
profile may be intrinsic for Li in a low symmetry environment as in this 
structure. The latter two are considered to be the dominant factors 
since well defined profiles of both the center signal and the side bands 
were observed in a static spectrum of another cluster phase, 
LigZrgCligMn, as will be presented later. 
' • ' • • . — I I 
100 0 -100 
ppm 
Figure 4. The 'Li solid state NMR spectrum of LiCl (room temperature, 
static spectrum), which shows a typical Gaussian peak with 
half maximum width of 62 ppm 
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Magnetic susceptibility measurement Based on the stolchlometry 
deduced from crystal structure determination and NMR studies, LleZreCl^gH 
Is a paramagnetic substance with a 13-c1uster-e1ectron count. To 
confirm this, Its magnetic susceptibility was measured on a sample of 
about SO mg. The magnetic behavior of this compound obeys Curie-Weiss 
law over a large temperature range, and 1/x varies with T linearly . 
between 60K and 260K (Figure 5). The slope of this line corresponds to 
a magnetic moment of 1.1 BH, which Is smaller than expected for one 
unpaired electron and another measurement on LleZrgClisD gave a similar 
effective moment of 0.96 BH. These values are smaller than what Is 
expected for one localized unpaired electron, and the substantial 
discrepancy might be the result of spin-orbital coupling. In addition, 
the possibility of the compounds being Li or H deficient cannot be ruled 
out. The extrapolation of this line gives a Curie temperature as small 
as 0.6 K. The deviation of magnetic susceptibility from the ideal 
Curie-Weiss behavior at higher temperature (>260 K) may be the result of 
a thermal excitation from ground states to an excited state with a 
different magnetic character. If this is true, the threshold energy 
associated with this transition is estimated to be 0.02 eV. Yet, when 
this assumption is evaluated, the fact that the absolute values of the 
susceptibilities become very small at higher temperatures, and therefore 
less accurately known, must also be taken into consideration. 
EWre&liaC and other sgmpovnd; tdîb lbs K^NbgCiig structure 
Although the structure type of K^NbgClig has been known since 1968,<1 
its zirconium chloride analogues were not established until Rb^ZrgCligC was 
characterized. This compound belongs to the MgCl^s family and contains 
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Isolated [ZrsCl^s^]^' cluster units In a pseudo close packed array. In 
contrast to the other known M^ZreCligZ examples, the chlorine atoms do not 
form close packed layers In Rb^ZrgCTigC owing to the arrangement of the 
countercatlons. This Is reflected by the low symmetry of both the Rb 
coordination environment and the lattice, which Is unique among the solid 
state MyZreCligZ clusters. The packing of the clusters and countercatlons 
also results In the relatively weak binding Interactions between slabs of 
clusters, and this might be the cause of the peculiar crystallization 
behavior of this phase. In addition, the high content and low charge of 
the counter cation make It a suitable candidate for solution 
Investigations. 
Synthesis Rb^ZreClwas first produced in a well crystallized form 
via a reaction with a loaded stoichiometry of Rb^ZreCl(600'C to 850*C, 1 
day; 850*C, 14 days). The ruby-like crystals obtained from the same 
reaction were hexagonal prisms. The quantitative synthesis of this 
compound was not trivial even though the crystal structure determination 
succeeded without any difficulties. After the compound was characterized 
with single crystal X-ray analysis, reactions were loaded to reproduce 
Rb^ZrgCligC. Under the conventional reaction conditions (800-850*C, 14-20 
days), the reactions seemed to be complete. The products had a uniform 
black color and appeared to be crystalline under the microscope. However, 
it was surprising that the major content(s) was amorphous and most of the 
powder patterns collected showed only broad lines of Rb2ZrClg plus a few 
(<10) less intense reflections from RbZrgCl(estimated yield <10%). Non-
water based mounting tape did not provide better diffraction patterns, 
which might imply that the problem existed prior to the X-ray sample 
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preparation. Slow cooling or annealing after the reaction period did not 
make noticeable differences In the diffraction power of the product. 
Changing the stolchlometry of the starting materials to RbjZreClisC, as In 
the original reaction, failed to repeat the expected result. Based on 
experience, It Is believed that the desired product Rb^Zr^CTigC did form 
during the reaction, since a reaction that falls to produce a target 
compound usually forms another relatively more stable cluster phase, for 
example, RbZreCl^sC, In a reasonable yield (>70%). The difficulty In 
detecting Rb^ZrgCl^gC by Its diffraction pattern may be associated with the 
poor crystalllnlty of the product, the high reactivity of an amorphous 
phase, or the possibility that the product decomposed upon cooling to give 
crystalline RbgZrClg and one or several amorphous, reduced zirconium 
chloride phases. 
The reaction and crystallization mechanisms are not understood. 
Nonetheless, there was a surprising success of obtaining a good diffraction 
pattern as well as nicely formed crystals of Rb^ZrgCl^gC from reacting the 
product of a reaction that had undergone annealing at lower temperatures 
(600-450'C) with excess Zr powder (Rb^ZrgCligC:Zr 1:2). This suggests that 
the preheating procedure and the more reducing condition are probably 
crucial to stabilizing the crystalline cluster phase in question. It seems 
plausible that a slower reaction at lower temperature provides fewer 
nuclei, and this generally improves the quality of the crystallization; a 
more reducing condition may also alter the vapor pressure over the system 
to facilitate the formation of the desired phase. All the experiment 
observations indicate that the problem is not the stability of the cluster 
but the stability of the lattice, since the cluster unit has the normal 14 
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electron count whereas the lattice has neither direct cluster Inter­
connections nor a close packed anion sublattlce and might have a relatively 
low lattice energy. 
The products from reactions to make analogue K^ZrgCligB behaved 
similarly to that described above. In addition, incomplete structure 
analyses (R - 15%, - 20%) on crystals from a reaction with the 
stolchlometry of NaglrgCligC suggests that there Is a sodium analogue of 
Rb^ZrgCTigC. The partial solutions show that the arrangement of the 
clusters and countercatlons Is similar in these two compounds, except 
possible lattice distortions associated with replacing Rb by Na, which Is 
believed to also contribute to the difficulties in obtaining a correct 
solution. On the other hand, efforts to replace the interstitial carbon by 
iron yielded mainly MZrgCligFe (M - Rb, Cs; CsNbgClig type) and MgZrClg, 
which Implies that the Fe analogues of this structure type are less stable. 
Structure determination A single crystal selected from the 
original reaction (starting stolchlometry RbgZrgCligC) was employed for the 
structure determination. The data collection was conducted on an Enraf 
Nonius CAD4 diffractometer. A primitive triclinic cell was obtained 
through indexing 25 reflections located by program SEARCH, and this was 
then transferred to a standard reduced C-centering monoclinic cell. Photos 
were taken along the three principal axes, and a mirror plane was observed 
perpendicular to the t) direction. . In order to further confirm the Laue 
symmetry, an additional photo was taken along the [110] direction, which 
showed the expected d spacing corresponding to the vector ^(^+b). One 
hemisphere of data was collected with the C-centering condition (h+k"2n), 
and seven ^-scans were measured. The data preparation included a nonlinear 
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decay correction for the 9% Intensity loss during the 53-hour X-ray 
exposure, an empirical absorption correction with the )ft-scan measurements, 
and the Lorentz and polarization corrections. Other Important parameters 
of the data collection and the structure refinement are summarized In Table 
5. 
The Initial model was provided by program SHELXS-8658 and was refined 
with least square calculations. The Interstitial carbon was located on a 
difference Fourier map calculated after the heavier atoms were refined 
anisotroplcally. The occupancies of the C and Rb were refined and later 
fixed to be fully occupied since they were not significantly different from 
100% (C, 98(2)%; Rb, 100.1(1)%) and the results agreed with the electron 
counting rule. The final difference Fourier map was flat with neither 
positive nor negative peaks higher than 1 e'/A^. Important Interatomic 
distances (Table 6) were calculated with the refined lattice constants from 
an Indexed powder pattern with 42 observations. The refined temperature 
factors (Table 7) are about twice as large as those normally observed for 
Zr-CI cluster systems, and most of the thermal ellipsoids are noticeably 
elongated along the b direction (the prism axis). Except for the slightly 
over-sized, yet still acceptable thermal parameters, the structure model 
refined satisfactorily to provide a reasonable stolchlometry and distances. 
Hence, rather than a problem with the space group, the ellipsoids are 
likely to be an indication of either an inadequate absorption correction or 
a low quality crystal associated with the difficulties in obtaining this 
compound in crystalline form, as discussed previously. 
Structure description As a member of the MgClia family, Rb^ZreCligC 
is composed of isolated [ZrgCligC]^- cluster units and Rb+ ions. The 
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Table S. Crystal Data for RbiZrgCligC 
space group C2/m (No. 12) 
Z 2 
a, A» 10.460(4) 
b. A 17.239(4) 
c, A 9.721(4) 
C
L
 
to
 
ta
 115.05(3) 
V, A3 1588.0(9) 
crystal dimen, mm 0.18 X 0.18 X 0.12 
data collection Instrument ENRAF NONIUS CAD4 
scan mode u-ZS 
deg 60 
reflections h, Ik, ti 
measured 4852 
observed 3076 
absorp coeff m» cm"^ (Mo Ka) 93.5 
range of transm coeff 0.68 - 1.00 
Rave» % 3.2 
second ext coeff 9(3) X 10-6 
R, % 2.4 
Rw» % 3.3 
largest residue peak, e'/A^ +0.76 (0.85A,Zr2) -0.71 (0.72A,Rb) 
«Guinier powder diffraction data (42 observations). 
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Table 6. Important Distances and Angles In Rb^ZrgCligC 
Distances (A) 
Zr-C Zrl-C X 2 2.2939(6) Rb-C12 X 1 3.577(1) 
Zr2-C X 4 2.2831(4) Rb-C13 X 1 3.4987(9) 
Zr-Zr Zrl-Zr2 X 4 3.2409(6) X 1 3.780(1) 
X 4 3.2319(7) Rb-C15 X 1 3.115(1) 
Zr2-Zr2 X 2 3.2292(6) Rb-C16 X 1 3.188(2) 
X 2 3.2283(4) X 1 3.287(1) 
a 3.2338 X 1 3.186(2) 
Zr-C1i Zrl-Cia X 4 2.551(1) a 3.376 
a Zrl-C14 X 4 2.528(1) 
Zr2-C11 X 4 2.538(1) 
Zr2-C12 X 4 2.545(1) 
Zr2-C13 X 4 2.545(1) 
Zr2-CT4 X 4 2.521(1) 
a 2.538 
Zr-Cl« Zrl-C15 X 2 2.564(2) 
Zr2-C16 X 4 2.606(1) 
a 2.592 
Angles (') 
Zr2-Cn-Zr2 X 2 79.00(4) 
Zr2-C12-Zr2 X 2 78.74(5) 
Zrl-C13-Zr2 X 4 78.99(4) 
Zrl-C12-Zr2 X 4 79.60(4) 
average 79.15 
C13-Zrl-C14 X 2 169.74(5) 
CH-Zr2-C12 X 2 168.84(3) 
C13-Zr2-C14 X 2 168.82(4) 
average 169.14 
Table 7. Positional and Thermal Parameters for Rb^Zr^Cl 
X y z Bii 
Zrl 0.12273 (5) 0 0.85252 (5) 1.96(2) 
Zr2 0.14648(4) 0.09366(3) 0.15148(4) . 1.95(1) 
Cll 0.3265(2) 0 0.3325(2) 2.09(5) 
CI 2 0 . 0.2078(1) 0 3.41(6) 
C13 0.2981(1) 0.10448(7) 0.0053(1) 2.68(3) 
CI 4 0.0256(1) 0.10443(7) 0.3266(1) 3.02(3) 
CIS 0.2625(2) 0 0.6903(2) 3.84(5) 
CI 6 0.3134(1) 0.20005(8) 0.3266(1) 2.94(4) 
Rb 0.39310(5) 0.16175(4) 0.68488(6) 4.05(2) 
C 0 0 0 1.6(2) 
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Bgg B33 Bjg Bi3  B23 B^  
3.05(2) 1.27(1) 0 0.66(1) 0 2.10 (1) 
2.79(2) 1.255(9) -0.21 0.368(8) -0.17(1) 2.102(7) 
3.96(7) 1.63(4) 0 -0.04(4) 0 2.84(3) 
2.71(6) 2.15(4) 0 0.32(4) 0 3.05(3) 
4.50(5) 2.25(3) -1.20(4) 1.15(2) -0.48(3) 3.11(2) 
3.91(5) 1.68(3) -0.18(4) 1.03(2) -0.58(3) 2.86(2) 
4.95(9) 3.02(4) 0 2.37(3) 0 3.62(4) 
3.87(5) 2.60(3) -0.68(4) 0.48(3) -0.95(4) 3.37(2) 
4.76(3) 3.97(2) -0.43(2) 1.70(1) -0.74(2) 4.26(1) 
3.0(3) 1.3(2) 0 0.3(2) 0 2.1(2) 
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Isostructural relationship between Rb^ZrgCTigC and the parent compound 
K^NbgCTig^i Is obvious. The only significant differences are the expansion 
of the cluster core due to the change of the cluster metal and the presence 
of an Interstitial atom, and the Involvement of a larger counter cation, 
Rb+. In addition, when compared to the solution of K^NbgClig, which was 
determined by film methods, the precision of the structure analysis on 
Rb<,ZrgC1 igC Is much higher due to the Increased number of observations and 
Improved accuracy on Intensity measurements. The clusters form pseudo-
close packed slabs In the (001) plane, and the Rb atoms are spread In the 
surface of these layers of clusters (Figures 6,7). 
The cluster unit possesses symmetry Imposed by the lattice and has 
the normal dimensions of a carbon-centered zirconium chloride cluster. 
Among the twelve Zr-Zr distances, there are four symmetry-related ones that 
are 0.009 A (-13*) longer than the rest, and this distortion Is apparently 
connected with a matrix effect rather than electronically driven. The Zr-
Cl^ distances have the normal average of a 14-electron carbon-centered 
cluster. In contrast, the Zr-Cl* distances, which in general are more 
directly influenced by the cluster connectivity and countercations, are the 
shortest among all the N^ZrgCl^aZ examples. This is because of the 
relatively low cation per cluster ratio as well as the weaker electrical 
field around each cation. Compared with LigZrgCl^gH and RbgZrgCljgB, the 
total count of cation-Cl® contacts drops from 18 to 16 per cluster (4C1* 
atoms per Rb x 4Rb atoms per cluster), resulting in a relatively smaller 
average coordination number (16/6) for the CI" and hence shorter Zr-Cl® 
distances. For the same reason, the two Zr-Cl® distances differ from each 
other as their coordination numbers are not equal (CIS, CN = l(Zr) + 2(Rb); 
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m 
Figure 6. The [100] projection of Rb^ZrgCligC showing two cluster layers 
(90% probability). The clusters in the middle of the picture 
are related to those at the corners by C-centering. The 2-
fold axis along tt and the mirror plane perpendicular to B 
intersect at the center of the clusters 
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Figure 7. One cluster layer in C-centered Rb^ZrgCl^gC (90% 
probability). The 2-fold axis along b and the mirror plane 
perpendicular to B intersect at the center of the clusters 
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C16, CN " l(Zr) + 3(Rb)). Moreover, In contrast to the multiply charged 
countercatlons In other 6-18 phases, such as Ba^* in KgBaZrgCTigC and 
BaaZrgCligBe, Rb+ has lower electrical field and consequently the CI* atoms 
are pulled closer to the cluster core. This phenomenon Is repeatedly 
observed throughout Zr-CI systems, and the simple Ionic Interaction 
argument works particularly well In the 6-18 family where there Is no 
direct Interconnection between clusters. 
The Rb+ Ions are situated within the cluster layers and near the gaps 
separating these layers (Figure 7). As a result of the arrangement of the 
clusters and cations required by the stolchlometry and the nature of the 
cation, Rb+ Is located on a general position and Its coordination 
polyhedron Is rather anisotropic. Compared with the counter cation L1^ in 
LigZrgCligH, the Rb+ Ion is much larger and therefore prefers to occupy 
larger sites In the CI layers Instead of filling the octahedral vacancies 
between these layers. As there are fewer Rb+ Ions for each cluster, the 
average Rb-Cl distances are shorter In comparison with those for the three 
Rb sites In RbgZrgCligB. For the same reason, the Rb atoms are located only 
on the surface of the cluster layers as opposed to both in the center of 
(Rbl) and between (Rb2, Rb3) the layers of clusters in RbgZrgCligB.^" Each 
Rb+ Is surrounded by four clusters in a pseudo tetrahedral fashion (Figure 
8). The three clusters from the same layer form the base of the 
tetrahedron, contributing three Cl< and three Cl= atoms. These three Cl^'s 
define a triangular plane with the Rb atom residing at the center. An 
additional Cl= (C16) that from the adjacent cluster layer caps this 
fragment at a slightly longer distance, and the three CV atoms on the 
other side of the plane complete the Rb coordination polyhedron. The 
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Figure 8. The coordination environment of Rb+ ion in Rb^ZrgCT^gC and its 
surrounding cluster units (90% probability) with the i axis 
vertical 
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average distance from the Rb to the seven CVs In Its first coordination 
sphere is 3.376 A, In good agreement with the summation of the 
corresponding crystal radii (CI, 1.67 A; Rb(CN-7), 1.70 A).®® The 
significant differences between Individual Rb-Cl distances again reflect 
the function and therefore coordination number of each CI; a Rb-CT 
distance Is at least 0.2 A shorter than a Rb-Cl^ distance. 
The lattice of Rb^ZrgCTigC Is composed of close packed cluster layers 
with the pseudo 3-fold axes of the clusters normal to the (001) plane. 
Yet, the stacking of these layers is not In a close packed manner owing to 
the fact that a three-dimensional, ctose-packed structure only generates 
two tetrahedral vacancies per cluster whereas the stoichiometry requires 
four cation sites for each cluster. There are two other structure types, 
namely, Rb^Zr^Cland Ba2Nb6Clig/o that have similar two-dimensional 
close-packed cluster subiattices. Besides the fact that the clusters do 
not have the same orientation in RbgZrgCligB, the major difference between 
Rb^ZrgCligC and the other two is that the clusters do not stack on top of 
each other and the t axis is not normal to these layers in the (001) plane. 
Instead, the layers slide with respect to each other, giving a f of 115°. 
This peculiar cluster array not only creates the required cation sites, but 
also provides maximum interaction between the Rb+ and the Cl» atoms. 
Another feature of this structure is that the chlorine atoms do not have 
close packed arrays. The chlorine sublattice is composed of chlorine 
layers parallel to the (001) plane. They contain close packed regions 
associated with the cluster units. Because of the intrusion of the Rb 
atoms in the same layers, the long range close-packed sublattice no longer 
exists. This may introduce certain instability of the structure. 
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After analyzing the structure, the poor crystal!Inlty of Rb^ZrgCTigC may 
be less puzzling. In contrast to RbgZrgCligB, where the Rb atoms hold the 
clusters within the layers (Rbl) and also between the layers (Rb2, Rb3), 
Rb^IrgCligC has only one type of Rb+ that does not provide significant 
Interaction between cluster layers. This Rb Is bonded to the cluster layer 
where It resides much more strongly via three Rb-CT* and three Rb-CV 
Interactions. In the other layer, It only has one CI" as a close neighbor. 
Stacking faults caused by the lack of sufficient catlon-anlon attraction 
and maybe considerable CI-CI repulsion between cluster layers In 
combination with the unique array of the clusters as well as the anionic 
sublattlce may hinder the crystallization process, yielding a material that 
does not exhibit long rang ordering. However, fYom the "destructive" point 
of view, these structural features may make Rb^ZrgCligC an Interesting 
layered compound for Intercalation studies and a good candidate for 
investigating a cluster solution chemistry. 
XKiBâlafiâZEeÊlisÊ W fiîbSE compounds yiib tbS double sàlï structure 
The double salt, KgZrClg.ZrgCligH (-KgZryCligH),^^ was among the first 
few Zr-Cl cluster compounds discovered. It was first characterized as 
an empty cluster and later corrected to be a H-centered cluster. This 
structure was also the first MgXig type in the Zr-Cl systems. Many 
interesting structure features of this group of compounds are to a great 
extent due to the two different cation positions, namely, the M and M' 
position in the general formula of MxM'ZrgCljgZ. Since its discovery, 
several clusters adopting this structure type had been found, including 
Zr-Cl clusters (M - alkali metal; M' • Zr; Z • H, Be; x = 2)4% and a 
group of ternary or quaternary Nb-Cl clusters (M - alkali metal; M' • 
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rare earth metal; x - 0-2).'3 The recent progress in searching for new 
cluster phases with the double salt structure originated with a desire 
to expand the diversity of their chemical compositions. By selecting 
the proper combination of M, M' and Z (M - alkali metal; M' - rare-earth 
metal or alkaline-earth metal; Z - B, C, Mn, or Fe; x - 1, or 2), a 
cluster phase with either a 14- or 18-cluster electron count may be 
synthesized. In addition, it was observed that this group of compounds 
exhibits Intriguing interstructural relationships with two other 
structure types. The structure variations induced by the changes In the 
size, occupancy and charge of the countercations will be Illustrated 
with three examples, namely, (KgsBa.^jjjBaZreClisC (KgZryCligH type), 
CsLaZrgCligFe (CsLuNbgClig type) and BagZrgCligBe. It is worthwhile to 
point out that, although the quaternary Nb-Cl clusters exhibit both the 
K2ZrClg*ZrgCli2H and the CsLuNbgCl^g structure types, the relationships 
between these two structure types were not properly emphasized.*^73 
This was partially due to the lack of detailed descriptions and profound 
understanding of the structural chemistry of the related compounds. In 
the succeeding sections, the connections and differences between the 
above three 6-18 structures will be addressed, following the structure 
description of each of these compounds. 
Synthesis The new M^M'ZrgCligZ phases with the double salt 
structure are listed in Table 8 with the lattice constants refined from 
Guinler powder diffraction data. The compounds with countercations Ca2+ 
or La3+ were obtained by design to produce Zr-Cl analogues of the rare-
earth-metal containing Nb-Cl cluster phases. In contrast, 
(K,Ba)2BaZr6CligC and (Cs,Ba)2BaZrgCligFe were first discovered from 
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Table 8. Cell Parameters (A) and Volumes (A^) for the K2ZrCl6»Zr6Cli2H-
Type Compounds' (space group R3, hexagonal setting) 
Compound a c V 
K2LaZrgCljgB 9.5749 (9) 26.661 (5) 2116.8 (5) 
KLaZrgCligC 9.538 (2) 26.549 (5) 2091.7 (8) 
Cs2LaZreCl28Nn 9.7996 (5) 27.296 (3) 2270.1 (3) 
KCsLaZreCljgNn 9.7478 (9) 27.210 (3) 2239.1 (5) 
KLaZrgCligFe 9.703 (3) 26.88 (I) 2191 (2) 
CsLaZrgCl igFeb 9.746 (2) 27.197 (7) 2237.3 (9) 
(K,Ba)2BaZrgCl jgC® 9.5950 (4) 26.926 (2) 2146.8 (3) 
Cs2CaZrgCl jgFe 9.6890 (4) 27.113 (2) 2204.3 (3) 
KCsCaZrgCX^gEe- 9.6335 (6) 27.013 (2) 2171.1 (3) 
(Cs, Ba)2BaZr gCl igFe 9.8697 (2) 27.653 (4) 2332.8 (5) 
«All values are from Gulnler powder diffraction data. 
bCoexists with the P3lc phase. See text. 
=The real stoichiometry is (KxBay)2BaZr6CligC with x - 0.85(9) and 
y - 0.13(3). 
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reactions aimed at making MBaZrgCliyZ (H - K, Cs; Z - C, Fe) compounds; 
therefore, they are alkali metal deficient and have mixed cations In one 
position. All these phases can be made in high yield (>95%) starting 
with the correct stoichiometries, except for the special cases (M - Rb, 
Cs; Z - C, Fe; X " 1) where the phases with the double salt structure** 
(space group R?) were always obtained in the company of the phases with 
the CsLuNbgCTig structure (space group P3lc), which is a variation of 
the former. These cases have two common features: first, as required 
by the cluster electron count, the M site in the R? structure is 50% 
occupied, and second, the monovalent countercation has a relatively 
large size (H - Rb, Cs). It was observed that a R? phase was never 
obtained free of the P3lc phase even though sometimes its yield could be 
as high as 60%, and a long equilibration usually converted It to its 
P7lc counterpart. Detailed studies concerning this transition will be 
discussed under the compounds with the Pile structure (CsLuNbgCI^B 
type). 
Structure determination The crystal used for single crystal 
analysis was obtained from a reaction loaded to make KBaZrgCTi^C, a 
hypothetical 14-eTectron carbon-centered 6-17 phase. However, a 6-18 
phase with the double salt structure was produced. The deep red 
transparent gem was Indexed on the diffractometer with a rhombohedral 
cell, in agreement with the powder pattern information that the main 
product was isostructural with K2Zr;Cli8(H) (R3). Although the structure 
type was known, a single crystal analysis was necessary to determine the 
chemical composition, and to prove that an alkaline-earth metal may 
occupy the N' position. The data were collected on the RIGAKU 
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dlffractometer after the unit cell and Its LAUE symmetry (7) were 
confirmed by axial photos and the Laue program. One hemisphere of data 
was collected with the confirmed reflection condition for R-center1ng 
and the obverse setting (-h+k+g-3n). Other Important crystal data are 
listed In Table 9. 
Since the analysis of the standard reflections Indicated only a 
small net intensity Increase of 3%, presumably caused by the power 
fluctuation of the X-ray source, no decay correction was made. An 
empirical absorption correction was conducted based on the averaged 
curve from three ^ -scans. As a careful examination of the data set did 
not give any additional extinction conditions, the only possible choices 
for the space group were R? and R3. Then the three-fold redundant data 
(I>0) were averaged for the R3 Laue class with surprising low R,ye 
(2.1%), apparently due to the high percentage of observed data (81% with 
I>3ai). The space group of the parent compound, R3, was chosen, and 
refinement using K2Zr;CTig(H) as model but replacing Zr2 with Ba was 
successful. The difference Fourier map revealed a residue peak about 5 
e~/A3 at the center of the Zrg cluster after the heavier atoms had been 
refined anisotropically. A carbon atom was added to the interstitial 
site, based on the 14-electron rule and the Interstitial element 
available in the starting materials, and this was followed by a 
refinement to a satisfactory level. 
The occupancy of the cation positions as well as the interstitial 
site were examined, and both Ba and C were, as expected, fully occupied 
(Ba 100.2(2)%; C 100(2)%). The simultaneous refinement of the thermal 
parameters and occupancy of the K position, on the other hand, seemed to 
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Table 9. Crystal Data for NjBaZreCI 
space group 
Z 
a, A*» 
c, A 
V, A3 
crystal dimen, mm 
data collection Instrument 
scan mode 
2^max. deg 
reflections 
measured 
observed 
observed Independent 
absorp coeff /i, cm'i (Mo Ka) 
range of transm coeff 
Rave» % (I > 0) 
second ext coeff 
R, % (I > 3ai) 
Rw. % 
largest residue peak, &-/P? 
R? (No. 148) 
3 
9.5950(4) 
26.926(1) 
2146.8(2) 
0.40 X 0.14 X 0.12 
RI6AKU AFC6R 
w-2f 
60 
h, ±k, ±g 
4398 
3554 
1148 
54.1 
0.80 - 1.00 
2 . 1  
1.3(5) X 10-8 
1.5 
2.3 
+0.5(0.46 A, to K) 
-0.6 (0.9 A to Zr) 
• KO.85(9)S®0.13(3)' 
bQulnler powder diffraction data (48 observations). 
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be troublesome. While the 6^,^ Increased from 2.87(6) to 3.85(4), the 
occupancy of K boomed up to 125.9(5)% which Is structurally Impossible. 
Considering the facts that the reaction was loaded with a K deficiency, 
and the 12-coord1nate K site Is large enough for a Ba, partial 
substitution of K by Ba seemed possible. Therefore, K and a second Ba, 
Ba2, were refined on the same position with proper constrains on both 
the positional and thermal parameters. Taking the probably 14-eTectron 
count into consideration, the total charge contributed by each mixed 
cation position (H - K^Bay) should be +1 (x + 2y - 1), and as a 
consequence, the total occupancy of this position must be less than 1 (x 
+ y < I). Hence, the multiplicities of both K and Ba2 were refined 
independently, resulting a mixed cation position of K 85(g)Ba^3(3). The 
validity of this refinement was supported first by the improved quality 
of the entire structure solution. Compared with the model with 100% K 
on the M site, the mixed cation model reduced the residue peak around 
this position from 2.5 e'/A^ to 0.5 e~/A3, and the standard deviations of 
a11 of the positional and thermal parameters were decreased by a factor 
of two. The chemical meaning of this model was also evaluated. Besides 
the acceptable total occupancy (x + y < 1), the total charge of this 
position agrees with the 14-electron rule within the experimental error 
(x + 2y - 1.1(1)). In addition, the refined result is consistent with 
the average distance from this mixed cation to the neighboring chlorines 
and the fact that Ba does occupy a similar position in BaaZrgCligBe. 
Although a chemical analysis is at the present not available, this 
solution was accepted. The refined final positional and thermal 
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parameters as well as important distances and angles are listed in 
Tables 10 and 11, respectively. 
Structure description The structure of (Ko.8sBao.i3)2BaZreC1iBC is 
built with three fragments: the cluster unit, the Ba^* ion and the 
mixed cation position (Figure 9), The [ZreClisC]^' cluster in 
(K.85(9)Ba.i3(3))2BaZrgC1igC has Sg point symmetry, and the Zrg metal core 
deviates from an ideal octahedron through a slight trigonal compression. 
The two types of crystallographical1y different Zr-Zr distances differ 
from each other by 0.013 A (43a, 0.4%), which is much less than what was 
observed in the parent compound, K2Zr;C1i8(H),22 a 13 e- cluster phase 
that has a cation Zr^+ with a stronger electric field. The Zr-C 
distance and the average Zr-Zr distance fall into the range expected for 
a 14-electron carbide cluster and so does the average Zr-Cl^ distance. 
The difference between the two types of Zr-Cl* bonds follows the same 
pattern observed for the parent compound, with the shorter one, namely, 
Zr-C12, reflecting the lower coordination number (Cll, CN • 2(Zr) + 
2(K); C12, CN - 2(Zr) + 1(K)). The Zr-Cl* distance is shorter than a 
representative Zr-Cl** for many carbon centered clusters or the Zr-Cl® 
in K2Zr;Clig(H) which all have two Zr as their nearest neighbors, 
apparently caused by the weaker interaction between this CI (C13) and 
the Ba2+ instead of Zr^*. 
The Ba^+ occupies the 6-coordinate M' position. The local symmetry 
of the [BaClg]4- group is 0^^ (Figure 10), and It distorts away from a 
perfect octahedron through a trigonal compression (C13-C13 4.538 vs 
4.134 A). The Ba-Cl distance, 3.0651 A, is less than the sum of crystal 
radii [1.49 (Ba2+, CN-6) + 1.67 (CI ) A] and it is the shortest of the 
Table 10. Positional and Thermal Parameters for NzBaZr^CI 
X y z 
Zr 0.02423(2) 0.20502(2) 0.048597(7) 1.145(8) 
cn 0.22490(7) 0.19787(7) 0.10920(2) 1.89(2) 
CI 2 0.42599(6) 0.17339(7) 0.00019(2) 0.99(2) 
CI 3 0.04060(8) 0.43723(7) 0.10405(2) 2.47(2) 
Ba 0 0 1/2 1.792(8) 
N 0 0 0.22080(5) 3.17(6) 
C 0 0 0 1.11(8) 
"M • K.85(9)Ba.i3(3). 
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8:2 B33 BI2 Bi3 B23 Beq 
0.963(8) 1.019(8) 0.547(6) -0.013(4) -0.151(4) 1.06(1) 
1.79(2) 1.57(2) 1.00(2) -0.62(2) -0.57(2) 1.76(3) 
1.98(2) 2.00(2) 0.60(2) 0.06(2) 0.40(2) 1.74(3) 
1.71(2) 2.06(2) 1.07(2) -0.17(2) -0.79(2) 2.11(3) 
Bii 1.89(2) l/2Bn 0 0 1.85(2) 
Bii 5.76(2) 1/2Bu 0 0 2.87(6) 
Bn 1.0(2) l/2Bn 0 0 1.0(2) 
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Table 11. Important Distances and Angles In MgBaZrgCI 
Distances (A) • 
Zr-C X 6 2.2757(2) Ba-C13 X 6 3.0651(6) 
Zr-Zr X 6 3.2118(3) 
X 6 3.2248(3) 
a 3.2183 M-Cll X 3 3.632(1) 
Zr-Cl< Zr-Cll X 6 2.5460(6) M-CTl X 3 3.7624(6) 
X 6 2.5509(6) M-CT2 X 3 3.646(1) 
Zr-C12 X 6 2.5237(5) M-C13 X 3 3.2160(6) 
X 6 2.5251(6) a 3.564 
a 2.5364 
Zr-Cl« Zr-C13 X 6 2.6207(5) 
Angles (*) 
Zr-Cll-Zr 78.50(2) 
Zr-C12-Zr 79.01(2) 
C-Zr-C13 177.85(2) 
Zr-C13-Ba 124.60(2) 
C13-Ba-C13 180, 92.64(2), 87.36(2) 
'M - K.85(9)B®.13(3)* 
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Cil 
Figure 9. The [110] projection of (K.BajgBaZreCTigC (90% probabilities) 
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Figure 10. The Ba coordination environment in (K,Ba)2BaZrgCTigC and its 
surrounding cluster units (90% probabilities). The BaClgZ-
group processes symmetry (3-fold axis perpendicular to 
the plane of the paper) 
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Ba-CI distances observed In Ba-conta1n1ng cluster compounds, namely, 
BagZrgCliyB and BaaZrgCTigBe. Each Ba Is connected to six cluster units 
via CT atoms, and although Its size and chemical properties are quite 
different from Ir** In KgZrgCliaCH) and RE3+ In the niobium clusters 
compounds, It performs the same function In this structure as do the 
other two cations, I.e., constructing a structure network by linking the 
clusters together. 
The mixed K and Ba position, referred as M, Is 12-coord1nate 
(Figure 11). Although It has only C3 crystallographic symmetry, the 
coordination polyhedron Is rather regular. M has three short and three 
long M-Cl distances around Its waist, and six other chlorine neighbors 
In the Intermediate range at its top and the bottom. M is a member of 
the close-packed layers dominated by CI atoms (Figure 9). If the 
clusters are considered as the basic structural elements, the mixed 
cations are in the tetrahedral vacancies formed by the clusters, among 
which one contributes three Cll while each of the other three provides 
one Cll, one CI2 and one CI3. The interactions between M+ and the 
cluster cores displace the M+ away from the Zr atoms at closer distances 
(4.52 vs 5.00 A), and the M moves slightly (0.16 A) off the center of 
the close-packed layer formed by Cll and C13 (upward in Figure 11). The 
striking difference of over 0.4 A in M-Cl^ and M-Cl* distances once 
again is induced by the difference in the relative strengths of the 
fields around each CI atom. With lower total effective positive charge 
around it, CIS (CN - l(Zr) + l(Ba) + 1(M)) has the M-Cl distance well 
below the sum of the corresponding crystal radii (K+ CN-12, 1.78 A; Ba2+ 
CN-12, 1.75 A; CI" 1.67 A), while the rest of the M-Cl distances are 
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Figure 11. The mixed cation site in (K,Ba)2BaZr6Cli8C (90% 
probabilities). The MCI 12 fragment has C3 symmetry (3-fold 
axis vertical) and there are four cluster units around it 
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above this value. In contrast to this observation, the order of the K-
C1' and the K-CI? distances In the parent double salt, KgZrZrgCTigH, are 
reversed and the difference between them Is less pronounced (<0.2 A), 
due to the fact that the counter cation Ir** makes the CI ^ and CT atoms 
experience a more similar effective electrical field. Since the 
structure framework Is defined by the clusters and cluster connections 
through Ba, the function of M Is basically filling space and providing 
electrons. Although Its structural and electronic contributions are 
essential to the stabilization of this phase, the M-Cl Interaction Is 
considered of less Importance compared with other types of bonds. This 
Is reflected by the rather significant deviation of the averaged M-Cl 
distance from the sum of the crystal radii as well as Its large thermal 
ellipsoid that Is somewhat elongated along (. As also observed in the 
parent compound, the oversized monovalent cation position and the 
smaller distance between the multivalent cation to its neighboring Cl's 
seem to be a common character of the double salt structure, which is a 
direct indication of the different functions of the above two structural 
elements. 
The close-packed-layer representation of this structure has been 
clearly stated for the parent compound.% MgBaZrgCligC also has nine 
layers along C, with sequence of (...ABABCBCAC...) or (chh)^. The 
cross-section of the unit cell perpendicular to t contains seven close-
packing positions (7x9 In each unit cell) which are occupied by either 
CI, C, or K atoms (3x(2K+18Cl+C) in each unit cell), with no vacancies. 
The layers are approximately equally spaced, except the three layers 
around the common cluster core are pulled closer to each other (2.88 A 
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apart) by Zr atoms while the layers having only Ba^* In between are 
further apart (3.23 A). The closest CI neighbors are separated by 
3.3968(8) A (CT2-CT3), and the short distance Is believed as the result 
of their connections to the common Zr and M atoms. 
fsUZCeClisEfi and othor fompownd; Niib Ha csLuNbeClis structure 
Synthesis The Zr-CI clusters (Table 12) with the general 
formula of MLaZrgCljgZ (M - Rb, Cs; Z - C, Fe) and structure of 
CsLuNbgC1ig43 (space group P7lc) were obtained In the systems where 
cluster electron count requires only one M for each cluster unit, and N 
Is a relatively large alkali metal. Without special treatment, a 
reaction loaded for the stolchlometry and quenched In air after being 
heated at a temperature between 800 and 8S0*C for about two weeks always 
produces a mixture of the R? and the Pile phase. This phenomenon was 
also observed In the 16-e1ectron Nb-CI cluster systems for the Rb but 
not the Cs series.*3 However, It was not well understood or at least 
not well explained. The nature of this equilibrium or transition was 
pursued using CsLaZrgCljgFe as the subject. 
As the P3lc structure allows only one M per cluster whereas the R? 
structure may accept up to two M atoms per cluster, the stolchlometry of 
the reactions were varied. Yet, Increasing the M content in the 
starting materials alone neither lowers the relative yield of the Pîlc 
phase nor change the lattice constants of the R7 phase, indicating that 
the stoichiometries of these products are to a large extent regulated by 
the electron counting rule, and that the transition between these two 
phases which apparently have the same composition is unlikely to be 
stoichlometrically driven. The influence of a second factor, the 
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Table 12. Cell Parameters (A) and Volumes (A^) for the CsLuNbgCTig-Type 
Compounds' (Space group P3lc) 
Compound a c V 
CsLaZreCTigFe 9.6404 (4) 18.332 (1) 1475.5 (2) 
RbLaZreCl^sFe 9.6229 (9) 18.262 (3) 1464.5 (4) 
CsLaZreClisC 9.5098 (9) 17.939 (3) 1405.0 (3) 
<A11 values are Gulnler powder diffraction data. 
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temperature, was also studied. Since the two space groups do not have a 
group-subgroup relation, the possibility of a second order phase 
transition was eliminated. In agreement with the fact that In several 
reactions the two phases coexisted In a temperature range as wide as 
from 600 to 900'C. For a first order phase transition, the ratio of the 
two phases at equilibrium should vary as the function of the 
temperature. Studies In the Nb-C1 systems concluded that the R7 phase 
was mainly formed at 700*C, whereas the ratio of the two phases changed 
with temperatures below SOO'C,'^ which could Imply that the R3 phase was 
the low temperature phase. 
Contrary to this observation, similar experiments in the 
CsLaZrgCTiaFe system seemed to point to different results. Among two 
reactions having the same stoichlometry, reaction temperature and 
heating period, the one that was quenched from the reaction temperature 
has the higher content of the R? phase than the one that was annealed at 
lower temperature or slow cooled to 400*C afterward. However, the 
conclusion that the product ratio is temperature dependent or that lower 
temperature favors the P?lc phase cannot be drawn before the third 
factor, the reaction time, is also taken into consideration, because the 
quenched reactions obviously also had shorter total reaction periods. 
Another group of reactions that started with the same stoichlometry were 
then carried out at 700 and 900'C, respectively. They were heated for 
the same period of time, 70 days, which was supposed to be sufficient 
for each system to achieve equilibrium. The result of this experiment 
was surprising at the time, as both reactions yielded a single phase 
product, the P?lc phase. Thus, the new interpretation of the above 
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observations Is that the R7 phase Is a metastable phase between the 
starting materials and the final product P7lc phase. The transition 
from the R? phase to the thermodynamlcally more stable P7lc phase has a 
high energy barrier and therefore requires a long reaction time. This 
conclusion agrees with other experimental observations. First, the R? 
phase Is the one with both a higher symmetry and a random partial 
occupation of the Cs position, which Is also apparently less stable 
under the conditions examined. Second, for CsLaZrgCligFe, the formula 
volume of the R3 phase Is 1% (8 AVduster) larger than that of the 
corresponding P?lc phase, and the higher space filling efficiency makes 
the Pile phase more favorable under the conditions Investigated. 
Comparing the Nb-CI systems against their Zr-C1 counterpart, on one 
hand, it is clear why this type of transition occurred among the 
RbRENbgCl^s clusters, whereas the CsRENbgClseries exhibited only the 
P3lc phase. The relatively smaller Nbg cluster core (Nb-Nb 2.91 to 2.92 
A in CsLuNbgClig) means that the countercation Cs+ is so large that the 
R7 phase is destabilized with respect to the PJlc phase. On the other 
hand, the different behaviors of this transition in the Nb and Zr 
cluster systems remain as a puzzle. Although there is no available 
information on the relative densities of the two structure types the 
symmetry and the occupancy arguments are still valid. One possibility 
might be that those RbRENbgCl^g systems Investigated did not achieve 
equilibrium and, at lower temperature, the conversion from the Rl phase 
to the corresponding P3lc phase was slow, resulting in the observed 
higher percentages of the R3 phases in the final product. 
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The Zr-C1 cluster compounds with the CsLuNbgCTjg structure have 
several restrictions on their chemical compositions. The Interstitial 
elements that are required by the cluster electron count and the 
N/c1uster ratio are at present limited to C and Fe, while the 
multivalent cation has to be La or, supposedly, any other rare-earth 
metal. Using N as the centering atom has not been attempted. 
Meanwhile, efforts to make a Co analogue of this structure type, or as a 
matter of fact, of any 6-18 compounds led to the formation of ZrgCTigCo 
(NbgFis type). Substitution of an alkaline-earth metal for La or change 
the interstitial to B or Mn both require an increase in the alkali 
metal/cluster ratio to two, and hence form only the R? phase. In 
addition, as mentioned previously, there is also a restriction on the 
size of the alkali metal. For small alkali metals, namely, K in Zr-CI 
systems and Na or K In Nb-CI systems,the corresponding cation 
position in the Pile structure is too big, and the PJlc phase is 
destabilized, in fact not observed. Instead, the RJ phases with 50% 
occupied alkali metal sites are formed. 
Structure determination The single crystals used for X-ray 
analysis were selected from a reaction with the proper stoichicmetry of 
CsLaZrgCIigFe (800-900'C temperature gradient, 50 days). The powder 
pattern of the product indicated that the major cluster phase (30%) was 
the R7 CsLaZrgCligFe. These crystals were black under reflected light, 
dark purple under transmitted light, and had roughly rod-like shapes. 
The first few crystals examined on RIGAKU belonged to the R? phase and 
seemed to have a twinning problem. Although the INDEX program could 
index every reflection found by SEARCH, giving the rhombohedral cell as 
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expected, the profiles of the peaks showed significant splitting. 
Therefore, several crystals were tried until one providing satisfactory 
peak profiles was found. However, this crystal was Indexed to a primi­
tive hexagonal cell, corresponding to that of the Pile CsLaZrgClwFe. 
Axial photos were normal yet failed to provide any symmetry information, 
and program LAUE indicated only 7 symmetry. Therefore, one hemisphere 
of data was collected. At the end of the data collection, another Laue 
check was conducted with refined cell parameters and orientation matrix, 
again without being able to provide the expected Laue symmetry, 3lm, as 
in the supposed parent compound CsLuNbgClig. Other important data 
collection parameters are listed in Table 13. 
The structure determination began with the determination of the 
space group. Although the ability of RI6AKU to provide symmetry 
information through axial photos and the LAUE program is limited, 
careful analysis of the data set clearly revealed the presence of c-
glides along the t, t) and 3+b direction (hh2R(, £-2n).. Combining the 
lattice type and the LAUE symmetry, the possible space groups were 
limited to P?lc and P31c. At this point, it was almost certain that the 
crystal under study was isostructural with CsLuNbgClig (P3lc). No decay 
correction was necessary since the intensity of the standard reflections 
changed only 0.3%. After an empirical absorption correction based on 
three ^ -scan measurements was applied, the six-fold redundant data with 
positive intensities were averaged, resulting in a rather high Rgv, that 
was caused by a lower signal/noise ratio and large uncertainty of the 
weaker reflections. Successive isotropic and anisotropic refinements 
using CsLuNbgClas a model were successful, and the subsequent Fourier 
Table 13. Crystal Data for CsLaZreCT ^Fe 
space group P?lc (No. 163) 
Z 2 
a, A" 9.6404(4) 
c, A 18.332(1) 
V, A3 1474.7(2) 
crystal dimen, mm 0.20 X 0.12 X 0.10 
data collection Instrument RIGAKU AFC6R 
scan mode w-2f 
2^max» deg 60 
reflections h, ±k, ±e 
measured 8996 
observed (I > 3a) 5005 
observed Independent 957 
absorp coeff cm-^ (Mo Ka) 67.5 
range of transm coeff 0.70 - 1.00 
Rave. % (I > 0) 8.9 
second ext coeff 0 
R,% 3.0 
Rj,,% 4.2 
largest residue peak e /A^ +2.2(1.2 A, Cs) -2.9(0.3 A, Fe) 
"Guinier powder diffraction data (60 observations). 
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synthesis clearly Indicated a large residue peak at the center of the 
Zrg cluster (-20 e~/A3) on the difference map. Then an Fe atom was 
added to the atom list and was refined satisfactorily. The simultaneous 
refinement of the thermal parameters and occupancy of the two cation 
positions showed they are fully occupied (La 101.2(4)%, Cs 103.0(5)%), 
whereas the study of the Interstitial site led to only 81.0(6)% 
occupancy of Fe. A similar phenomenon has been noticed for other 
cluster phases of both main-group and transition metal Interstitial s. 
Rather than a true structural defect at the Interstitial site, this Is 
attributed to the crystallograph1c errors, which often result In 
troublesome systematic errors at high symmetry positions. This 
assumption agreed with the fact that refining the occupancy of Fe did 
not Improve the quality of the solution significantly, although a 
decrease of 5 to 10% of the standard deviations was observed. The 
problem could not be corrected with DIFABS,®  ^ and In the final step of 
the structure refinement, all the atom positions were fixed at 100% 
occupancy corresponding to the formula CsLaZreCl^gFe. Attempts to 
refine the secondary extinction coefficient were not successful. 
Indicated by Its small negative value and large standard deviation, and 
It was fixed at zero and Ignored In the refinement process. The final 
difference Fourier map was essentially flat for 2 e'/A^ residues in the 
center of the rings of six-chlorine atoms on the top and the bottom of 
the Cs, and a negative peak of 3 e'/A^ associated with the Interstitial 
Fe which was fixed at 100% occupancy. The refined positional and 
thermal parameters are listed In Table 14, and the important distances 
and angles are reported In Table 15. 
Table 14. Positional and Thermal Parameters for CsLaZrCleClisFe 
X y Z Bii 
Zr 0.22047(6) 0.04109(7) 0.07524(3) 1.14(2) 
cn 0.1919(2) 0.2344(2) 0.1610(1) 1.92(6) 
C12 0.1494(20 0.4250(2) 0.0007(1) 1.91(6) 
CI 3 0.4575(2) 0.0744(2) 0.1623(1) 1.87(6) 
La 2/3 1/3 1/4 1.47(3) 
Cs 1/3 2/3 1/4 4.58(8) 
Fe 0 0 0 1.60(5) 
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®22 B33 012 BI3 B23 Beq 
1.18(2) 1.20(2) 0.59(2) -0.07(2) 0.00(2) 1.17(2) 
a. 20(60 1.57(6) 1.22(5) -0.57(5) -0.77(5) 1.81(5) 
0.99(5) 2.09(6) 0.62(4) 0.43(5) 0.11(4) 1.71(5) 
2.35(6) 2.45(8) 1.06(6) -0.92(5) -0.44(6) 2.21(6) 
Bn 1.34(4) 1/2B„ 0 0 1.43(3) 
Bii 14.4(2) 1/2B„ 0 0 7.8(1) 
Bii 1.74(8) 1/2B„ 0 0 1.64(5) 
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Table 15. Important Distances and Angles In CsLaZrgCI^Fe 
Distances (A) 
Zr-Fe X 6 2.3943(5) La-C13 X 6 2.801(2) 
Zr-Zr X 6 3.391(1) 
X 6 3.3813(9) 
a 3.386 Cs-Cll X 6 4.025(2) 
Zr-Cl< Zr-Cll X 6 2.557(2) CS-C13 X 6 3.842(2) 
X 6 2.568(2) a 3.934(3) 
Zr-C12 X 6 2.545(2) 
X 6 2.549(2) 
a 2.555 
Zr-CI* Zr-C13 X 6 2.671(2) 
Angles (') 
Zr-Cll-Zrl 82.85(5) 
Zr-C12-Zrl 83.19(5) 
Fe-Zr-C13 177.39(6) 
Zr-C13-La 129.87(6) 
C13-La-C13 162.94(6), 90.34(6), 78.99(7) 
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Structure description As Implied by the formula, the principal 
structural elements In CsLalrgCI^gFe are the cluster unit, and the two 
countercatlons, La^* and Cs+ (Figure 12). The 18 e- cluster unit 
[ZrgCligFe]^- has Sg point symmetry. Although a trigonal compression of 
the otherwise perfect octahedral cluster core Is observed, this 
distortion Is almost negligible (the two Zr-Zr distances differ by 
0.0097 A, 9a, 0.3%). The average Zr-Zr distance as well as the Zr-Fe 
distance are the shortest among those known In Fe cluster compounds (Zr-
Fe: ZrgCli^Fe (ave.) 2.423 A; LIZrgCligFe, 2.424(1) A; KZrgCl^^Fe (ave.), 
2.424 A and 2.422 A). Nevertheless, such a difference of 0.03 A has 
been observed before for other systems, e.g., 14 e- carbon clusters,3? 
and therefore Is not considered abnormal. The averaged Zr-Cl? distance 
Is so far the upper limit observed for Fe clusters, and It can be 
explained by the higher coordination numbers of the CI atoms in this 
compound. Also, as expected, among the two Cl^ atoms in CsLaZrgCligFe, 
the one with higher coordination number (Cll, CN> 2(Zr) + l(Cs); C12, 
CN" 2(Zr)) has longer Zr-Cl distances. Comparing the Zr-Cl* in this 
compound with other N^M'ZrgCligZ phases, one clearly observes the trend 
that as the charge on N' Increases, the Cl^-M' Interaction becomes 
stronger, and the Zr-Cl® distance becomes longer (Zr-Cl®: 
(K,Ba)2BaZr6CligC, 2.619(1) A; K2ZryCli8(H),22 2.770(2) A, here 2.671(2) 
A ) .  
In CsLaZrgCligFe, the M' position is occupied by La^*. It is still 
six-coordinate and connects to six cluster units through CI® as in the 
original double salt structure; yet, the coordination polyhedron is no 
longer trigonal antiprism (Figure 13). The twisting of the top and 
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Figure 12. The [110] projection of CsLaZrgCliaFe (90% probabilities, i 
vertical). The c-glide is perpendicular to the plane of the 
paper, passing through the center of each vertical column of 
clusters 
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Figure 13. The La position In CsLaZrgCligFe and the cluster units around 
It (90% probabilities). It has D3 symmetry with the 
principal axis perpendicular to the plane of the paper 
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bottom triangular faces around the 3-fold axis destroys the Inversion 
center of the trigonal antiprism, and the point symmetry Is reduced to 
O3. The largest C13-La-C13 angle Is now 162.92(6)* Instead of 180* as 
In (K,Ba)2BaZrgCTi8C; however, the La-CT'-Zr angle Is changed only 
slightly and the Fe-Zr-Cl' angle remains almost the same. These 
phenomena show that the structure changes from the K2Zr;Clig(H) type to 
the CsLuNbgClia type (R3 to Pile) Involve modifications of the M' 
position, while leaving the cluster units Intact and cluster connections 
preserved. 
Contrary to the nature of the cluster unit and the M' site, the 
coordination environment of M In the PJlc phase Is completely different 
from that In R?. Although the coordination number Is still twelve, each 
Cs In CsLaZrgCligFe now has two 6-ch1or1ne rings above and below It In 
Its first coordination sphere, and the CsCl^g group has D3 point 
symmetry (Figure 14). The Cs atoms do not occupy positions within the 
close-packed layers as the K atoms did In the original double salt 
structure. Instead, they are now between layers of chlorines. The 
average Cs-Cl distance is over 0.2 A larger than the sum of the crystal 
radii (Cs+ CN-12, 2.02 A; CI" 1.67 A)®® and this is because the structure 
framework does not allow the CI atoms to arrange around Cs+ freely. The 
size as well as shape of the Cs thermal ellipsoid reflects the size and 
anisotropy of this site. The two Clg rings have a diameter of 7.17 A, 
leaving large openings above and below the Cs atom. To complete its 
coordination sphere, Cs has two additional triangular fragments formed 
by CI2 atoms at the Cs-C12 distances of 5.03 A. As shown in Figure 14 
these CI2 atoms together with the two Clg rings define the Cs 
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Figure 14. The Cs position in CsLaZrgCTigFe (D3 symmetry, 3-folcl axis 
vertical) with the surrounding cluster units 
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coordination polyhedron that Is elongated along the t axis. Taking 
these facts Into consideration, the thermal parameters of Cs become 
acceptable. 
As the structure transforms from R? to Pile type, the close-packed 
layers are also changed. There are six close-packed layers 
perpendicular to t In each unit cell, while each cross-section still 
contains seven close-packing positions (7x6 per cell). Part of these 
positions are occupied by CI atoms and Fe (2x(18CUFe) per cell), and 
four sites located at the top and the bottom of each Cs atom are left 
empty. Comparing the six layers. It Is found that the three layers 
around the clusters centered at z - 1/2 do not overlap with any layer 
around the clusters at z « 0. This Is caused by the twisting of the 
cluster units around the 3-fold axis passing through La, which results 
in the misplacement by about 10* of the two sets of the close-packed 
layers that are now related by the c-gl1de. As a result, the layer 
sequence becomes (...CABC'A'B'...) where the prime denotes the 10* 
displacement. The spacing between the layers follows the same pattern 
(2.963 A, 3.236 A) as In KjBaZrgCl^gC, except the cluster expansion 
pushes the layers around the same cluster slightly further apart. The 
closest chlorine neighbors in this structure are Cll and C13 (3.509(2) 
A), which are pulled together by sharing the common Zr and Cs atoms. 
Previous research in area of synthesis and characterization of Zr-
C1 clusters has led to the amazing discoveries of a family of compounds 
rich in solid state chemistry. These cluster phases exhibit diversities 
in chemical components, stoichiometries, and structure types. 
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Nevertheless, the earlier work was focused on the phases with alkali 
metals as the countercatlons, which was to a certain extent owing to the 
ease of obtaining crystals of reasonable quality from these systems for 
structure determinations. Expanding the variety of countercatlons 
naturally became one promising approach to the search for new cluster 
compounds. Efforts In this direction have been very fruitful, Including 
the syntheses of two groups of 6-18 phases discussed In the above 
sections (K2ZrCTg.ZrGC1i2H type and CsLuNbgCTtype) which contain alkali 
metals In addition to the alkaline-earth or rare-earth metal cations. 
However, when the alkali metal chlorides were completely excluded from 
the reaction systems, obstacles occurred which mainly arose from the 
technical difficulties in obtaining sizable single crystals for 
Identifying unknown phases with new structure types. Similar problems 
seemed to affect the studies in the Nb-Cl systems, too, as the only 
available data on Ba2NbgClig, one of the first cluster compounds, is 
based on powder diffraction work.69.fo 
Compared with the alkali metal chlorides, the alkaline-earth metal 
chlorides have much higher melting points and lower vapor pressures 
under the chosen reaction conditions, which hinders crystallization via 
melts, fluxing, or vapor transport. To overcome these limitations, 
special procedures were taken to enhance crystal growth, for example, by 
increasing the reaction temperature (>900*C), applying a temperature 
gradient, or adding an extra component to the reaction system as a flux 
or a vapor transporting agent. Although their true mechanisms remain 
unverified, some of these treatments seem to be effective. To date, two 
new 6a-conta1n1ng Zr-Cl cluster phases, BaglrgCliyB^» and BaglrgCl^gGe, 
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have been synthesized and structurally characterized via single crystal 
X-ray analyses. The significance of such successes Is not only the 
Identification of new compounds, but also the discovery of new structure 
types and specific structure features that reveal the relations behind 
the numerous cluster compounds. As for BagZrgCTigBe, on one hand, It Is 
a unique compound with a new 6-18 structure; on the other hand, It can 
be considered as a superstructure of the original double salt, 
KgZrClg.ZrgCTigH, with a doubled t axis. With this additional example, 
the structural modifications obtained In connection with the size, 
charge and occupancy of the countercatlons may be systematically studied 
and better demonstrated. 
Synthesis The existence of Ba^IrgCI^gBe was first observed in 
the powder diffraction pattern of the product from a reaction designed 
to make BaZrgCTi^Be (800'C, 20 days),^^ a 14-e1ectron cluster phase that 
has not yet been synthesized. The presence of ZrgC1i2Be, the main 
product (-60%), and the absence of BaClg Indicated that the new and 
unidentified phase was rich in 6a. Therefore, efforts were made to 
Increase the yield of the phase of Interest, and it was observed that 
this phase became the dominant product when the BaCl2:ZrgC1i2Be ratio was 
higher that 2:1, in agreement with the stoichiometries of the two 
coexisting cluster compounds. The identity of this new phase remained 
unknown even though its yield could be increased. Its structure rela­
tionship with the double salt was at first not recognized from the 
powder pattern, because of numerous additional reflections caused by the 
doubling of the t axis, a shifting of the reflections resulted from 
lattice expansion, and a significant intensity redistribution due to 
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substituting K by a much heavier element, Ba. High temperature (900*C) 
or temperature gradient (800 - 900*C) reactions failed to provide single 
crystals. Yet, adding HgjClj to a reaction with starting stoichiometry 
of BaZrgCli^Be at 1:1 ratio greatly Improved the crystallinity of the 
products. Considering the substantial vapor pressure of HggClg or any 
other possible Hg-containing phases at elevated temperatures, the 
reaction temperature was chosen to be 700*C, and the reaction period was 
extended to 70 days. This showed that HggClg or its derivatives are 
effective mineralizers for this system under study. From the powder 
pattern, neither a new phase nor any shift of the reflections from 
ZrgCligBe or BagZrgCl^gBe was observed, which allowed one to conclude 
that no Hg-containing cluster phases were formed. Instead, several 
drops of a metallic-looking melt were found in the product, possibly 
binary or ternary alloys between Hg and Zr or Ta. Besides the Improved 
crystallization of the bulk product shown by the well defined lines of 
the cluster phases on the powder pattern, crystals with quality for 
single crystal X-ray diffraction were obtained. 
Structure determination The structure of BagZrgCligBe was 
determined via single crystal X-ray analysis using a crystal obtained as 
described above. The data collection was conducted on the RIGAKU 
diffractometer, and the structure refinement thereafter proceeded with 
the structure determination package TEXSAN.M The INDEX program gave a 
rhombohedral cell upon indexing 25 reflections located by SEARCH, and 
this cell was transferred by DELAUNAY to the hexagonal setting. The 
unusually large t axis of over 52 A for the resulting R-center hexagonal 
cell seemed to be suspicious, since such phenomena could be caused by 
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Including reflections from twin or multiple crystals. Yet, the singu­
larity of the crystal was verified first by the profiles of the above 25 
reflections, which were single peaks without splitting, and second by 
the clean axial photos that showed the expected spaclngs. Moreover, It 
was noticed that the dimensions of this unit cell could be related to 
those of the double salt KzZrCle^ZrgClijH (R7) by dividing Its t axis by 
two. It was realized that this phase might have a superstructure of the 
double salt; however, to establish this structural relation and to 
determine the stolchlometry, a complete single crystal X-ray study was 
required. 
The diffractometer was used to collect one quadrant of reflections 
In the obverse hexagonal setting after the Laue class, R7m, was 
determined by program LAUE. Because of large cell dimensions of the 
hexagonal cell, the diffractometer was automatically switched from the 
(Ù-28 scan to an w scan for the better resolution of reflections that 
were close to each other In the reciprocal space. This required scan 
mode change was unnecessary because the extinction condition of R-
centering eliminates two-thirds of the reflections (-h+k+(/3n), leaving 
the rest well separated in the reciprocal space. Moreover, the w scan 
mode seemed to cause error in intensity measurements, indicated by the 
failure of the standards refinement and the unreasonable intensity drop 
of these standard reflections that occurred after the beginning of the 
data collection. Re-centering the crystal as an effort to correct the 
asymmetrical profiles of the standards was a waste of time since the 
crystal was not moving. Apparently, this problem arose from the 
relatively narrow effective width of the w scan, and the imperfect shape 
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of the diffraction spots from the crystal (the widths of the peaks were 
over r, about 0.2* larger than the typical value for similar crystal 
studies). Nevertheless, data collection In the primitive rhombohedral 
setting with an u-2$ scan avoided these troubles, due to the particular 
scan direction and the Increased scan width. One hemisphere of 
reflections was measured to assure full coverage of the reciprocal space 
and furnish sufficient unique reflections as well as redundant data for 
the standard hexagonal setting. Once the scan mode was changed, the 
data collection continued smoothly without abnormal observations. 
The data were first processed by applying Lorentz and polarization 
corrections and an empirical absorption correction with three *-scan 
measurements. No decay correction was necessary. The data thus 
prepared were then transferred to the standard hexagonal setting for 
further studies. The additional extinction condition (hfïO£, £-2n), in 
agreement with the Laue symmetry observed earlier, limited the possible 
space groups to R7c and R3c. R7c was chosen and later proven by 
successful refinement to be the correct space group. Following data 
averaging In the corresponding Laue class, SHELXS-8658 was employed to 
provide the Initial model. Successive refinements with least-square 
calculations and Fourier synthesis were successful, revealing all 
structural elements Including the Interstitial atom Be. The 
satisfactory refinements of the multiplicities of the two Ba sites and 
the Be position (Bal, 101(4)%; Ba2, 99.5(4)%; Be, 110(9)%) suggested 
that there was no Hg In the lattice, consistent with the powder dif­
fraction Information. The final refinement was conducted on the model 
with fully occupied countercatlon and Interstitial positions, resulting 
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in an essentially flat difference Fourier map, and an empirical formula 
of Ba^ZrgCligBe that gives a 14-electron count cluster. Other refinement 
parameters of importance are reported in Table 16, and the structure 
determination results are presented in Table 17 and Table 18, 
respectively. 
Structure description According to their functions, there are 
three structure elements in BagZrgCligBe: the cluster unit [ZrgCl^gBeJ^', 
the six-coordinate Bal, and the 12-coordinate Ba2. The clusters arrange 
in a cubic close packed manner (Figure 15), with Bal and Ba2 occupying 
the octahedral and the tetrahedral vacancies between them, respectively. 
The [ZrgCligBe]G- unit has the dimensions expected for a 14-electron 
Be-centered cluster.3' The Zrg core possessing Sg symmetry experiences a 
profound trigonal compression (A(Zr-Zr) • 0.045 A, 45a, 1%). The 
magnitude of this distortion is comparable to what is observed in 
K2ZrClg[ZrgCl|2H], but it is much more severe than those detected for the 
other cluster units with the same symmetry (A(Zr-Zr): LigZrgCL^gH, 0.012 
A; (KBa)2BaZrgCLigC, 0.013 A; CsLaZrgCLjgFe, 0.01 A). A matrix effect is 
the only origin of this distortion as the cluster electron count is 14, 
and its amplitude is evidently associated with the strong field imposed 
by the Ba2+ ions on the cluster core. The repulsion between the Zr 
atoms and the Ba atoms (Bal and Ba2) that are located mainly on both 
sides of the cluster creates a constriction along the i axis (Figure 
15), consequently leading to the observed cluster distortion. The Zr-
Cl* distances have the normal average for a 14-electron Be cluster. 
Although the two CI^ atoms have the same number of cations in their 
first coordination sphere (2 Zr's and 1 Ba2), there is a sizable differ-
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Table 16. Crystal Data for BaaZreCl^sBe 
space group R?c (No. 167) 
Z 6 
a, A« 9.6852(9) 
c, A 52.52(1) 
V, A3 4266(1) 
crystal dimen, mm 0.16 X 0.16 X 0.16 
data collection Instrument RI6AKU AFC6R 
scan mode w-2f 
deg 50 
reflections 
measured 5197 
observed (I > 3a) 3281 
observed independent 826 
absorp coeff /i, cm-^ (No Ka) 79.2 
range of transm coeff 0.83 - 1.00 
Rav.» * (I > 0) 6.4 
second ext coeff 1(2) X 10-9 
R,% 2.7 
Rw,% 3.2 
largest residue peak, e/A^ +1.0 (1 A to Ba2); -1.3 (at Bal) 
'Guinier powder diffraction data (55 observations). 
Table 17. Positional and Thermal Parameters for BagZrgCT^gBe 
X y z Bn 
Zr 0.20573(6) 0.01733(6) 0.02532(1) 0.78(2) 
Cll 0.2000(2) 0.2181(2) 0.05740(3) 1.56(6) 
CI 2 0.1931(2) 0.4307(2) 0.00108(2) 0.85(6) 
C13 0.4441(2) 0.0260(2) 0.05263(3) 1.70(6) 
Bal 0 0 1/4 1.52(2) 
Ba2 0 0 0.38839(1) 1.95(2) 
Be 0 0 0 0.9(4) 
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Biz B33 Biz Bi3 B23 B«, 
0.99(2) 1.17(2) 0.47(2) -0.13(2) -0.01(2) 0.97(2) 
1.53(6) 1.52(6) 0.75(5) -0.07(4) 0.41(4) 1.55(5) 
1.67(6) 2.19(6) 0.37(5) -0.09(4) 0.39(4) 1.68(5) 
2.04(6) 2.21(6) 1,11(4) -0.78(5) -0.40(5) 1.91(5) 
Bii 2.44(4) l /2Bn 0 0 1.82(2) 
Bii 2.64(3) I/2B11 0 0 2.18(2) 
Bn 1.0(6) l/2Bn 0 0 0.9(4) 
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Table 18. Important Distances and Angles In BagZrgCIigBe 
Distances (A) 
Zr-Be X 6 2.3306(5) Bal-C13 X 6 3.113(1) 
Zr-Zr X 6 3.276(1) 
X 6 3.3154(3) Ba2-Cll X 3 3.497(2) 
a 3.296 Ba2-Cll X 3 3.866(2) 
Zr-Cl< Zr-Cl1 X 6 2.595(2) Ba2-C12 X 3 3.464(2) 
X 6 2.598(1) Ba2-C13 X 3 3.090(2) 
Zr-Cl2 X 6 2.549(1) a 3.479 
X 6 2.564(1) 
3 2.577 
Zr-Cl» Zr-Cl3 X 6 2.683(2) 
Angles ( • )  
Zr-Cl1-Zr X 6 79.36(4) 
Zr-C12-Zr X 6 79.70(2) 
Cll-Zr-C12 X 6 168.52(5) 
X 6 169.82(5) 
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mm 
Figure 15. The [110] projection of Ba^ZrgCl^gBe with the t axis vertical 
(90% probability). The c-glide is in the plane of the 
paper, passing through the centers of the clusters 
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ence between Zr-C11 and Zr-C12, which Is accounted for by the fact that 
C11 has two additional Ba^* In Its second coordination sphere (Cll-Bal 
4.299(1) A, C11-Ba2 3.866(2) A), whereas the next nearest Ba neighbor of 
CI2 is 4.860(2) A away. Also, as the total field strength of the 
countercations Increases, the Zr-Cl" distance becomes relatively large 
in comparison to what is observed in (K,Ba)2BaZrgCli8C (2.619(1) A). 
The second structure element Bal performs the same function as the 
Ba in (K,Ba)2BaZreCl2a^, i.e., connecting the cluster units into a three-
dimensional network via their terminal CI atoms. Although this Ba atom 
is still surrounded by six clusters in a pseudo octahedral manner, the 
BaClg group distorts from a trigonal antiprism to a twisted trigonal 
prism (Figure 16). This fragment possesses D3 symmetry, similar to the 
La position in CsLaZrgCligFe. However, this distortion does not modify 
the packing of the clusters. In contrast to what observed In 
CsLaZrgCligFe, the cubic close packing array of the cluster units in the 
double salt structure is preserved in BagZrgCligBe. When the twisting of 
the BaClg unit occurs, each cluster unit rotates around the 3-fold axis 
passing through its center in fixed position. During this process, the 
cluster unit behaves as a rigid body. The Be-Zr-C13 angle remains close 
to 180' (176.77(5)*), whereas the largest C13-Bal-C13 angle is reduced 
from 180' to 155.23(8)'. As the consequence of the twisting, the 
cluster units in two adjacent, close packed cluster layers that are 
parallel to the (110) plane no longer have the same orientation; 
instead, they are now related to each other by the c-glide along the t + 
B direction. Also, because of the distortion of the coordination 
environment, the Ba-Cl distance (3.113(1) A) becomes longer than that in 
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Figure 16. The coordination polyhedron of Bal In Ba^IrgCT^gBe with the 
surrounding cluster units. Bal possesses D3 symmetry (the 
3-fold axis perpendicular to the plane of the paper, 90% 
probability) 
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(K,Ba)2BaZrgC1iaC (3.06512(6) A), In better agreement with the summation 
of the crystal radii (Ba2+ CN-6 1.49 A, CI- 1.67 A).«6 
The other countercatlon position in this structure Is occupied by 
Ba2 atom. It has very similar environment as the mixed cation In 
(K.BajgBaZrgCTigC. It Is located within a close packed layer, surrounded 
by four cluster units In a pseudo tetrahedron fashion, and has C3 point 
symmetry (Figure 17). Its coordination polyhedron Involves three 
chlorine layers: two layers from the three clusters below It and one 
layer from the cluster above It. Because of the repulsions between the 
Ba and Zr atoms, Ba2 Is 0.13 A off the plane defined by the six 
chlorines atoms around Its waist. Nevertheless, the Increase of the 
cation field strength Induces significant modification of this cation 
site. First of all, the strong attraction between Ba and CI atoms 
causes contraction of the coordination polyhedron. Yet, If an Isotropic 
contraction of the (K,Ba) site In (K,Ba)2BaZrgC1igC occurred, the 
neighboring CI atoms would be brought closer with a significantly 
stronger repulsion between them. To release this tension, the C11 atoms 
around the waist of Ba2 move away, while the C13-Ba2 distance becomes 
much shorter. This distortion makes the average Ba2-Cl distance (3.479 
A) deviate noticeably from the values estimated from crystal radii (Ba 
(CN-9) 1.61 A, (CN-12) 1.75 A; CI 1.67 A)66 and also causes ambiguity in 
assigning the coordination number. The other consequence of the 
contraction Is that, in comparison to the situation in KgZrClg.ZrgCligH, 
the C11 atoms from one cluster layer are rotated with respect to the 
other two CI layers. This avoids the close contact between C11 and C13 
which already has a close CI neighbor (C13-C12, 3.404 A). Although this 
Figure 17. The coordination environment of Ba2 in Ba^ZreCligBe with C3 
symmetry {3-fold axis vertical, 90% probability) 
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rotation occurs at the cost of bringing pairs of C11 atoms closer (C11-
C11 3.340 A), apparently it is more favorable in total lattice energy 
than simply adopting the original double salt structure, and the 
modifications of the Ba2 position are the main cause for the 
superstructure. 
As with many other 6-18 clusters, the structure of Ba^ZrgCligBe Is 
composed of close packed layers dominated by CI atoms and also close 
packed cluster layers, both stacking along the t axis (Figure 15). 
Since the field strength of the countercation is greatly Increased 
relative to (K,Ba)2BaZrgCTigC, the separations between the CI layers 
approach equality (3.0(1) A between two cluster layers vs 2.9(1) A 
within a cluster layer). The packing sequence of the cluster units is 
still cubic close packed, except there are two repeating units In one 
unit cell (...ABCABC...). However, since the two adjacent cluster 
layers are not associated with each other by the R-centering, the cubic 
close packing pattern of the CI sublattice is confined to only within 
one single cluster layer, as opposed to extending throughout the entire 
structure In the original double sa l t .22  
lbs relation; tietMssn strvctvr# aî fK.BaLBazrgCiigC. fsLâZceClisfs 
âOd Ba^ZrgCl ^gBe 
The three 6-18 structures under discussion are closely related. 
They all can be represented by the general formula MxM'ZrgCligZ, and the 
main structural framework is constructed with isolated ZrgCl^gZ units 
linked via the countercation M'. A second countercation M fills the 
space left by the other two structural elements, at the same time 
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contributing electrons to stabilize the zirconium clusters. On the 
other hand, these structures are significantly different In terms of the 
packing of the cluster units and the coordination environment of the 
countercatlon positions. The structure variations are attributed to the 
modifications of the countercatlon M site. Without being directly 
Involved In the main structure network, the coordination polyhedra of 
the countercatlon H are more flexible and more sensitive to the changes 
In Its occupancy, size and charge. 
The structure of CsLaZreCI^gFe (CsLuNbgCTig type)^^ can be derived 
from that of (K,Ba)2BaZrgCTi8C (KjZrClg'ZrgCligH type)22 by merging the two 
adjacent M sites through a twisting of the cluster layers. The cause of 
this modification is the tendency for a large cation M (M - Rb, Cs) to 
occupy one large vacancy instead of being randomly distributed over two 
50% occupied positions. With a three-dimensional framework and high 
efficiency of space filling, the entire structure responds to the 
adjustment of the M site. Figure 18 shows that while the two nearby M 
atoms line up along the ( direction and eventually become one by moving 
toward each other, their neighboring CI atoms have to be rearranged. 
This is accomplished by rotating the two cluster layers involved, and 
this rotation leads to the twisting of the other countercatlon 
coordination polyhedron. This structural transition from the 
K2ZrClg'Zr6Cli2H type to the CsLuNbgCljg type reduces the M/cluster ratio 
from 2 to 1, distorts the geometry of the MCI g group from trigonal 
antiprismatic to twisted trigonal prismatic, and changes the cluster 
packing sequence from (...ABC...) to (...AA...). 
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R3 (M = (K,Ba), M' = La) 
l/\ 
P31c (M = Cs, M'= La) 
Figure 18. The structure relation between the K2ZrClg.ZrgCltype (R3) 
and the CsLuNbgCljg-type (P3lc) 
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The charge of the countercation M Is another source of structural 
modifications. For the structure types discussed above, the M position 
Is occupied by alkali metals regardless of their size and occupancy. 
When the field strength of the cation on this position Is Increased by 
filling It with an alkaline-earth metal, another structure type In this 
series, the BaglrgCligBe type, results. The structure modification also 
appears mainly around the countercation M, Involving the three CI 
layers. In response to the contraction of the coordination polyhedron, 
necessary modifications occur In order to reduce the repulsions between 
CI atoms that come closer. In contrast to the structure change 
described above, the close packed cluster array Is preserved In 
Ba^ZrgCTigBe. Therefore, the CI atoms (Cll) from a different cluster 
layer have greater degree of freedom to move than the other two CI 
layers that are fixed to a certain extent by the common cluster layer in 
which they reside. Although the rotation of the Cll atoms with respect 
to the other two CI layers does not reduce the total number of CI close 
contacts around this position. It makes the repulsion become evenly 
distributed, contrary to being concentrated on one group of CI atoms 
(C13) as It would happen if the original double salt structure were 
adopted (Figure 19, Table 19). This structure modification involves 
only the rotations of the cluster units with respect to their centers, 
and therefore most structure features of the double salt structure are 
preserved, Including the packing sequence of the cluster units, the 
location and the number of the counter cations M. However, the 
orientations of the cluster units in the neighboring layers are no 
longer the same, and the range of the CI close packing is now confined 
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(K,Ba)2BaZreCI„C O 
BagZrgCl^gBG 0 
Figure 19. The comparison between the 12-coordinate positions in 
{K,Ba)2BaZr6Cli8C (R3) and BaaZrgCligBe (R3c) (the 3-fold axis 
perpendicular to the plane of the paper) 
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Table 19. The Comparison between the 12-coord1nate Positions (N) In 
(K,Ba)2BaZr6CTi8C and Ba^ZreCTigBe 
(K,Ba)2BaZrgC1 i^C Ba^Zr gC1 igBe 
M K0.85B&0.13 Ba 
M-Cll 3.7624 (6) 3.866 (2) 
M-cir 3.632 (1) 3.497 (2) 
M-C12 3.646 (1) 3.464 (2) 
M-C13 3.2160 (6) 3.090 (2) 
C11-C13 3.425 (2), 3.531 (2) 3.514 (3), 3.584 (2) 
Cll'-Cll 3.940 (3) 3.340 (4) 
Cir-C13 3.572 (2) 3.371 (2) 
C12-C11 3.585 (2) 3.623 (2) 
C12-C13 3.397 (2) 3.404 (2) 
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to one cluster layer. The Instability thus Introduced apparently Is 
overcome by the Increased lattice energy from the stronger Interaction 
between the Ba and CI atoms. 
Since both (K,Ba)2BaZr6C1igC (R?) and BagZrgCligBe (R3c) are known, 
it seems plausible that another lA-electron cluster KBagZrgCI^gB should 
also exist. As a compound with an intermediate composition, the main 
structure framework of the above two phases should be preserved in this 
structure, and one of the two Ba would still be six-coordinate. The 
structure of KBagZrgCTwill depend basically on the distribution and 
coordination of the rest of the countercations, one K+ and one Baz*. 
There are three possibilities. First of all, because they have similar 
crystal radii (CN-12: K+ 1.78 A, Ba2+ 1.75 A),es it is likely that K and 
Ba randomly occupy the same position, forming a mixed cation as observed 
In (K,Ba)2BaZrgCligC. If this situation occurs, the phase should have 
either the R? structure or the R?c structure, depending on the relative 
field strengths of the mixed cations. Secondly, it Is also possible 
that K+ and Ba2+ choose separate sites due to the difference In their 
charges. If this happens, a new modification of the original double 
salt structure may be observed. Finally, combining the above two 
possibilities, the ordering of the K and Ba could be a function of the 
experiment conditions. The transition Involving different degrees of 
such ordering could be first order, second order, or irreversible as in 
the case of CsLaZrgCligFe. Although the investigation process might be 
complicated and technical problems might be encountered, It Is 
worthwhile to examine a system that provides these intriguing 
I l l  
possibilities. The observations thus obtained will be valuable for 
understanding similar systems. 
The above examples demonstrate one of the many factors that are 
responsible for the structure diversities In the centered Zr-CI cluster 
systems. The ability of the cluster phase to accommodate a variety of 
countercatlons and the specific structural requirements of these cations 
may lead to many structurally related phenomenon, such as the formation 
of a new structure type, a transition between phases with different 
structures, or a slight modification that results In a superstructure. 
Unlike the other structure changes, the relationship between this group 
of structure types Is very close. This also Implies the unlimited 
possibilities of the structural chemistry of these systems when other 
factors and variables are taken Into consideration. 
ZrgCli7 Type 
fiâzZCeCli/fi and 9th9r compounds af thll structure iyegss 
Previous research in the centered Zr-CI cluster systems provided 
numerous new cluster phases that exhibit wide stoichiometries and novel 
structure features. These discoveries marked the beginning of a new era 
when the systematic investigations of the structural cluster chemistry 
became possible. As knowledge about the cluster systems grew with each 
individual success of synthesis and characterization, it becomes clear 
that the cluster compounds could be classified according to the 
connectivities between the cluster units. Although the number of the 
known Zr-CI cluster phases is exceptionally large, and their 
compositions and structures may appear to be very different, this 
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classification helps to organize them In a rational manner. More 
Important, It also predicted compounds with specific structure 
characteristics that were yet to be discovered, namely, the ZrgCl^jZ 
phases. In fact, the 6-17 compounds with the cluster connectivity of 
[ZreCTi2Z]Cl%Cl«-»2/2 were the missing link In thç [ZrgCligZlCln (0 3 n a 
6) series. Nevertheless, the establishment of this new structure type 
relied on the successful synthesis and characterization. Interestingly, 
BagZrgCli^B had been synthesized as early as the corresponding cluster 
connectivity was predicted. If not earlier. However, its Identity 
remained unknown, again due to the technical difficulties of obtaining 
qualified single crystals for X-ray diffraction. As the first 6-17 
cluster and the first Zr-Cl cluster phase containing only alkaline-
earth-metal countercatlons, the final success In determining the 
structure and stoichiometry of Ba2Zr6Cl^yB completed the [ZrgCl^ZlCln 
series and opened new composition possibilities of Zr-Cl clusters. In 
addition, it emphasized the value of persistent efforts in synthetic 
chemistry, and also demonstrated the importance of the structure 
chemistry which reveals the relationships between the large number of 
cluster compounds. 
Synthesis The first evidence of the existence of BagZrgCljyB can 
be dated back to June 1984, when the synthesis of the hypothetical 
BaZrgCljgB was attempted.37 The powder diffraction pattern showed that 
the product contained ZrgCli^B and Ba2ZrgCl 178^2 which was unidentified. 
The same result was repeatedly observed later from similar reactions, 
and when extra BaCl2 was added to the starting materials as an effort to 
enhance crystal growth (BaClgtBaZrgCligB, 1:1), ZrgCli^B was eliminated 
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from the product. Yet, It took almost three years to Identify this new 
phase, simply because the lack of crystals adequate for single crystal 
X-ray structure determination. Although deep red transparent needles 
were often found In the products, they were either too small or grew 
together as loosely bound needles that were Impossible to separate. As 
a desperate attempt to obtain crystals of higher quality after several 
failures, the products from foregoing reactions were resealed Into a 
tantalum tube about 10 cm long, and heated at unusually high 
temperatures (1080 - 920*C gradient, 20 days), hoping the temperature 
and the large gradient might Improve the crystalllnlty of the product. 
As expected, the selected conditions were too extreme, yielding a rather 
simple powder pattern that showed lines of ZrClO* and a few other 
unidentified lines without showing the presence of the desired phase. 
However, a few (<5%) well faceted crystals were Indeed obtained, and 
despite the discouraging results from the powder diffraction, these 
crystals were saved for single crystal study which eventually led to the 
characterization of Ba2ZrgCliyB. 
After the stolchlometry of the barium-containing compound was 
determined by single crystal study, reactions were loaded to synthesize 
more 6-17 phases. The output of the first attempt was somewhat 
unexpected, though not completely surprising. The only cause that could 
be related to the absence of BajZreCl^^B was the use of crystalline 
Instead of amorphous boron as the interstitial source. Repeating this 
reaction (800-850'C, 30 days) with amorphous boron (particle size <1 /rni) 
yielded Ba2ZrgCliyB (>95%) in the form of a reddish black powder and a 
trace of ZrgCli^B. Under similar conditions, two other 6-17 phases. 
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namely, BazZrgClpNn and BaSrZrgCTiyB, were produced In high yield 
(>95%). Comparing the cell parameters (Table 20), one observes on one 
hand the significant lattice expansion when Mn replaces B as the 
Interstitial atom (28 per cluster), which Is similar to that known 
for the same change In the MZrgCli^Z series (27 per cluster, CsZrgluC 
structure type,1^,24 M-K, Rb, Cs); on the other hand, the anisotropic 
cell parameter variation associated with the partial substitution of Ba 
by Sr seems puzzling. While the cell volume remains almost the same, 
BaSrZrgCliyB shows a slight expansion along t and a slight contraction 
along t. The cell could not be better represented by a lattice with 
symmetries lower than tetragonal, and the high yield of the 6-17 phase 
Implied that it was unlikely that the product is a phase with partial 
occupied cation site rather than the designed 14 e~ phase. It became 
acceptable later when the coordination environment of the cation 
position in BagZrgCl^^B is examined (see structure description). In 
addition, the t parameters of the above three phases, which 
corresponding to the linear chain direction, agree with the value 
expected for linear cluster connectivity for B and Mn centered clusters 
[CsKZrgClisB, & - 9.731(2); LiZrgCligMn, a - 10.3459(4)]. 
Complete substitution of Ba with Sr or Ca in 6-17 systems was not 
successful, presumably due to the small sizes of the cations, and 
replacing B with C to prepare BagZrgCl^^C only led to the formation of 
the nonbarium-containing 14 e- cluster phase, ZrgCli^C. When one Ba was 
changed to a monovalent cation In order to balance the electron count 
(KBaZrgCliyC, CsBaZrgCl^gFe), 6-18 compounds of the K2ZrClg.ZrgClig(H) type 
were obtained for both C and Fe Interstitials. 
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Table 20. Cell Parameters (A) and Volumes (A^) for the Ba2ZrgC1iyB-Types 
Compounds' (space group I4/m) 
Compound a c V 
BaglrgCliyB 11.4735(4) 9.8812(5) 1300.8(1) 
BaSrlrgCliyB 11.4944(4) 9.8534(4) 1301.85(8) 
BazZreCli^Mn 11.6026(6) 10.0745(7) 1356.2(1) 
'All values are Gulnler powder diffraction data. 
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Structura daterai nation The BagZrgCliyB crystal used for 
structure determination was obtained as described above. Although the 
yield of the desired product was no more than 5%, the quality of the 
crystals was exceptionally high. The crystals have rod-like shapes with 
regular faces, reasonable size, and are deep red under transmitted light 
which Is characteristic for most zirconium chloride cluster compounds. 
A single crystal selected by preliminary oscillation photos was Indexed 
on a CAO-4 diffractometer to have a body centered tetragonal cell, which 
had not been observed previously for zirconium chloride cluster systems. 
Axial photos about the three principal axes showed that only the i axis 
had a mirror plane perpendicular to It, and a photograph about the [111] 
direction confirmed the body centering. Hence, the Laue group was I4/m. 
Two octants of data were collected up to 2$ of 65* with the centering 
reflection condition.applied (h+k+("2n). Six ^ -scans were measured for 
the empirical absorption correction. Other important crystal data are 
listed in Table 21. 
No additional extinction condition was observed after the 
intensities of the reflections were examined, which left 14, I? and I4/m 
as possible space groups. As no decay correction was necessary (net 
intensity change +0.3%), the two sets of redundant data were averaged 
for Laue class I4/m after the empirical absorption correction was 
applied. Then SHELXS-86 was employed to provide initial models for the 
three possible space groups, and since the solution for the centro-
symmetric space group was clearly more reasonable in terms of distances 
and peak heights, space group 14/m and the corresponding solution were 
selected. The rough model from direct methods was refined toward 
H 
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Table 21. Crystal Data for Ba2Zr8CTi;B 
space group 
Z 
a, A« 
c, A 
V, A3 
crystal dimen, mm 
data collection Instrument 
scan mode 
2Cx. deg 
reflections 
measured 
observed 
observed independent 
absorp coeff cm-i (Mo Ko) 
range of transm coeff 
Rave> % 
second ext coeff 
R,% 
Rw,% 
largest residue peak, e'/A^ 
I4/m (No. 87) 
2 
11.4735(4) 
8.8812(5) 
1300.8(1) 
0.36 X 0.10 X 0.10 
ENRAF NONIUS CAD4 
0'Z$ 
65 
h, k, ±£ 
2566 
2280 
1247 
70.2 
0.78 - 1.00 
2.0 
6.0(2) X 10-7 
1.7 
2.5 
+0.7 (0.7 A, Ba) -1.4 (0 A, Ba) 
«Guinier powder diffraction data (72 observations). 
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completion by using standard least-square, full matrix calculations and 
Fourier syntheses, and as expected, an electron residue was found In the 
center of the Zrg unit after the heavier atoms were located. At the 
final stage of the structure determination, the occupancies of both Ba 
and B were studied by varying their multiplicities and thermal 
parameters simultaneously, leading to a 101.7(4}% occupied Ba position 
and 88(2)% occupied B position. Combining the fact that the Ba site Is 
not significantly different from fully occupied and the cluster Is 
expected to have 14 e~ count, these two positions were fixed at 100% 
occupancies in the final refinement, corresponding to the formula of 
BagZrgCliyB. The positional and thermal parameters are listed in Table 
22, and the Important distances and angles calculated with lattice 
constants from powder diffraction data are reported in Table 23. 
Structure description BagZrgCliyB, as all other zirconium 
chloride cluster compounds, contains discrete [Zr^Cl^jB] cluster units. 
Represented by the formula BagEZreCligiBjCl^'Clg/g'"', the compound has 
infinitive one-dimensional cluster chains along t axis (Figure 20), and 
these chains are bound to each other via Ba2+ ions (Figure 21). Similar 
to that in NbgFig structure,i? the connections between clusters at Cl'-a 
are linear, and the cluster chains along the cell edges (0,0,z) and 
those passing the centers (1/2,1/2,0) belong to two separate and 
identical networks. However, these linear connections are now one 
dimensional instead of three dimensional in NbgF^g. The loss of the 
cluster connectivities in t and directions breaks down the cubic 
symmetry of NbgF^g to tetragonal, and each CI"*» atom formerly shared 
Table 22. Positional and Thermal Parameters for Ba2Zr6CT 
X y z Bn 
Zrl 0.07181(2) 0.18658(2) 0 0.945(7) 
Zr2 0 0 0.23442(3) 0.965(5) 
Cll 0.42077(4) 0.29165(4) 0.24444(4) 2.18(1) 
C12 0.2862595) 0.12703(5) 0 0.97(2) 
C13 0.14036(6) 0.40773(5) 0 1.90(2) 
C14 0 0 1/2 3.31(4) 
Ba 0 1/2 1/4 2.284(5) 
B 0 0 0 0.86(8) 
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022 B33 BI2 Bi3 Bga B.q 
0.703(6) 0.801(7) -0.073(5) 0 0 0.816(3) 
Bii 0.426(8) 0 0 0 0.785(3) 
1.33(1) 0.92(1) -0.35(1) -0.15(1) -0.27(1) 1.475(7) 
1.28(2) 1.94(2) -0.28(1) 0 0 1.397(9) 
1.00(2) 1.76(2) -0.39(2) 0 0 1.550(9) 
Bii 0.51(3) 0 0 0 2.38(1) 
Bn 1.233(7) 0 0 0 1.934(3) 
Bii 0.5(1) 0 0 0 0.73(4) 
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Table 23. Important Distances and Angles in BagZrgCTiyB 
Distances (A) 
Zr-B Zrl-B x4 2.2938(2) Ba-Cll x4 3.4680(5) 
Zr2-B x2 2.3164(3) Ba-CL2 x4 3.7738(4) 
a 2.3013 Ba-CL3 x4 3.1332(4) 
Zr-Zr Zrl-Zrl x4 3.2439(3) a(CN-8) 3.3006 
Zrl-Zr2 x8 3.2599(3) a(CN-12) 3.4583 
a 3.2547 
Zr-CTi Zrl-Cll x8 2.5389(4) 
Zrl-C12 x4 2.5537(6) 
x4 2.5519(6) 
Zr2-Cll x8 2.5660(5) 
a 2.5526 
Zr-Cla Zrl-C13 x4 2.6565(6) 
Zr-CT-a Zr2-C14 x2 2.6242(3) 
Angles (') 
Zrl-Cll-Zr2 x8 79.37(2) 
Zrl-C12-Zrl x4 78.90(2) 
Cll-Zrl-Cll x4 168.07(2) 
C12-Zrl-C12 x4 168.90(2) 
Cll-Zr2-Cll x4 170.67(2) 
C13-Zrl-B x4 176:17(2) 
Cll-Ba-Cll x2 178.19(1) 
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Figure 20. The unit cell view of Ba2ZrGC1i;B which shows the linear 
chains along i axis (90% probability). The CI^ atoms are 
omitted for clarity 
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Figure 21. The [001] projection of BagZrgCliyB which shows the 
connections between cluster chains via Ba2+ ions (90% 
probability). The CI' atoms are omitted for clarity 
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between clusters along t and 1) directions In NbgFis Is now replaced by a 
pair of terminal CI' atoms normal to the chains. 
The size of the [Zr^Cl^jBlClg unit In BagZrgCT(Figure 22) Is 
considered normal when compared with other borlde clusters which have 
average Zr-B distances that range from 2.30 to 2.32 A. It has point 
symmetry and undergoes slight tetragonal elongation (Zr-B distances 
differ by 0.0226(4} A, IX). Since It Is a 14-e1ectron cluster compound, 
this slight tetragonal distortion Is considered as a result of the 
matrix effect associated with the Incorporation of Ba^*. While the 
apical Zr2 atoms are farther away from the Ba^* (Zr2 - Ba, 5.7388(2) A), 
each of the equatorial Zrl atoms has two Ba^* neighbors at a shorter 
distance (Zrl-Ba, 4.4399(2) A). Therefore, the eight Ba cations around 
each cluster unit Impose an anisotropic field which repels the Zr atoms 
on the waist of the cluster more effectively, resulting In the observed 
tetragonal elongation of the Zrg core. Also, because of the strong 
field of Ba2+, the Zr-Cl«"" distance Is longer than that In the linear 
chains In CsKZrgCl^gB (2.603 A), which directly contributes to the 
larger c parameter of the barium salt than that In CsKZrgCligB [9.812(5) 
A vs 9.731(2) A, both corresponding to twice the length of a 
(B-Zr-Cl«-«) unit]. Another consequence of Involving Ba2+ Into the 
lattice Is the unusual Zr-Cl« distance which Is over 0.03 A longer than 
the Zr-Cl""" distance. This appears to be abnormal since for most of 
the known examples, Zr-Cl* Is shorter than Zr-Cl»». However, by 
analyzing the environment of these two Cl's, one realizes that the 
longer Zr-Cl« distance arises from the higher coordination number of CI® 
[l(Zr) + 2(Ba)] vs Cl»-« [2(Zr)] and the stronger total effective field 
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CI4 
Zr2 
2r1 CI2 
Figure 22. The cluster unit in BagZrgCliyB possesses symmetry with 
the 4-fold axis vertical (90% probability) 
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It experiences. The high field of the also cause the deviation of 
the C13-Zrl-B angle (176.17(2)*) away from 180* In the plane normal to 
the chain direction. 
As mentioned above, the Incorporation of a divalent cation In the 
lattice of a cluster phase Is a particularly Interesting aspect of 
Ba2ZrgCliyB. The Ba^* sits on a position with S4 local symmetry (Figure 
23). It has three groups of crystal1ographical 1y distinct CI neighbors 
at rather different distances, which makes a nonamblguous assignment of 
the coordination number difficult. The four shortest Ba-Cl distances, 
3.133 A, agree well with the sum of crystal radiiof Ba^* (CN - 4 not 
available; CN • 6, 1.47 A) and CI" (1.67 A). However, If the Ba^* Is 
considered having CN - 8 or 12, the average Ba-Cl distances are 0.09 A 
or 0.04 A longer than the corresponding summations of the crystal 
radlIGG (CN-8, 1.54 A + 1.67 A - 3.21 A; CN-12, 1.75 A +1.67 A - 3.42 
A). The discrepancies can be well understand as the result of Ba2+ 
coordination environment, which deviates from an idealized polyhedron in 
which all the CI atoms supposedly have equal distances from the Ba. 
These differences between the Ba-Cl interactions account for the 
anisotropic lattice parameter variation accompanying the partial 
substitution of Ba with Sr. Due to the smaller size of Sr^* (crystal 
radii; CN-6, 1.32 A; CN-8, 1.40 A; CN-12 1.58 A),«6 the mixed cation M2+ 
- C13 distance becomes shortest in order to obtain adequate interaction, 
while the interactions between with CI atoms within the second and 
third coordination spheres may become less important so that M2+-C1 
distances are elongated. The possible enhancement of the shorter M^*-
C13 interaction and weakening of the longer M2+-C11 and MZ+-C12 would 
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(i) 
Figure 23. The environment of Ba2+ in BaglrgCTshowing (i) the 
coordination polyhedron (point symmetry S4, 4-fold axis 
vertical) (ii) the eight closer CI atoms together with the 
four cluster units 
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lead to the decrease of the c/a ratio because the M-C11 Interaction 
exists only In the plane perpendicular to t. At the same time, this 
decrease of the c parameter Is not likely to cause the bending of the 
linear cluster connections, since even now the c axis Is still longer 
than that In CsKZrgCTigB, allowing the linear chains to stretch 
comfortably. 
zrgClis Type 
In the Zr-Cl cluster systems, the 6-15 stolchlometry has the 
greatest structural versatility. Sharing a common cluster connectivity, 
[Zr6Cl<i2]CT"®6/2» these structure types contain three-dimensional 
cluster networks. Earlier work In the Zr-Cl systems offered numerous 
cluster examples centered by main-group elements that belong to four 
6-15 structure types, namely the TagCl 15,^8 CsNbgCl 15,^6 KgZrgCljgB^s and 
the KgZrgCligBe^s types. The first three contain unrelated frameworks, 
and KgZrgClijBe Is a modification of K2ZrgCli5B. With these structure 
types, the relationship between the structure types and countercatlons 
was well demonstrated. 
The recent success of incorporating transition metals into the 
cluster cores has provided more unique cluster phases. Due to the 
significant expansion of the cluster cores associated with the 
interstitial change from a main-group element to a transition metal, 
many of these new clusters exhibit novel structure features. The 
differences in the structural behaviors of these two groups of Zr-Cl 
clusters are especially obvious In the ZrgCljg systems. For instance, 
with the same stolchlometry but different interstitial elements. 
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ZrgClisN'^ adopts the TaeCl^e^^ structure whereas ZrgCTigCo chooses the 
NbgFis" structure. Similarly, KZrgClisC*^ has a modified CsNbgCTisiG 
structure which differs from the parent structure only In the choice of 
cation positions, while In Its transition metal analogue KZrgCligFe, the 
expansion of the cluster core causes the bending of the linear chain, 
resulting In a superstructure of the CsNbgCl^g type. These observed 
structural differences between smaller main-group and larger transition-
metal Interstltlals make It possible to examine the correlation between 
the structure type and cluster size. 
To data. In the ZrgCl^g series, there are five distinctly different 
structure frameworks (TagCl^g, CsNbgCl^g, KgZrgCligB, NbgFig, 
Cs3(ZrClg)ZrgCligMn), and five additional structure variations (Table 1). 
The first four of the above networks were clearly distinguished from 
each other In terms of the local geometries at the shared Cl«= atoms 
and the long range arrangement of the cluster frameworks.*: in 
addition, the Cs3(ZrClg)ZrgC1igNn structure Is related to the cubic NbgP^g 
type via a trigonal twist, and replacing the second cluster net with 
other structural elements. Besides these well established structure 
types, another unique 6-15 cluster framework was recently observed in a 
compound with carbon as the interstitial and cesium as the countercatlon 
(produced by a reaction with loaded stolchlometry of CsaZrgCligC).^* 
This structure Is constructed with parallel cluster chains that are 
connected to each other In the plane normal to the chain direction, 
leaving channels along the cluster chains with the cross section as 
large as over 10 A. The difficulty of resolving this structure mainly 
rises from locating the Cs+ Ions or other species inside these open 
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channels. Nevertheless, the existence of a new 6-15 structure type with 
novel structure features Is evident. 
The following sections will present the new cluster compounds 
centered by transition metals In the 6-15 series. They are divided Into 
three groups according to their structure types. 
Compounds jdlb Wis structure 
For over two decades after Its discovery, NbgFigi^ remained as a 
structural singularity. Meantime, solid state cluster chemistry became 
established and developed rapidly, which led to the characterization of 
numerous transition metal and rare-earth-metal cluster compounds In 
various structure types. Systematic Investigations In the Zr-Cl cluster 
systems centered by main-group elements resulted In the discovery of 
cluster phases that not only covered most of the known structure types, 
but also provided over half-dozen new structure variations (Table 1). 
However, still no analogue of NbgFi; was found. Examining the unique 
structure of NbgFjs which is composed of two Independent and 
Interpenetrating cubic cluster networks, one notices that the small size 
of F Is an important factor In forming this peculiar structure type. 
Although the cluster core of centered Zr-Cl phases is expanded 
substantially compared with niobium clusters, the main-group 
interstitial s are apparently not large enough to overcome the counter 
effect of the anion change from F to CI, and therefore, structure types 
other than NbgFig are preferred. On the other hand, the incorporation 
of transition metals Into the Zr-Cl cluster systems provides new struc­
ture possibilities. As the cluster units are further enlarged, 
compounds that exhibit novel structure characters have been discovered. 
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marked by the successful syntheses of a family of cluster phases with 
the NbgFis structure, namely, LI^ZreClisM (M - Mn, Fe, Co, N1). Shortly 
after this, the TheBr^sFe was also Identified as a new member In the 
NbgFis family.75 As the only Zr-Cl system that has such a wide 
Interstitial variety, one additional significance of this success Is 
that It makes the direct comparison of different transition metal 
Interstitiels possible. 
Synthesis The first compound discovered In this series was 
ZrgCligCo. With the 18-electron counting rule as the guide line, the 
reaction was aimed at making a 6-15 ternary phase, and was carried out 
at 850*C for 30 days. The powder pattern Indicated the product was a 6-
15 phase as expected, but with the cubic structure of NbgF^s^^ which had 
not been previously observed in Zr-Cl systems. Following the 
determination of the cell constants, the size of interstices which could 
be potential sites for cations were estimated. It was noticed that 
there were sites with coordination number six or four that were probably 
large enough to accommodate L1+ Ions. By combining this observation 
with the cluster electron counting rule, the existence of LigZrgClisMn^® 
and LiZrgCligFe was predicted, and soon after proven by successful 
syntheses. 
The presence of the Li in these two phases is supported by the 
optimal cluster electron count, the observed lattice expansion (Table 
24), and the fact that a ternary 6-14 phase ZrgCl^^Mn (17 e'/cluster) or 
ZrgCli^Fe (18 e-/cluster) was formed whenever LI was omitted from the 
reaction system, even If the Zr/Cl ratio was kept at 6/15. In addition, 
single crystal X-ray analyses and ^Ll solid state NNR provided 
Table 24. Crystal Data for Li^ZreCluM 
Formula Li2ZrgCl jjMn LiZreCligFe ZrgCl 15C0 ZrgClisNi 
space group Im3m (No. 229) Im3m (No. 229) Im3m (No. 229) Im3m (No. 229) 
Z 2 2 2 2 
a. A® 10.3459 (4) 10.2645 (4) 10.186 (4) 10.1907 (4) 
V, A3 1107.4 (1) 1081.6 (1) 1056.9 (1) 1058.3 (1) 
crystal dimen, mm 0.20x0.18x0.14 0.18x0.18x0.12 0.18x0.16x0.16 0.18x0.16x0.10 
data collection instrument RIGAKU AFC6R DATEX RIGAKU AFC6R ENRAF-NONIUS CAD-4 
scan mode 0-20 w 0-29 o~2ff 
2«max» deg 60 60 50 55 
reflections h,k,« h,k,€ h,k,( h,±k,£ 
measured 935 999 564 1329 
observed 900 (I>0) 808 (I>3ffi) 549 (I>0) 1022 (I>3ffi) 
observed independent 215 177 119 109 
absorp coeff /i, cm i 50.00 52.54 54.73 56.55 
range of transm coeff 0.86-1.00 0.76-1.00 0.62-1.00 0.74-1.00 
Rave» % 6.4 2.0 11.2 3.3 
second ext coeff 2(2)xlO-7 7(l)xlO-7 2.5(2) xlO-7 2.7(3)xl0-' 
R, % 2.4 3.3 2.4 2.1 
Rw, % 3.4 4.2 2.0 3.1 
largest residue peak, e /A^ +0.79 +0.30 (near CI2) +0.98 (1.74 A to Co) +0.67 (near Ni) 
-1.32 -2.22 (at Co) 
aQuinier powder diffraction data (numbers of observations are 30 (Mn), 33 (Fe), 30 (Co) and 
27 (Ni), respectively). 
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confirmation of the stolchlometrles. Varying the L1/c1uster ratio 
between 0.5/1 to 1.5/1 yielded LI^ZreCl^sFe phases that had essentially 
the same lattice constants, which suggested that the composition with x 
- 1 is regulated by the electron counting rule but not by the Initial 
stolchlometry of the reaction. 
The above three 18-electron cluster compounds can be produced 
regularly In high yields (>95%) with the appropriate stolchlometrles. 
However, to facilitate the crystal growth, temperature gradient 
reactions (950-800'C, 24 days, for LIzZrgClisNn; 910-890*C, 25 days, for 
LIZrgCligFe) were required. Large crystals of ZrgCligCo were obtained 
from a reaction with a starting stolchlometry of KBaZrgCligCo (750*C, 15 
days). No 6-18 phases of known structure types were Identified. 
Instead, the cubic ZrgCl^gCo was formed as the main product In well 
crystallized form. An unknown phase (>20 lines, d^j, - 10.15 A) at 
about 40% yield was also observed, and since KCl and BaClj were both 
absent from the powder pattern, the unidentified phase might be a 
cluster phase rich In K and Ba. Despite Its unknown identity, this 
phase or other species evidently served as a mineral!izer in the 
crystallization process of ZrgCligCo. 
In contrast, ZrgCl^gNi was found after reactions were designed to 
obtain the hypothetical 18-electron compounds (AjZrgCl^gNi, A*K,Cs; 
850'C, 25 days and 750-650'C, 7 days). The yields of ZrgCligNi from 
these reactions were high (90% and 80%, respectively) with AjZrClg as 
the side product, and nicely formed crystals were also obtained. Yet, 
efforts to produce ZrgCl^gNi from a reaction with the correct ternary 
stolchlometry failed to provide the expected result. Altering the 
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proportions of the starting materials with or without AC1 and varying 
the reaction temperature did not solve the problem. These raised 
questions about the Identity of the Interstitial atom. The Information 
given by X-ray studies, Including cell constants and distances, Implied 
that the compound under Investigation was different from ZrgCTigCo. 
Furthermore, the EDX spectra collected on several crystals from the 
above reactions clearly Indicated that the elements In these crystals 
were Zr, CI and N1, and a semiquantitative analysis gave a composition 
of ZrggNI, which was Identical to Zr^Cl^sNI within experimental 
error. No other element was detected by the above analyses. The puzzle 
remains unsolved. Oxygen contamination cannot be excluded, since the 
source of N1 In the two reactions that produced the desired compound was 
NICI2 from dehydration of the corresponding hydrate without succeeding 
sublimations. Sulfur from Ta cleaning solution might be another 
Impurity source. These Impurities at low concentration cannot be easily 
detected by the energy dispersive method. A random substitution of C1 
by 0 or, especially, S may not generate distortions that are visible to 
X-ray analyses. If the contamination did occur, one composition of the 
NI compound could be ZrgCli^ONI or ZrgCTi^SNI, both with 18 cluster 
electron counts. Although these do not seem plausible as no examples of 
zirconium clusters with mixed llgands have been synthesized via high 
temperature solid state reactions, It Is not Impossible that such 
compounds do exist under certain conditions. Nevertheless, this 
hypothesis needs to be proven by further studies. 
Attempts to make the Cr analogue were not successful, leaving Mn as 
the lightest transition metal in this series and also in any Zr-CI 
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cluster system. Substituting the countercatlon LI In the Mn and Fe 
compounds with Na led to the formation of an unidentified Mn phase and 
ZrgCli^Fe, which Implies that the Na Is too large to fit Into the 
lattice of the NbgF^s type. Reactions that were planned to generate 
compounds with mixed Interstitial sites such as LIZrgCligMno gCoQ g or 
LIZrgCligMng gNlq 5 produced a mixture of two 6-15 phases In the former 
case and LlgZrgCligMn and an unknown phase In the latter case. 
Structure determination The single crystal X-ray analyses of 
the complete series were conducted In order to acquire first hand 
Information that would allow the direct comparison of different 
transition metal Interstltlals. As the structure type was known, the 
structure determination process was trivial. Nevertheless, precautions 
were taken to ensure the correct selection of the space group since 
symmetry changes are possible, especially when LI Is Incorporated In the 
Mn and Fe compounds, or since the Ni-centered cluster phase may have an 
electron count of 19. The cell parameters refined with the powder 
diffraction data suggested that these phases have the expected cubic 
symmetry. The body-centering of the unit cell was determined on the 
diffractometers with program INDEX and successful transformation of the 
primitive cell. Axial photos were taken to confirm the lattice type and 
symmetries. As no decay correction was necessary for any of these 
cases, the data processing included empirical absorption corrections 
based on 0-scans and data averaging in the Laue class ImSm. The R,vg 
values for the data sets collected on the RIGAKU dlffractometer were 
higher due to the inclusion of weak reflections with 0 < I < 3*; in the 
averaging process. The structure refinements were proceeded with 
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program packages furnished with each diffractometer, and the structure 
determinations with NbgFig as the model were successful, which provided 
the ultimate evaluation of the choice of space group. Other relevant 
refinement parameters are tabulated In Table 24. 
In all the four cases, the Interstitial atoms emerged as large 
residues of about 20 e/A^ on the difference Fourier maps after the Zr 
and CI atoms had been refined. Their occupancies were as expected for 
LIZrgCTigFe (102(1)%) and ZrgCligCo (98(1)%) within experimental errors. 
On the other hand, a decrease In the occupancies accompanied by a drop 
In thermal parameters of over 30% was observed for the other two 
compounds, and the refinements converged with a 92(1)% filled Mn site 
and a 87(1)% filled N1 site. The Isotropic thermal•parameters (B^go) of 
Mn (0.557 A^) and N1 (0.552 A^) are the smallest In each compound, and 
also smaller than those of Fe (0.79 A^) and Co (0.6 A^) In the other two 
compounds. Although these models with partial occupancies seemed to fit 
the data measured better, their validity Is In question as far as the 
chemical and physical meanings are concerned. Since a transition metal 
Interstitial atom contributes a large portion of the electrons for the 
metal-metal bonding, it is very unlikely that certain percentage of the 
clusters are empty and hence with local cluster electron count far away 
from the optimal value of 18. Another possibility is that lighter 
interstitials, such as carbon, nitrogen or hydrogen, substitute for part 
of the transition metals, resulting in the lower total electron 
densities at these sites. Since a cluster phase containing more than 
one centering atom has never been observed, even in the cases where the 
centering atoms are similar in properties (e.g., Mn and Co), the mixed 
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Interstitial model Is not plausible either. Therefore, the problems 
were attributed to possible crystallograph1c errors, which are known to 
be responsible for troublesome refinements of the high symmetry 
positions. On the other hand, as the problem occurred only for the two 
extremes In this series, which have either high content of LI or a 
possible cluster electron count other than 18, the cause of this 
phenomenon could be distorted lattices with lower symmetries. However, 
such distortion. If It exists, did not seem significant enough to be 
detectable. Hence, with the Information available, the models with 
fully occupied Interstitial positions were chosen as the best solutions. 
Effort was also made to locate and refine the LI atom In the Mn and 
Fe compounds. The low electron density and possible partial occupancy 
of Li sites made this task difficult. Starting with the refined main 
structure networks, the vacancies large enough to host LI atoms were 
located. These are the two six-coordinate positions [8c at 
(1/4,1/4,1/4); 12d at (1/4,0,1/2)] and one four-coordinate site [48k at 
(x,x,z) with x - 3/8, z - 1/8 and L1-C1 2.26 A]. Difference Fourier 
maps were calculated to examine the residue peaks at these possible 
positions. In the case of LIZrgCligFe, no residues higher than 0.3 e'/A^ 
were found on the difference map, and refinement with LI on any of these 
sites resulted In unreasonably large thermal ellipsoids, negative multi­
plicities, or both. The Li concentration increases in LigZrgClisMn, and 
the highest residue peak of 2.3 e'/A^ was on the 12d position. 
Subsequent refinement of the Li on this position with fixed occupancy of 
1/3, which corresponds to the formula of LigZrGCligMn, gave 8,3* equal to 
4(1) A2. As expected, this Li position can be refined neither 
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anisotroplcally nor with the multiplicity as an additional variable 
because of the low electron density associated with a light atom on a 
partially occupied site. Nevertheless, this refinement confirmed the 
existence of the LI in the lattice, and more important, provided 
symmetry Information necessary for interpreting the ^ L1 NMR spectrum. 
No additional residue peaks higher than the background (tle /A^) were 
found on the other two possible sites. 
Although locating LI In LIZrgCTigFe with X-ray diffraction data was 
unsuccessful, and a ^L1 NMR study was not done. It Is believed that the 
LI Is present In this phase. Direct evidence for this conclusion Is the 
systematic variation of the cell volume from ZrgCl^sCo to LiZr^CligFe to 
LigZrgCligMn (Table 24). Considering the fact that for these three 18-
electron clusters, the cluster cores contract as the lattice expands, 
the significant volume increases are attributable to the incorporation 
of the Li atom, which has an empirical molar volume increment of 12 to 
13 Af In these phases. The consistency of the volume changes also 
suggests that the Li in LiZrgCligFe should occupy the same position as 
it does in the Mn analogue, and If this is so, the Li-Cl distances would 
be 2.57 A (Li-Cll) and 2.58 A (Li-C12) with the average of 2.578 A, also 
acceptable for a six-coordinate Li. 
The positional and thermal parameters of the final solutions are 
reported in Table 25, and Important distances are listed in Table 26. 
Structure description Each of the four transition-metal-
centered cluster phases in the NbgFig family contains two Identical, 
independent, and interpenetrating cubic cluster nets as the main 
structure framework (Figure 24). This simple yet elegant arrangement 
Tabla 25. Positional and Thermal Parameters for LlxZrgCl^sZ 
LI 2%^ gC1 jgMn 
Zr 
Cll 
CI 2 
Mn 
Li« 
0.23311(5) 
0 
0 
0 
1/4 
y 
0 
1/2 
0.2480(2) 
0 
0 
z 
0 
1/2 
y 
0 
1/2 
Bii 
0.76(2) 
1.03(8) 
2.17(4) 
0.7844(4) 
LIZrgClisFe 
Zr 
Cll 
CI 2 
Fe 
0.2361(1) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/2 
0.2483 (1) 
0 
0 
1/2 
y 
0 
1.29(4) 
0.7(1) 
1.90(7) 
0.79(9) 
ZfgClisCo 
Zr 
Cll 
CI 2 
Co 
0.24094(4) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/2 
0.24883(6) 
0 
0 
1/2 
y 
0 
0 .61(2)  
0.68(6) 
1.91(3) 
0.6076(4) 
ZreClisMi 
Zr 
Cll 
CI 2 
Ni 
0.2413 (1) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/2 
0.2485 (1) 
0 
0 
1/2 
y 
0 
0.66(3) 
0.6(1)  
1.57(7) 
1.14(6) 
'The occupancy of Li was fixed at 33%, corresponding to the formula 
of LigZrgClisMn. 
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®22 ®33 Biz =13 BZ3 
1.09(2) 022 0 0 0 0.98(2) 
2.85(6) Bzz 0 0 0 2.24(5) 
1.08(6) Bzz 0 0 -0.18(2) 1.46(3) 
Bn Bii 0 0 0 0.7844(4) 
• • • • ' 
3(1) 
1.61(3) Bzz 0 0 0 1.50(3) 
2.3(1) Bzz 0 0 0 1.8(1) 
0.99(4) Bzz 0 0 -0.23(5) 1.29(5) 
Bii Bii 0 0 0 0.79(9) 
0.92(2) Bzz 0 0 0 0.82(2) 
2.14(5) Bzz 0 0 0 1,66(4) 
0.94(3) Bzz 0 0 -0.20(3) 1.26(2) 
Bii Bii 0 0 0 0.6076(4) 
0.72(2) Bzz 0 0 0 . 0.70(2) 
1.92(9) Bzz 0 0 0 1.5(1) 
0.79(4) Bzz 0 0 -0.25(6) 1.05(5) 
Bii Bii 0 0 0 1.14(6) 
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Table 26. Important Interatomic Distances and Angles In Ll^ZrgClisZ 
- Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, x - 2, 1, 0) 
Li2ZrgCTi5Mn L.iZreClisFe ZrgCligCo ZrgClisNI 
Distances (A) 
Zr-Zr xl2 3.4107(8) 3.428(2) 3.4708(6) 3.477(1) 
Zr-Cll x6 2.7612(6) 2.709(1) 2.6388(4) 2.636(1) 
Zr-C12 xl2 2.5708(1) 2.552(2) 2.5359(7) 2.533(1) 
Zr-Z x6 2.4117(6) 2.424(1) 2.4542(4) 2.459(1) 
Li-Cll x2 2.5864(1) 2.566(1)" — 
Li-C12 x4 2.607(2) 2.584(1)* 
Angles (') 
C12-Zr-C12 xl2 173.13(4) 174.37(6) 176.36(3) 176.69(5) 
'Calculated by assuming Li occupies the same position as it does 
in LigZrgCligMn. 
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1 
Figure 24. The two identical and interpenetrating [ZrgClii2Z]Cla-*g/2 
networks in the compounds with the NbgPis structure. They 
are distinguished by solid and open outlines of the 
zirconium octahedra. CV atoms are omitted for clarity 
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demonstrates once again the sophistication of Nature In organizing solid 
state materials. The cluster cores In these phases are perfect 
octahedra with the high symmetry, 0^, Imposed by the space group. The 
Zr-CV (Zr-C12) distances are normal, showing a slight decrease as the 
cluster cores expand. On the other hand, the Zr-Cl«-« (Zr-Cll) 
distances are more sensitive to the cation content and the subsequent 
lattice expansion. As more Li is incorporated into the lattice, the 
Zr-Cl"-" distance Increases significantly. In addition, the thermal 
ellipsoids of all the CI atoms appear to reflect the preferred thermal 
motions of each CI, i.e., in the tangential direction of the metal core 
for CI' and in the plane normal to the Zr-Cl bonds for Cl'-«. These are 
characteristic for the atoms that are confined by strong Zr-Cl 
interactions. 
The units related by body centering belong to two separate 
networks. Each of these cluster nets is still constructed with linear 
linkage between clusters, similar to that observed in Ba2ZrgCl 1,8.38 
However, the connections are now extended to all three dimensions. 
Compared with the one dimensional cluster chains in Ba2ZrgCli;B, the 
cluster networks in the NbgFig structure are less flexible. 
Consequently, much more restricted geometric requirements must be met in 
order to achieve the perfect fit of the lattice, which explains why the 
Ba2ZrgCltypes has both B and Mn analogues, whereas the NbgFig type 
only exists among transition-metal-centered Zr-Cl clusters. 
The size of the cluster cores is the most crucial condition for the 
existence of a NbgF^g type structure. The cluster cores centered by 
transition metal elements are expanded significantly, marked by M-Zr 
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distances closer to the values of the Zr-CI^ distances, and the Cl-Zr-CI 
angle across the square faces of the cuboctahedra approaches 180*. 
Imagine a lattice constructed with one cubic [Zr^Cl^jNlCle/j network that 
has linear connections at When the cluster core contracts, the 
terminal CI atoms are pulled toward the center of the cluster, C1>~> and 
C1^ become closer, and the space left between the [ZreClijM] units Is 
reduced. As a result, there will be less space left for the lattice to 
accommodate the second cluster network. Since high space filling 
efficiency Is expected for a solid state material synthesized via a high 
temperature route, the cubic cluster net will not be preserved unless 
Nature can find other alternatives to fill the voids that used to be 
occupied by cluster units without disturbing the linear cluster 
connections. This Is the reason why in the Zr-CI systems, the analogues 
of NbgFis were discovered only when transition metals were accommodated 
in the cluster cores. Although the known MgXi2-based cluster phases are 
large in number, only those with the center to M distance near the M-X 
distances may exhibit the NbgFig structure. 
In the Co and Ni compounds, the two Independent cluster networks 
may be considered as two giant neutral molecules that are entangled 
together with van der Waal s interactions between them. When the size 
criterion of the cluster unit is fulfilled, the two cluster nets can 
coexist comfortably, without enough tension to bend or stretch the 
linear connections or to cause distortions of any other kinds. The 
nearest CI contact in these two compounds is between two intracluster 
CI2 atoms. With these C12-C12 distances (3.585 A in ZrgCl^gCo, 3.581 A 
in ZrgCligNi) being the shortest and the rest larger than 3.60 A, the 
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repulsions between the CI atoms, especially between Intercluster and 
Internetwork CI atoms, are negligible. When the cluster frameworks 
become charged In the Mn and Fe phases, they are held together by L1+ 
Ions. The CI-CI Interactions are further minimized as the lattices 
expand upon the Incorporation the countercatlon. 
In this series one observes an expansion of the cluster cores as 
the Interstitial atom becomes heavier. This expansion Is more 
pronounced for the first three members, while It Is less obvious, though 
still observable, between Zr^Cl^gCo and ZrgCTigNI. In general. It Is 
opposite to the trend that the atomic radii decrease across the periodic 
table. For the three 18-electron clusters, the Zr-M distances are about 
0.2 A smaller than the corresponding sum of metal single-bond radii,?? 
which may serve as one indication of the electronic state of these 
centering atoms. The incorporation of L1+ into the lattice may have 
effects on the ZrCI interactions, resulting in the observed changes in 
cluster dimensions. The comparison between Zr-Co and Zr-Ni is more 
complicated. Since the size of Ni atom is supposedly smaller than that 
of Co (metal single-bond radii; Co 1.157 A, Ni 1.149 A), and an 19-
electron cluster should be smaller than an 18-electron cluster based on 
the observation on CsaZrgCljeC, a 15-electron cluster, there is no 
obvious explanation why the distances vary in the opposite direction. 
On the other hand, although there is Information available for iodide 
clusters centered by transition metals, since the data are for compounds 
from different structure types or clusters with various electron counts, 
the only conclusion that can be drawn from the direct comparison of the 
chlorides and iodides Is the effective radii of the centering atoms are 
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larger for the Iodide clusters, which again Is a result of the matrix 
effect. 
The locations of the LI atoms In LIgZrgCTigMn are shown In Figure 
25. Examining the three possible vacancies available In the lattice, 
one realizes that the radii of the empty four-coordinate positions (48k) 
are 0.2 A too small to accept L1+ Ions. In addition, although the two 
six-coordinate sites, 12d and 8c, are similar In size, and both are on 
the zero potential surface that separate the two cluster networks,% the 
12d positions are more favorable than the 8c sitps since they have fewer 
closest Zr neighbors (four vs six). Hence, only one type of LI 
position, the 12d, Is used, consistent with the ^L1 NMR spectrum of 
LIgZrgCligMn that shows one signal (below). The LI atom has four cluster 
units as neighbors (Figure 26). Each of them provides one CI*, and each 
pair that belongs to the same cluster network contributes one CI'"'. 
The average Li-CI distance is in good agreement with the sum of the 
crystal radii (Li, CN-6, 0.90 A; CI 1.67 A).®® Thus replacing the Li 
with a larger cation will require the further expansion of the lattice. 
As observed in this structure series, the Zr-Cl'"" distance responds to 
a lattice expansion. With the longest known Zr-Cl»» value of 2.78 A in 
LigZrgCljsMn, it is possible that any further stretching of this bond 
will destabilize the entire lattice. 
The Li+ volume increment of 12 A^ in these compounds is much greater 
than the literature value (1-2 A)However, it is acceptable since 
the incorporation of Li+ Into the cubic ZrgCl^j structure expands not 
only the Li site, but also many other vacancies in the lattice. When 
Li2ZrgCli5Mn is compared against ZrgCligCo, a significant increase in the 
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Figure 25. The locations of Li+ ions in the unit cell of LigZrgCligMn 
(90% probability). The crossed spheres are Li ions, and CI' 
atoms are not shown 
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Figure 26. The Li and its surrounding cluster units in LigZrgCligMn, Li 
possesses symmetry with the S4 axis vertical and one of 
the mirror planes in the plane of the paper (90% 
probability) 
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Inter-network CI-CI distances (C12-C12, 3.686(1) A vs 3.6182(9) A; 
C11-C12, 3.686(1) A vs 3.6181(9) A) and a moderate Increase In the 
Intra-cluster Cl-Cl distances (C12-2, 3.630(1) A vs 3.5845(9) A; C1-C12, 
3.658(1) vs 3.6014(1) A) are observed. This Indicates that while LI 
enters these cluster phases, the entire lattice undergoes a uniform 
expansion, resulting In the observed large LI volume Increment. On the 
other hand, the smaller literature value corresponds to simpler 
compounds, e.g., L1C1, where LI occupies all suitable vacancies In the 
chlorine lattice with a full occupancy. 
ZLI solid state f# studies an LizZCeClisMD Although It Is 
believed that the presence of LI Is essential In the syntheses 
processes, and LI plays Important structural and electronic roles In 
forming LlgZrgCligFe and LlgZreCljgMn, It seemed necessary to employ 'LI 
NMR to confirm the results of the single crystal X-ray analysis. 
The room temperature 'LI solid state NMR spectrum of Ll2ZreCli5Mn 
(Figure 27) shows a triplet centered at -0.4 ppm. Its peak profile Is 
completely different from that of L1C1, a typical Gaussian singlet 
(Figure 4). This clearly Indicates that the LI In the sample is not 
L1C1. The splitting of the signal corresponds to the noncubic symmetry 
(Qc # 0), the symmetric arrangement of the two satellites Implies that 
there is only one type Li site, and the small chemical shift with 
respect of LiCl suggests similarities between the chemical environment 
in LiCl (CN-6) and that in the sample under study. Considering the fact 
no other Li-containing phase was observed on the powder pattern, the Li 
signal is assigned to the Li In Ll2Zr3Cl^sHn. 
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Figure 27. A room temperature solid state 'Li NMR spectrum of 
Li2ZrgCl isMn 
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However, the above observations are not sufficient to derive the 
exact Li location In the lattice. Among the three possible LI positions 
In the 6-15 structure, all of them have noncubic symmetries (Q^fO). The 
two sites with CN-6 have axial symmetries and hence have zero asymmetry 
parameters (q-O), while the distorted tetrahedron site (CN-4) has 
Yet, comparing the spectrum with the Idealized line shapes^oBi of a 
nucleus with I - 3/2 only rutes out the possibility of %-l. 
Identification of another pair of satellites Is necessary to solve the 
equations containing two unknowns, and Attempts were made without 
success to locate additional peaks. Including Increasing scan time. 
Increasing the sample amount, and cooling the sample. Manipulations of 
the data, such as artificial enhancement of the signal height, or taking 
the derivative of the spectrum, did not help either. It is very likely 
that the shoulders and steps are lost in the background due to the line 
broadening. One of the possible solutions to this problem, spinning the 
sample, is not available. 
Nevertheless, the study was concluded by combining the results of 
NMR studies and the X-ray analysis. The structure solution indicates 
that Li occupies a position with point symmetry, and therefore the 
asymmetry parameter ri associated with this Li should be zero. With this 
additional information, the quadrupole coupling constant is determined 
to be 58 KHz. The available information about Li NMR was based on 
studies of ^ Li (I - 1) in organolithium solution species.*2 Since the 
quadrupole moment of ^ Li is only about one hundredth of that of ^ Li, and 
these studies avoided dealing with quadrupole coupling, no direct 
comparison can be made. However, the magnitude of this quadrupole 
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coupling constant may be associated with a moderate electric quadrupole 
coupling Interaction when It Is compared with that of ^ Be In beryllium 
metal (I - 3/2, - 60 kHz)®3 and of "B In a series of transition metal 
monoborldes (I • 3/2, Qg - 100 kHz).8* 
Because the LI atoms are located on the zero potential surface in 
the lattice,M similar to the situation of Ag+ ions In a-AgI (Im3m, Z -
2),*4 it is possible that the L1+ ions have a relatively high mobility. 
In order to study the thermal motion of Li atoms in the lattice, a low 
temperature (173 K) NMR study on a LizZrgCl^sNn sample was carried. 
However, no significant change in line shape was observed. The fact 
that the peak width did not increase with the decrease in temperature 
suggests that the thermal motion of Li at room temperature is comparable 
to that at 173 K. Considering that Agi becomes a solid electrolyte 
above 419 K, it is logical that experiments above room temperature are 
necessary to detect the changes in the mobility of Li in Li2Zr6Cli5Mn. 
The Li atoms stay on the 12d positions at room temperature consistent 
with the single crystal X-ray analysis. An increase in temperature may 
provide energy required for thermal motion of Li. 
The 'Li solid state NMR could not be conducted on LiZrgCligFe 
because of the minor ferromagnetic impurities, supposedly Fe or ZrFeg, 
were present in the sample. Although no impurity was detectable by X-
rays, it caused the sample to respond to a strong magnetic field, and 
this may not only Interfere with the experiment but also be potentially 
hazardous to the equipment. 
A ssMn (1-5/2) solid state NMR study on Li2ZrgCli5Mn did not show any 
signal in the expected region. In addition, no magnetic susceptibility 
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measurement Is available on the four compounds In this group, or any 
other transition-metal-centered cluster phase, due to the complications 
raised by the Impurities containing the Interstitial elements which also 
contribute to the magnetic signals measured. 
ÇSaZrCI sZCeClisMn 
The search for transition-metal-centered clusters has not only 
given a family of clusters with Nb^Fj^s structure and a group of 
compounds with the modified CsNbgCTig structure, but It has also led to 
the characterization of a new Mn-stablllzed cluster phase with a novel 
structure type, namely, Cs3(ZrC1s)Zr6C1i5Nn (- Cs^Zr^CIgoMn). As the 
lightest transition-metal that has been incorporated into the Zr-CI 
cluster systems, Nn seems to behave differently from Fe and Co where 6-
15 phases are concerned. On one hand, no Mn analogue with a structure 
related to that of CsNbgCl^s has been observed; on the other hand, 
Cs3(ZrCl5)ZrgCligMn Is still the only known 18-electron cluster compound 
of this type. Although it is possible that these phenomena are 
coincidental, or false observations due to the limited number of 
experiments conducted. It at present appears puzzling. Since 
LigZrgCligMn does exist, it is difficult to Imagine that the electronic 
state or the size of Mn prevents Mn compounds frpm choosing the same 
structure types as the rest of the transition-metal centered clusters 
under study. Nevertheless, the characterization of CsatZrClglZrgCligMn 
contributed to the further understanding of the structural chemistry of 
cluster compounds. It also showed that the NbgF^s structure is related 
to the Cs3{ZrCl5)ZrgCli5Mn structure through a trigonal twist, which 
parallels the structure relation between ReOg and RhF^.^s This 
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observation again emphasizes the structural resemblance between the 
complex cluster systems and the simple salt systems, despite their 
obvious differences In chemical compositions and bonding features. It 
also demonstrates the sophisticated ways that Nature chooses to organize 
matter In the solid state. 
Svnthfsl; 
Cs3(ZrCl5)ZrgC1i5Mn was first observed as an unknown phase produced 
from a reaction (8S0*C, 4 weeks, and 800-750'C, 2 weeks) that was 
designed to synthesize "Cs^ZreClisMn'',^^ a hypothetical 18-electron 
cluster compound supposedly with a structure related to KCsIrgClisB and 
KZreCljsFe (modifications of the CsNbgClig type) or KjZrgCligB. This new 
compound was obtained as the major phase (>50%) together with 
CsZrgCIi^Mn and other side products, ZrCl and Cs2ZrC1g. In order to 
acquire single crystals, this reaction was repeated at higher 
temperatures. The experiments showed that the Mh cluster phases all 
decompose at temperatures higher than 920'C, yielding only simple 
compounds such as CsjZrClg, ZrCT* and ZrCI. On the other hand, when a 
temperature gradient was applied (900 - 850*C, zone furnace, 6 weeks), 
the reaction gave well crystallized products. Crystals of both 
CsZrgCTi^Mn and Cs3Zr;CT2oMn were obtained from the same reaction, saved, 
and used for the structure determination of the latter. 
Following the single crystal X-ray study, efforts were made to 
Improve the yield of Cs3(ZrCl5)Zr6Cli5Mn. However, starting with the 
appropriate stolchlometry, the reactions failed to provide the single 
phase product. At the temperature around 850'C (6 weeks), CsZrgCl 
and CsgZrClg were obtained as the main products, and no 
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CssCZrClsjZreClisMn were observed In the powder pattern. Lowering the 
temperature to 800'C (2 weeks) made the desired phase the major phase, 
yet It still coexisted with CsZrgCTi^Mn and Cs^ZrCTg. These facts 
suggested that In the vicinity of the chosen reaction conditions, there 
Is an equilibrium between the new 6-15 double salt CsaCZrClsjlrgCl^sMn 
and the simpler compounds CsZrgCli^Mn and CSgZrClg. As the reaction 
temperature Is raised, the equilibration shifts to the side of the 
simpler phases, leading to the decomposition of CsgtZrClsiZrgCligMn. 
Expanding the chemical composition of compounds In this structure 
type was attempted with very limited success. To date, the only 
isostructural cluster phase Is the 14-electron boron analogue, which was 
obtained earlier as an unidentified phase In reactions aimed at 
CsgZrgCligB (850*C, 20 days).<* It was noticed that CsatZrClgiZrgCligB 
obtained from these reactions has very low contamination from the 
corresponding 6-14 phase and CsgZrClg (<10%), In contrast to the 
observations in the Mn system. Since the result from a reaction with 
the appropriate stoichiometry is not available, it is not known whether 
the Cs^Zr^ClgoB exhibits a thermal stability similar to that of 
Cs^Zr^ClgoMn. However, it would not be too surprising to see that the 
yield of Cs3(ZrCl5)ZrgCligB decreases as the starting stoichiometry is 
changed to more oxidizing. Similar phenomena have been observed in 
previous research, which concluded that the best yields of certain Zr-Cl 
cluster phases can only be obtained with slightly altered, not exact, 
stoichi omet ries: As a good example, CsgZrgCl ^gB (14 e/cluster) is made 
when the reaction is carried to give CsgZrgCligB; a reaction designed to 
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make CSaZrgCTigB will Instead produce Cs3(ZrCl5)ZreC1i5B In over 90% 
yield.44 
No other compounds with CSsCZrClsjZrgClisNn structure have been 
observed, which might be because the optimal conditions have not been 
found. Nevertheless, under the reaction conditions that produced 
CssCZrClsjZrgClisNn and CSgCZrClsjZreCl^sB, substitution of Cs* with Rb+ 
only resulted In RbZrgCli^Mn, an unknown phase In the boron case, and 
RbjZrClei presumably due to the smaller size of Rb (CN-12, 1.86 A), 
which further decreases the thermal stability of 6-15 phase with respect 
to the observed cluster compound. Similarly, a reaction aimed at 
K^ZryClgoB yielded KZrgCl^^B as the main product. 
The results of changing the Interstitial to Cr (M^Zr^ClgoCr, 17 
e"/cluster, M - Cs, Rb) or Fe (M3Zr;Cl2oFe, 19 e'/duster M - Cs, K) were 
also negative, yielding unidentified phases in the former case (d^^ < 6 
A) and MZrgCligFe (CsNbgClig type) for the Fe reactions. Replacing Zr** 
with cations of similar size to make 18-electron cluster phases 
CsgCuZrgClgoCo and CSgNbZrgClgoCr also ended with unknown phases with d^x 
< 6 A, probably noncluster compounds. In conclusion, Cs3(ZrCl5)ZrgCli5Mn 
and its boron analogues are at present the only examples in this 
structure type. 
Structure determination The crystal used for single crystal X-
ray study had roughly a rod shape. It appeared black under reflected 
light, and deep purplish red under transmitted light. The data 
collection was conducted on an ENRAF NONIUS CAD-4 diffractometer. The 
primitive cell based upon indexing 25 reflections (0 - 8.83 - 17.25") 
located by program SEARCH appeared to be triclinic [12:878(3) A, 
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12.886(2) A, 13.868(3) A; 90.08(2)', 117.59(2)', 119.95(2)']; however. 
It was a nonstandard setting of a cell with trigonal symmetry and could 
be transferred to a R-centering hexagonal cell by TRANS. The axial 
photos revealed two mirror planes perpendicular to t and t) axes, 
respectively. The Laue class thus determined is R7m. The 
diffractometer was set to collect one quadrant of data (hkg, -hk(), 
including those supposedly missing due to the R-centering. During the 
period of over ten hours, 1200 reflections were collected, and the 
reflection condition (-h+k+g-3n) clearly confirmed the R-centering as 
well as the obverse setting of the unit cell. Data collection was then 
continued with this absence condition. At the end of the data 
collection, six psi-scans were measured. Other important data 
collection information is listed in Table 27. 
The data preparation started with analyzing the intensities of the 
three standard reflections, and since the net change was +0.1% at the 
end of 38 hours of X-ray exposure, no decay correction was necessary. 
The processed data provided one additional reflection condition (hK0(, 
h+£«3n, ("2n); therefore R3c and R3c were the only two possible space 
groups. The systematic absences as well as weak reflections (3a cutoff) 
were then rejected from the data set, and data were averaged for the 
Laue class RJm with Rgyg of 3.3%. 
The first step toward the structure solution was performing the 
direct method search SHELXS-86.M Considering the fact that most known 
solid state cluster compounds are centric, R7c was taken as the first 
choice. However, the solution in this space group did not seem 
plausible for the top few peaks with the highest electron densities 
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Table 27. Crystal Data for CSsCZrClgjZrgClisMn 
space group R3c (No. 167) 
Z 6 
a, A< 12.8924 (1) 
c, A 35.187 (6) 
V, A3 5067 (1) 
crystal dimen, mm 0.10 x 0.12 x 0.26 
data collection Instrument ENRAF NONIUS CAD4 
scan mode w-2* 
2tfmax. deg 60 
reflections ±h,k,g 
measured 5165 
observed 3204 
observed Independent 920 
absorp coeff n, cm-i (Mo Ka) 71.7 
range of transm coeff 0.916 - 1.00 
Rave» ^ 3.3 
second ext coeff 7.9 (4) x 10"® 
R, % 1.9 
Rw, % 2.3 
largest residue peak, e'/A^ +0.6 at (0.0, 0.0, 0.43) 
-0.6 at (0.0, 0.0, 0.33) 
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were unreasonably close to each other. On the other hand, the solution 
for R3c was very promising. Subsequent structure refinement of this 
Incomplete Initial model with standard least-square full matrix 
calculations and Fourier syntheses (difference Fourier maps) was 
successful, resulting In the empirical formula of Cs3Zr;Cl2oMn, fair 
thermal parameters for each atom, and an essentially flat final 
difference map (both positive and negative peaks were below 1 e'/A^). 
A rough ORTEP^^ picture was drawn In order to clarify the 
connectivity of the clusters and functionalities of different atoms. It 
showed that the compound was a 6-15 double salt, Cs3(ZrCl5)ZreC1i5Mn. In 
addition, this picture revealed the possibility of the structure being 
centrosymmetrlc. This suspicion was supported by two other 
observations. First, the positions of a few atoms seemed to be peculiar 
as they were on special positions In a space group of higher symmetry. 
Secondly, the thermal parameters of several pairs of atoms were coupled, 
especially In.the early stages of refinement. Taking these.phenomena 
into account, the structure model was then refined In R7c. The 
satisfactory refinement proved that R?c was Indeed the correct space 
group, despite the previous failure of obtaining a reasonable Initial 
model. The Increase of symmetry and hence the decrease of the number of 
variables did not lower the quality of the structure solution, which 
preserved the low agreement factors, small residue peaks on the final 
difference Fourier map, as well as thermal ellipsoids with fair sizes 
and reasonable shapes. After the final selection of the space group and 
adjustment of the parameters for R7c accordingly, the secondary 
extinction coefficient^) was refined. The occupancies of the two cation 
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sites and that of the interstitial atom were also examined. Lacking 
significant deviations from 100% occupancy (Zr2 99.8(3)%, Cs+ 100.8(1)%, 
Mn 98.6(4)%) after both multiplicities and thermal parameters were 
allowed to vary, these positions are reported as fully occupied. Other 
important refinement parameters are listed in Table 27. 
Structure description The positional and thermal parameters for 
Cs3(ZrCl5)Zr6C1i5Nn are listed in Table 28. Due to the fact that the 
cell constants from an X-ray powder diffraction analysis generally have 
higher accuracy, these were employed to calculate the distances and 
angles (Table 29). 
The formula, the functions of each structural element, and the 
distances indicate Cs3(ZrCl5)ZrgCli5Mn is an 18 e- cluster. Its 
structure Is composed of three main fragments, the cluster network, the 
counter-anlon complex ZrClg", and the cations Cs+ (Figure 28). Another 
way to analyze the structure is to dissect it into close packed layers. 
Cs3(ZrCl5)ZrgCli5Mn contains [ZreCl^gMnlCl^G cluster units which are 
very similar to single crystal work results of the other two Mn cluster 
compounds (LiZreCli^Mn, LigZrgCligMn) in terms of the Zr-Zr, Zr-Mn as 
well as Zr-Cl^ (Zr-Cll, Zr-C12) distances. The distortion of the Zrg 
core occurs in such a way that the resultant trigonal antiprism is 
elongated along t. This trigonal distortion is not severe in the sense 
that Zr-Zr distances differ by only 0.8% (0.0277 A, 35a), and the 
discrepancy of the angles at Mn from those for an ideal octahedron is 
small (180* and 89.57(1)* vs 180*and 90*). Since the cluster has 18 
electrons, the cause of the observed distortion is likely to be a matrix 
effect. Considering the cluster core without the chlorine atoms, each 
Table 28. Positional and Thermal Parameters for CssXZrClsjZreCl^sNn 
X y z Bn 
Zrl 0.00605(3} 0.15526(3) 0.03995(1) 1.100(9) 
Zr2 0 0 1/4 1.67(2) 
Mn 0 0 0 0.86(3) 
Cs 1/2 0 0 2.89(1) 
Cll 0.16505(8) 0.15871(8) 0.08461(3) 1.91(3) 
CI 2 0.32545(80 0.15362(9) 0.00001(3) 1.01(2) 
CI 3 0.6553(1) 0 1/4 1.67(4) 
C14 0.1831(1) 0 1/4 2.05(4) 
CI 5 0 0 0.18048(5) 3.13(5) 
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Bgz B33 BI2 BI3 Bga B.q 
0.934(8} 0.95(1) 0.527(6) -0.03(1) -0.13(1) 0.988(6) 
Bii 1.63(3) I/2B11 0 0 1.66(1) 
Bii 0.75(4) I/2B11 0 0 0.83(2) 
2.89(1) 1.90(1) 1.785(9) -0.01(1) 0.03(1) 2.408(8) 
1.95(3) 1.48(3) 1.19(2) -0.74(3) -0.69(3) 1.68(2) 
1.90(3) 1.70(3) 0.60(2) -0.01(3) 0.32(3) 1.60(2) 
1.48(5) 1.82(5) 1/28 :2 -0.30(2) Bia 1.68(3) 
3.00(8) 2.57(6) I/2B22 0.08(3) Bia 2.44(4) 
Bii 1.67(6) I/2B11 0 0 2.64(3) 
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Table 29. Important Distances and Angles In CsafZrClglZrgClisMn 
Distances (A) 
Zr-Mn Zrl-Mn x6 2.4153(4) Zr2-C14(eq) x3 2.361(1) 
Zr-Zr Zrl-Zrl x6 3.4019(8) Zr2-C15(ax) x2 2.446(2) 
x6 3.4296(7) a 2.395 
a 3.4156 
Zr-Cl< Zr-Cll x6 2.566(1) . 
x6 2.567(1) 
Zr-C12 x6 2.583(1) Cs-Cll x2 3.582(1) 
x6 2.588(1) CS-C12 x2 3.667(1) 
a 2.576 x2 3.868(1) 
Zr-Cl"-" Zr-C13 x6 2.7294(7) CS-C13 x2 3.6814(6) 
CS-C14 x2 3.5785(5) 
CS-C15 x2 3.7538(4) 
a 3.688 
Angles (*) 
Zrl-Mn-Zrl x3 180 
x6 89.54(1) 
x6 90.46(1) 
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c 
A 
B 
Figure 28. The [110] projection of Cs3(ZrCT5)ZrgCTi5Mn (90% probability, 
t vertical) showing the structural elements and the close 
packing sequence 
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cluster unit has six Cs+ Ions around Its waist capping the triangular 
faces (Zrl-Cs 4.70 A, 5.83 A, 5.96 A), and six additional Cs+ Ions at 
greater distances (5.02 A, 6.09 A) bridging the edges of the other two 
triangular faces normal to the t axis. The arrangement of these 12 Cs+ 
Ions with respect to the cluster core creates an anisotropic electric 
field that is stronger around the waist of the cluster, resulting in a 
trigonal elongation of the Zrg fragment. Although each cluster also has 
two Zr2 atoms at a Zrl-Zr2 distance of 6.07 A capping the two faces 
normal to the t axis, the effect of these Zr atoms on the observed 
cluster distortion appears to be secondary or even negligible, not only 
because of the greater distance, but also due to the fact that the Zr2 
atom is well shielded by its surrounding CI's so that ZrClg should be 
considered as a whole structural element that carries a negative charge. 
The backbone of the structure is the [ZreCl^gMnjCl'-'g/g network. 
The connectivity between clusters is essentially the same as that in 
NbgFig.i^ Yet, two major differences are noticed when the two structure 
types are compared. First, there are two identical interpenetrating 
cluster nets in NbgFis while in Cs3(ZrCl5)ZrgCli5Mn, the second one is 
missing, leaving large voids in the structure that are now propped open 
with ZrClg- and Cs+ ions. Second, the connections between clusters are 
bent at CI®"" [Zrl-C13-Zrl 133.39(6)*] whereas those in NbgF^g are linear 
(Figure 29). The formation of this type of lattice can be rationalized 
as follows. Due to the specific requirements of the stoichiometry, the 
large size and high content of the countercation Cs+, an open network is 
preferred. Since Cs+ is too large to fit into a lattice of the NbgFig 
type, distortions of the cluster framework occur. With the other 
NbgFis GSatZrClglZrgOigMn 
Figure 29. The comparison of the cluster linkages at the CI»» atom. The view is along the [111] 
direction for NbgFis and along the [001] direction for Cs3(ZrCl5)Zr6Cli5Mn 
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structural fragments available, the lattice preserves one cluster net 
and replaces the other one with counter Ions. The loss of linearity at 
Cl'-a can be understood as a requirement of a higher space-filling 
efficiency. The volume of each formula of CsaZrClgZrgCligMn with one 
cluster and counter Ions Is 843 A^, while the volume of two formulas of 
LijZreClisMn is 1107 A^. This comparison indicates that the three Cs+ 
and a ZrClg- group can not make up the space otherwise occupied by a 
cluster, and this leads to the collapse or rearrangement of the cluster 
network. In this process, the connectivity between clusters In one of 
the networks is preserved without compressing the Zr-Cl®-» bonds [Zrl-
C13 2.7281(7) A vs 2.7618(6} A in LigZrgCligMn]. However, the cluster 
network is twisted and the Zr-Cl'-'-Zr bond Is bent (Figure 30) so that 
both the space filling and symmetry requirements of a close packed 
lattice are fulfilled. 
As mentioned earlier, this trigonal twist Is equivalent to the 
structure relation between ReO^ (space group Pm3m) and PdFa (space group 
R3c),®5 except that the latter structure transition starts with ReOg 
that has a single cubic network, half of NbgFis, and ends at RhFg which 
does not contain any other fragments besides RhFg/2 octahedra. Due to 
the size Increase of the structure element from one atom (Re or Rh) to a 
cluster ([NbgF^ig] [ZrgCl^gMn]), the space left by the main networks 
also expands, and this is filled with either the second cluster net or 
counter Ions In^ the cluster compounds. An additional difference between 
these two pairs of structure variations Is the doubling of the Î axis 
accompanying the twist in the cluster systems, because the structural 
element is no longer spherical. Since the orientations of the clusters 
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trigonal 
Figure 30. The effect of the trigonal twist on the cluster network (3-
fold axes vertical). The larger spheres represent the 
cluster core [ZrgCl^gZ], and the smaller ones are Cl^-a atoms 
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are changed after the trigonal twist, the repeating unit normal to the 
dose packed layers (the [111] direction In NbgF^s, (ABC);: the t axis In 
CSsZrClsZreCl^sMn, (ABACjs) Is doubled. 
The presence of the ZrClg- unit In CSaZrClgZrgCTigMn (Figure 31) Is 
the most Intriguing feature of this structure, as It is believed to be 
the first example of Zr^+ with trigonal b1 pyramidal configuration. 
Generally speaking, coordination numbers of five are less common than 
four and six. Zirconium is considered having very little chemistry of 
CN-5. On the other hand, one of well known example of trigonal 
bipyramidal complex Ions In the literatures Is a group of compounds with 
the formula [M(NH3)g][M'Cl5] (M trivalent cations, M'-Cu, Hg, Cd),86 in 
which the presence of a large cation, [M(NH3)g]3+, is required. In a 
way, the ZrClg- units found in CsaZrClgZrgCligMn are similar to this 
group for they are also well shielded by Cs+ cations and separated from 
each other by clusters. 
The complex ion ZrClg- has point symmetry that is higher than 
the symmetry of the central atom Zr2 (D3), which also takes the 
arrangement of cluster units in space into consideration. The Zr to 
apical CI distances agrees with the sum of crystal radii®® of CI" (1.67 
A) and five-coordinate Zr^+ (0.80 A) which was obtained from Zr^+ in a 
square pyramidal environment in K2Zr03, the only Zr^+ example of 
coordination number of five cited in Shannon's table of crystal radii.®® 
On the contrary, the Zr to equatorial CI distances are slightly shorter, 
which Is acceptable because the lack of reliable values to compare with 
and, moreover, the symmetry change of the coordination polyhedron. The 
small size of Zr^+ is essential to the existence of this ZrClg- unit and 
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Figure 31. The ZrClg- anion (Dj^, symmetry) and Cs+ cations prop the 
cluster network in CsaCZrClsjZreCl^^sMn open (90% probability, 
3-fold axis vertical). The shaded ellipsoids are Cs atoms 
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to the formation of this structure type, since this Zr Is not between 
the close packed layers, but In a small triangular Interstice within a 
close packed layer. This criterion was used as a guideline when other 
cations such as Cu^* (CN*5, 0.71 A) or Nb^ (CN-6, 0.78 A) were chosen to 
replace the ZM+ at this position. Another Interesting feature of this 
ZrClg group Is the fact that It does not share any CI atoms with the 
cluster network. This observation Is at present unique, since in the 
rest of the Zr-Cl cluster phases, the CI atoms around a countercatlon 
also take part In the cluster formation. For instance, the CI atoms 
around the Zr** ion In the double salt structure (KgZrClg.ZrgCligH) serve 
as the terminal CI' of the cluster at the same time. From this point of 
view, Cs3(ZrCl5)ZrgCli5Mn is a double salt containing two complex anions 
that are truly independent of each other. 
The countercatlon Cs+ in this structure behaves rather normally, 
yet it Is still indispensable. It takes a position as a member of the 
close packed lattice, and it has 12 CI atoms.in its first coordination 
sphere (Figure 32). The averaged Cs-Cl distance is almost ideal for a 
12-coordinate Cs+ [crystal radii: CI" 1.67 A, Cs+(CN=12) 2.02 A].®® Cs* 
possesses C, symmetry and has a regular coordination polyhedron with the 
surrounding Cl's in a cubic-close-packing pattern. Its thermal 
ellipsoids is nearly spherical. There are 12 Cs+ around each cluster 
and six around each ZrClg- unit. The large size of Cs+ helps to expand 
the lattice which might play an important role In forming this structure 
type. 
The structure of Cs3(ZrCl5)Zr6Cl25Mn consists of close packed layers 
as many other Zr-Cl cluster compounds. Its t parameters corresponds to 
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O CIS 
Figure 32. The coordination environment of Cs+ in CssCZrClsjZrgClisMn. 
Cs+ sits on an inversion center (90% probability) 
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12 close packed layers (Figure 24), which can be labeled as 
...(ABAC)3... or as (ch)g. Within a unit cell, each layer has 12 close 
packing positions. Half of the layers (B or C) are occupied only by CI 
atoms, and the other half (A) are occupied by 1 Mn, 3 Cs and 8 CI atoms. 
The layers are related to each other either by R-center1ng (Az » 1/3 c) 
or by c-glldes (Az - 1/2 c) perpendicular to Ï or t). All of the layers 
are saturated without leaving a single close-packing site vacant; 
moreover, the layers labeled as 8 or C also have an extra Zr (Zr2) 
sitting In some of the trigonal Interstices. These layers are essen­
tially flat except the apical CI in the ZrClg group (CIS) is 0.49 A off 
of the center of its layer due to the strong, interaction with the Zr*» 
(Zr2). In contrast to what observed for the 6-18 phases that have 
significantly different spacing between close packed layers, the 
distances from any close packed layer to its neighboring layers in 
Cs3(ZrCl5)ZreCli5Mn are approximately equal as the result of the direct 
cluster linkage and, therefore, the same distribution of cluster forming 
Zr atoms between each pair of layers. Finally, if the structure 
elements are defined as [ZrgClisMn]^- and [Cs3ZrCl5-]2+ units while 
ignoring their geometry details, the structure follow the cubic close 
packing manner. 
KZCsGlisES other compounds Milb structures related ta, ths CsNbgCli;-
WB 
A large number of centered Zr-Cl cluster phases have structures 
related to the CsNbgClig-type.^® Accompanying the wide range of chemical 
compositions, several structure variations of the original type were 
observed, namely, the KZreClisC,^' KCsZreClisB,^' and KZrgCligFe types. 
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Besides the fact that the Nb cluster Is empty, the basic difference 
between KZrgCIigC and CsNbgCI 15 (-CsZreClisC)^^ is the locations of the 
countercations, and in KCsIrgCT^gB the cation positions of different 
sizes in both parent structures are inherited. The above structure 
variations .involve modifications of the cation sites while leaving the 
cluster framework intact. On the contrary, when the transition metals 
are introduced into the Zr-Cl cluster systems, the expansion of the 
cluster cores may result in a third type of structure modification in 
which the linear cluster chains in the CsNbgCl^5 structure are bent and 
a superstructure of the parent lattice is observed. The single crystal 
work on KlrgCligFe established this new structure modification and 
provided examples to rationalize a correlation between structure and 
cluster size. 
Synthesis The compounds presented in Table 30 were made via 
stoichiometric reactions that carried out between 800 to 850*C for about 
20 days. The yields of the desired 6-15 phases were over 90%, and small 
amounts of ZrCl and ZrCl, were sometimes observed as Impurities. 
Characteristic of this group of compounds, the cluster phases were 
always obtained in the well crystallized form. Crystals with nicely 
defined facets, rod or hexagonal prism shapes, and sizes suitable for X-
ray analyses were easily obtained without special efforts. In addition, 
many of these compounds were often observed as crystalline minor phases 
or alternative products from reactions that were originally designed to 
synthesize other cluster phases. 
The centering elements of this group of new compounds are at 
present limited to Fe and Co. Attempts to synthesize Mn analogues with 
Table 30. Cell Parameters (A) and Volumes (A^) for Compounds with Structures Related to the 
CsNbgClis-Typea 
a b c V Space group 
KZrgCTigFe 18.928(2) U. 170(2) (x2) 9.946(1)(x2) 2667.6(6)(x4) Ammab 
RbZrgCligFe 18.872(2) 14.176(2)(x2) 9.915(2)(x2) 2652.7(8)(x4) Ammab 
CsZreCligFe 18.899(5) 14.197(5) 9.890(3) 2653(1) Pmraa 
Cs^Zr gC1 igCo 18.824(3) 14.186(2) 9.882(2) 2638.9(9) Pinma 
*A11 values are from Gulnier powder diffraction data. 
nonstandard setting of Cmcm (No. 63) for better comparison. 
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structures related to CsNbgCI 15 were not successful. Reactions planned 
to make MgZrgCTigMn yielded the corresponding MlrgCTi^Mn phases (M - K, 
Rb), or a mixture of (ZrCIg)Zr^CT igMn^o and CsZrgCI ^^Mn when Cs was 
employed as the countercatlon. In the Fe-centered cluster systems, the 
smallest alkali metal that forms a compound of this type Is K. A 
reaction aimed at NaZrgCl^gFe produced the ternary cluster phase 
ZrgCTi^Fe, (NbgCTi^ type)^® while LIZrgCljgFe has the NbgFi'g structure.? As 
no experiment was conducted using Rb+ or K+ as the countercatlon, the 
only known example of Co-centered cluster In this family is CSxZrgCljgCo. 
Since this Co phase has a cluster electron count of 18 + x, attempts 
were made to change the Cs content by varying the ratio of the starting 
materials. However, reactions started with x • 1/4, 1/2, or 3/4 all 
yielded ZrgCl^gCo and Cs^ZrgCl^gCo as the major phases, and the 
proportion of ZrgCl^gCo Increased as the Cs content was reduced. This 
Implies that the quaternary Co cluster might has a fixed composition 
with X close to 1. On the basis of the lattice constants refined from 
powder diffraction data, no conclusive statement can be made to verify 
this judgement, mainly because of the difficulties to obtain precise 
cell parameters from a powder pattern showing multiple phases. Similar 
to what was observed in the Fe series, reactions starting with 
NaZrgCl^gCo and LiZrgCligCo produced the cubic ZrgCl^gCo phase. 
The observed powder patterns of the above compounds can be Indexed 
with CsNbgClis^® as the model. The only noticeable difference between 
the calculated pattern for the superstructure and that for the parent 
structure Is that the former has one additional reflection corresponding 
to the doubling of the axes (Cmcm 1,1,0; Z9 - 5.4", d - 16.4 A, relative 
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Intensity 6%). It Is very difficult to Judge thé structure type based 
on the Gulnler powder diffraction, due to the low Intensity of this 
reflection and the Increasing background In the low angle region. 
Therefore, the structure assignment of each compound In Table 30 was 
established by an X-ray single crystal analysis (KlrgCligFe), axial 
photos taken on a diffractometer (RbZrgCligFe), Welssenberg photos 
(CsIrgCligFe), or precession photos (Cs^ZreCl^sCo). Besides the K and Rb 
compounds, the film studies on (K,Rb)ZrgCli5Fe Indicated that the 
cluster phase with mixed cations also has the superstructure. On the 
other hand, no modifications of any kind have been detected for the 
cesium salts. An Interpretation of these observations will be given 
after the structure of KZreCljgFe Is presented. 
Structure determination The crystals of KZrgCligFe were obtained 
from a reaction of stoichiometric amounts of starting materials that was 
heated at 850*C for 10 days and then annealed at 750'C for 3 days. The 
yield of the main product which was above 95% contained many black rod­
like crystals. The powder pattern that provided over 30 reflections 
could be indexed with either CsNbgCljg"® or KZrgClas the model, 
which generate essentially the same calculated powder patterns with 
subtle differences in intensities. The corresponding subcell was 
obtained on a SYNTEX diffractometer based on 15 reflections input from a 
rotation photo. However, axial photos indicated two of the axes were 
doubled with respect to the values expected for a normal CsNbgCl^g 
structure. A set of data was collected on SYNTEX, yet the refinement 
could not be completed due to the poor working condition of the 
diffractometer, mainly the insufficient intensity of the incident beam. 
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Another data set was collected on CAD4, and the supercell was 
established by Indexing 25 reflections located by the SEARCH routine and 
the succeeding transformation to the C-centered cell. Axial photos were 
taken to confirm the cell parameters and the lattice type, and to 
determine the Laue class (mmm). Two octants of data (hk£, hk?) of 4* 
<2$ <50* were collected for the C-centered cell (Table 31). 
Considering the large number of variables Involved In the 
refinement, the limited data available, and a reasonable accuracy of the 
Intensity measurements, the criterion for observed reflections was 
lowered from Sjj to 2ap An empirical absorption correction with four 
#^scan measurements was conducted, and the redundant data were averaged 
In Laue class mmm, giving - 3.2%. Based on the reflection 
conditions (hk£, h+k - 2n; hO£, ( - 2n), the choices of space group were 
Cmcm, C2cm and Cmc2i. However, the Initial model provided by SHELXS-86 
for the most promising space group, the central symmetric Cmcm, was not 
acceptable in terms of interatomic distances and electron densities. A 
subgroup of Cmcm, C222i, for which a plausible SHELXS-86 solution was 
obtained, was chosen as the next candidate with part of the extinction 
condition lifted. The isotropic refinement of the twelve Zr, two Fe and 
thirty one CI atoms gave R » 6.7% and R^ » 9.3%, respectively. Three of 
the K atoms with full or partial occupancies (K1 - 18(1)%, K2 -
57.6(7)%, K2' " 100%) were located on the calculated difference Fourier 
map, while the other fully occupied position (K3) emerged after an 
empirical numerical absorption (DIFABS)G2 was applied. The sum of these 
K positions with different multiplicities (8 Kl, 4 K2, 4 K2', and 8 K3) 
and occupancies gave a total number of 15.76 (8) K for each cell, In 
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Table 31. Crystal Data for KZrgCl^sFe 
space group 
Z 
a, A" 
b, A 
c, A 
V, A3 
crystal dimen, mm 
data collection Instrument 
scan mode 
2«max» deg 
reflections 
measured 
observed (I>2ai) 
observed independent 
absorp coeff /i, cm-^ (Mo Ko) 
range of transm coeff 
Rave» % 
second ext coeff 
R, % 
Rw. % 
largest residue peak, eVA^ 
Cmcm (No. 63) 
16 
28.340(4) 
19.892(2) 
18.928(2) 
10670(2) 
0.3 X 0.1 X 0.1 
ENRAF NONIUS CAD4 
0-2$ 
50 
±h,k,g 
9876 
3677 
1977 
44.3 
0.95 - 1.00 
3.2 
3.1 
3.5 
±1.2 (0.4 A, K2') 
=Gu1n1er powder diffraction data (61 observations). 
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agreement with the formula KZrgCTigFe (Z - 16). Although the Isotropic 
refinement of all atoms resulted In R - 4.9%, the shifting of the 
parameters was significant and no satisfying convergence could be 
reached. Anisotropic refinement of all atoms was Impossible because the 
limited number of observed reflections. 
Examining the structure solution In space group C222i, one noticed 
that many of the atoms seemed to be on special positions In a higher 
symmetry space group, and the ORTEP®* picture also Implied the structure 
could be centrosymmetrlc. Taking the observed systematic extinction 
conditions Into consideration, the solution was transformed Into the 
supergroup of C222i, Cmcm. Refinement with the proper symmetry 
constraints were successful and, because of the reduction of the atom 
numbers, anisotropic refinement of all of the atoms became possible. As 
a combined result of the anisotropic refinement and elimination of the 
coupling between atoms observed in C222i, the quality of the solution 
was Improved significantly. Although the number of total variables was 
reduced from 290 (anisotropic refinement for Zr and Fe) to 250 
(anisotropic for all atoms), R and R^ decreased by 0.5%, and slightly 
smaller residue peaks on the final difference Fourier map and the 
thermal parameters of similar sizes for all the atoms were produced. 
The more direct evidence supporting the centrosymmetrlc space group was 
the significant decrease of the standard deviations of the positional 
and thermal parameters by factors of two to four. In addition, the 
solution in space group Cmcm is reasonable in terms of distances and 
provides reasonable explanations for the formation of the 
superstructure. 
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The refined multiplicities of Pel and Fe2 were not significantly 
different from full occupancy [Pel 100.4(4)%, Pe2 97.8(4)%], and 
therefore these positions are reported as fully occupied. With the 
additional symmetry elements In Cmcm, K1 now is sitting on a mirror 
plane, and a pair of equivalent K3 positions are generated by the nearby 
inversion center. The two symmetry-related K3 sites are 3.01 A apart 
and as the multiplicity Increased from eight in CZZZi to sixteen in 
Cmcm, the occupancy Is dropped to 54(1)%. Examining the location of K3 
atoms, it was noticed that they were derived from the Cs2 position in 
CsNbgClis, which is a cation position with Cg/h symmetry. Because of the 
lattice distortion and expansion, the former cation site on the symmetry 
element is now split into two general positions, each 50% occupied in 
Cmcm. As expected, refining the K3 position on the inversion center 
with full occupancy resulted in huge thermal parameters corresponding to 
mean-square amplitudes of vibration of over two Angstroms, accompanied 
by an Increase of residue peaks and agreement factors. Re-examining the 
situation in C222i, where K3 was refined as a 100% occupied general 
position, it was noticed that the K3 and its empty counterpart sites 
were about the same size. This raised questions about this model as 
there Is no obvious reason for K3 to select one of the two positions 
with the same chemical environment. The K3 refinement in C222i could be 
the result of the strong coupling between a pair of atoms that are 
related by pseudo symmetries, especially as they are close to each other 
and undergo substantial thermal motions as In this case. Based on the 
satisfactory refinement of the entire structure in Cmcm, it is clear 
that the contribution from K3 was not sufficient to allow refinement of 
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the lower symmetry structure even If there were Indeed one fully 
occupied position In C222i. Therefore, the solution with split K3 atoms 
was accepted. The multiplicities of the four positions sum up to give 
K:cluster ratio of 16.5(6):16 (8 Kl/cell, occupancy 19(1)%; 4 K2/cell, 
occupancy 64(1)%, 4 K2'/ce1T, occupancy 100%; 16 split K3/celi, 
occupancy 54(1)% each), which agrees with the 18 e- rule. 
The final difference Fourier map showed only ghost peaks of ±1.2 
e'/A^ that are 0.4 A away from K2'. The structure solution Is presented 
In Table 32 In the standard setting of Cmcm. It may be converted to a 
nonstandard setting In Amma through a rotation of the axes (a' - c, b' « 
a, c' - a) and a shift of the origin by -l/4b. The atom coordinates 
thus obtained can be compared with the pseudo parent structure In Pmma. 
For the purpose of emphasizing the structure relationships between this 
superstructure and the CsNbgCIstructure, the atoms that are split 
from one position in the original structure are listed In pairs (Table 
32). 
Structure description The structure of KZrgCTigFe may be derived 
from that of CsKZrgClisB,^' which has one additional cation position, K, 
than CsNbgClis.^® The modifications of the local geometry around the 
CI*-' atoms, the shifting of the cluster chains, and the selective 
filling of the cation positions lead to the loss of symmetry and the 
formation of the superstructure. 
Similar to those in all the other related structures, there are two 
crystallographically distinctive clusters in KZréCl^gFe that form two 
different chains, namely, the zigzag chain along t and the bent chain 
along b (Figure 33). As Fe Is encaptured as the centering atom, the 
Table 32. Positional and Thermal Parameters for KZrgCTigFe 
Atom X y z Bii 
Zrl 0.06046(4) 0.18219(6) 0.03066(6) 1.35(4) 
Zrl' 0.43940(4) 0.15496(6) 0.03003(6) 1.43(4) 
Zr2 0 0.22229(9) 0.61959(9) 1.37(6) 
Zr2' 0 0.30598(8) 0.37991(9) 1.39(6) 
ZrS 0.18750(4) 0.07834(6) 0.15899(7) 1.46(4) 
Zr3' 0.30846(4) 0.06636(6) 0.15912(7) 1.44(4) 
Zr4 0.25326(6) 0.19271(8) 1/4 1.54(6) 
Zr5 0.25759(6) 0.45188(9) 1/4 1.55(7) 
Pel 0.000 0.2637(1) 0.4996(2) 1.20(8) 
Fe2 0.24795(9) 0.07221) 1/4 1.18(8) 
Cll 0.1239(1) 0.0880(2) 0.0586(2) 3.4(1) 
cir 0.3745(1) 0.0653(2) 0.0626(2) 2.7(1) 
CI 2 0.2653(2) 0.3225(3) 1/4 6.1(3) 
C13 0 0.8266(4) 1/4 5.2(4) 
C13' 0 0.3580(4) 1/4 3.9(3) 
CI 4 0.12717(9) 0.2635(2) 0.0020(2) 1.1(1) 
CI 5 0 0.0923(2) 0.0663(3) 3.3(2) 
CIS' 0 0.5655(2) 0.0668(3) 2.5(2) 
C16 0.4360(1) 0.3651(2) 0.0949(2) 2.8(1) 
C16' 0.0639(1) 0.3939(2) 0.0950(2) 2.7(1) 
C17 0.0632(1) 0.2217(2) 0.1596(2) 2.4(1) 
C17' 0.4375(1) 0.1935(2) 0.1590(2) 2.1(1) 
CI 8 0.1207(2) 0.0834(2) 1/4 1.7(2) 
C18' 0.1244(2) 0.5583(2) 1/4 1.1(2) 
CI 9 0.2485(1) 0.0722(2) 0.0587(2) . 2.6(1) 
Clio 0.1904(1) 0.2072(2) 0.1551(2) 2.6(1) 
CllO' 0.3161(1) 0.1942(1) 0.1546(2) 2.5(1) 
cm 0.3220(2) 0.4500(2) 0.1540(2) 2.7(1) 
ciir 0.1950(1) 0.4381(2) 0.1534(2) 2.5(1) 
K1 0.379(1) 0.322(2) 1/4 2(1) 
K2 0 0.1063(6) 1/4 3.3(5) 
K2' 0 0.550(1) 1/4 13(1) 
K3 0.2659(6) 0.3064(7) 0.0486(7) 29(1) 
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Bgz B33 B i2 Bia Bza B«, 
2 .30(4)  1 .40(4)  0 .38(5)  -0 .14(5)  0 .10(5)  1 .69(2)  
2 .23(5)  1 .12(4)  -0 .31(4)  0.11(5)  0 .09(4)  1 .59(2)  
2 .15(7)  0 .95(7)  0  0 -0 .03(7)  1 .49(3)  
2 .29(8)  0 .75(6)  0  0 -0 .11(6)  1.48(3)  
1 .61(5)  1 .77(5)  0 .04(4)  -0 .43(4)  -0 .08(5)  1.61(2)  
1 .49(4)  1 .56(5)  0 .02(4)  0 .25(4)  -0 .11(4)  1 .50(2)  
0 .95(8)  1 .65(6)  0 .01(6)  0  0  1.38(3)  
1 .02(7)  2 .25(7)  -0 .02(6)  0  0  1.61(4)  
1 .7(1)  0 .92(8)  0  0 -0 .20(9)  1.29(4)  
0 .94(9)  1 .50(8)  0 .01(8)  0  0  1.21(4)  
3 .1(1)  3 .7(2)  1 .4(1)  -2 .2(1)  -1 .1(1)  3.40(8)  
2 .8(1)  3 .3(1)  -0 .9(1)  1 .7(1)  -0 .9(1)  2.94(7)  
0 .8(2)  7 .0(4)  0 .4(2)  0  0  4.6(1)  
2 .5(3)  0 .7(2)  0  0  0  2.8(2)  
3 .9(3)  1 .0(3)  0  0  0  2.9(2)  
3 .8(1)  2 .3(1)  -0 .1(1)  0 .0(2)  0 .7(1)  2.40(6)  
2 .4(2)  2 .8(2)  0  0  0.8(2)  2 .8(1)  
2 .1(2)  2 .7(2)  0  0  0.6(2)  2 .4(1)  
3 .5(1)  1 .9(1)  1 .2(1)  -0 .1(1)  -0 .4(1)  2.75(7)  
3 .3(1)  1 .6(1)  -1 .3(1)  0 .3(1)  -0 .5(1)  2.52(6)  
3 .2(1)  1 .3(1)  0 .5(1)  -0 .4(1)  0 .0(1)  2.31(6)  
3 .4(2)  1 .4(1)  -0 .8(1)  0 .2(1)  -0 .1(1)  2.28(6)  
2 .8(2)  3 .1(2)  0 .3(2)  0  0  2.5(1)  
3 .5(2)  2 .1(2)  -0 .0(2)  0  0  2.2(1)  
3 .5(1)  1 .4(1)  0 .0(1)  -0 .1(2)  -0 .3(1)  2.52(6)  
1 .9(1)  2 .7(1)  0 .5(1)  -0 .9(1)  0 .2(1)  2.40(7)  
1 .6(1)  2 .8(1)  -0 .1(1)  1.1(1)  0 .4(1)  2 .31(7)  
2 .0(1)  3 .7(2)  0 .4(1)  1 .3(1)  -0 .3(1)  2.80(7)  
1 .9(1)  3 .1(2)  -0 .2(1)  -0 .7(1)  -0 .6(1)  2.51(7)  
13(3.)  8(2)  -0(2)  0  0  7(1)  
3 .7(5)  2 .7(5)  0  0  0  3.3(2)  
33(2)  9(1)  0  0  0  18.2(8)  
23.8(8)  20.6(8)  16.6(8)  15(1)  19.2(5)  24.5(5)  
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Figure 33. The [TOO] projection of KZrgCT^gFe showing the two intercon­
nected cluster chains. There are two mirror planes, one 
parallel to the plane of paper passing through the center 
of the zig-zag cluster chain, and the other normal to the 
plane of the paper containing the center of the vertical 
chains. The cluster chains along the t) direction are bent 
at CI2 into and out of the plane of the paper. The CV and 
K atoms are omitted for clarity (90% probability) 
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cluster cores expand significantly compared with the boron and carbon 
analogues. An Increase of 0.2 A In Zr-Zr distances Is observed, 
accompanied by a less pronounced Increase of Zr-C1^ distances of 0.02 A, 
consistent with the changes known for other Fe centering clusters. The 
point symmetries of the cluster units in CsKZrgCT(B1 Czh* 82 C2v) are 
reduced in KZrgCligFe, saving only the mirror planes. Yet, even without 
the symmetry imposed by the space group, the cluster units contain the 
above pseudo symmetries within experimental errors (Table 33). Both 
clusters deviate from ideal octahedra with the same pattern and similar 
magnitudes as was observed in CsKZrgCl^gBt^^ which is marked by a 
compression of the cluster cores along the chain directions. This 
implies that the distortion of the individual clusters is not the main 
cause of the formation of the supercell. 
On the other hand, comparing KZrgCligC^^ and kZrgCligFe which have 
the same cation yet a slightly different cluster network, it is obvious 
that the increasing size of the clusters is responsible for the observed 
structure modification. Due to the expansion of the cluster core, the 
terminal chlorines are pushed outward; meanwhile, the Zr-Cl®-» distances 
are kept almost unchanged. In order to retain the unique inter-chain 
linkages between the two perpendicular cluster chains that hinder the 
free expansion of the cluster networks and to provide suitable cation 
sites for K, the cluster expansion results in the bending of the former 
linear cluster chains in KZrgCl^gFe (Zr4-C12-Zr5, 167.6 (3)*). In addi­
tion, the zigzag chain becomes more buckled, indicated by a reduction of 
the angles at CI®"" from 140' to 137*. The angles at the terminal 
chlorines that connect the two cluster chains also drop by about 1*. 
Table 33. Important Distances and Angles in KlrgCl 
Distances (A) Cluster chain 
along t axis 
Fe-Zr 
Zr-Zr 
Zr-Cli 
Fel-Zrl x2 2.428(2) 
Fel-Zrl' x2 2.428(2) 
Fel-Zr2 xl 2.416(3) 
Fel Zr2' xl 2.416(3) 
a 2.424 
Zrl-Zrl xl 3.427(2) 
Zrl'-Zrl' xl 3.435(2) 
Zrl-Zrl' x2 3.437(2) 
Zrl Zr2 x2 3.415(2) 
Zrl-Zr2' x2 3.445(2) 
Zrl' Zr2 x2 3.433(2) 
Zrl' Zr2' x2 3.410(2) 
a 3.429 
Zrl-CI4 x2 2.547(3) 
Zrl CIS x2 2.567(4) 
Zrl-CI6 x2 2.558(3) 
Zrl-CI 7 x2 2.565(3) 
Zrl'-CI 4 x2 2.561(3) 
Zrl'-CI 5' x2 2.570(4) 
Zrl'-C16' x2 2.559(3) 
Zrl'-CI 7' x2 2.559(3) 
:Fe: the Cluster Framework 
Cluster chain 
along D axis 
Fe2-Zr3 x2 2.433(2) 
Fe2-Zr3' x2 2.432(2) 
Fe2-Zr4z xl 2.401(3) 
Fe2-Zr5 xl 2.399(3) 
a 2.422 
Zr3-Zr3 xl 3.445(2) 
Zr3'-Zr3' xl 3.441(2) 
Zr3-Zr3' x2 3.436(2) 
Zr3-Zr4 x2 3.408(2) 
Zr3-Zr5 x2 3.423(2) 
Zr3'-Zr4 x2 3.424(2) 
Zr3'-Zr5 x2 3.413(2) 
a 3.425 
Zr3-C18 x2 2.562(4) 
Zr3-C19 x2 2.570(4) 
Zr3-C110 x2 2.566(3) 
Zr3-Clll x2 2.568(3) 
Zr3'-C18' x2 2.571(3) 
Zr3'-C19 x2 2.562(3) 
Zr3'-C110' x2 2.553(3) 
Zr3'-Clir x2 2.556(3) 
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Shown In Figure 34 Is the result of the observed modification of the 
cluster chains; the repeating unit along the bent chain (tt direction) Is 
doubled and contains four (Fe-Zr-C12) units. The two chains that used 
to be linear and parallel to each other now become wavy and paired up by 
the mirror planes between them, causing the doubling of the second cell 
dimension [a(Cmcm) - 2b(Pmma)]. 
When KZrgCTigFe Is compared with another 6-15 phase, LlZrgCTigFe 
(NbgFis type), profound differences In the average Zr-Cl»*" distances are 
noticed. Although Its lattice Is more expanded, as Indicated by the 
difference in the formula volume of 126 A^, averaged Zr-Cl""« distances 
In KZrgCligFe (2.661 A along the zigzag chain, 2.594 A along the bent 
chain) are considerably shorter than the value In LIZrgCl^sFe [2.709(1) 
A], although In both cases the Cl*-« atoms have nearby cation neighbors. 
If they are compared against ZrgCl^sCo, which does not contain 
countercatlons (529 A^ per cluster, Zr-Cl"-» 2.624(1) A), one may realize 
that the lattice expansions required by the Incorporation of 
countercatlons are accomplished via different routes In LiZrgCligFe and 
KZrgCligFe. In the LI containing cubic 6-15 structure. It is achieved 
by elongating Zr-Cl«' bonds while the linear chains'are retained, 
because the two Independent and Interpenetrating cluster nets allow some 
free expansion, and the cation Li does not Interfere with the main 
framework. In KZrgCl^gFe, since the two types cluster chains are 
interconnected, elongation of Zr-Cl«-= will cause stress on the chains. 
Under this circumstance, the lattice modifies Itself by bending the 
chains. 
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Figure 34. The [001] projection of KZrgCTigFe showing the distortions 
of the cluster framework and the cation locations. Atoms 
are shown with their anisotropic thermal ellipsoids of 90% 
probability except the K3 Ions which are represented with 
30% probability. Cl^ atoms are omitted 
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The expansion of the cluster cores not only forces the Individual 
chains to bend, but It also has effects on the packing of the chains. 
These are observed In the company of the distortions of the chlorine 
sublattlce and modifications of the K positions. Based on the refined 
model, there are four crystallographically Independent K sites. As this 
superstructure Is only observed for KZrgCligFe and RbZrgCligFe but not 
for the corresponding.Cs salt. It Is evident that the countercatlons 
play Important roles In the establishment of the lattice distortion. 
Their locations (Figure 34) and their coordination polyhedra (Figure 35) 
adopt to the change in the main structure framework and facilitate the 
modifications of the cluster chains. 
The cation K1 in KZrgCl^sFe is related to the K site in KCsZrgClisB, 
and the latter is split into two positions in the supercell of 
KZrgCligFe. While K1 fills one of these sites with occupancy of 19(1)%, 
its counterpart is left empty. Examining these two possible positions 
which are located between a pair of terminal CI atoms, namely, CI2 in 
the bent chain, and C13 or C13' in the zigzag chain, one notices that 
the selected occupation of these sites creates an unbalanced force 
around the CI2 atoms which pulls the cluster chains along the 6 axis 
toward the zigzag chains. As the K1 location changes along the 0 axis, 
the C12 atoms move to alternative directions in the plane perpendicular 
to the t axis, replacing the linear chains in the parent structure with 
wavy chains that have bent joints at the Cl«-« (C12) atoms. K1 has 
coordination number of ten, and average Kl-Cl distance of 3.48 A (Table 
34, the range is 3.23 A to 3.60 A). Its chemical environment is very 
similar to that of K in KCsZrgCl^gB (average K-Cl distance 3.438 A, 
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Clio 
O CI3' Oci3 
Figure 35. 
CI7' 
CIS' 
O CI3 CI3' 
The coordination environments of the four K sites in 
KZrgCIigFe (30% for K3, 90% probability for the rest of the 
atoms). CI atoms with Cl-K distances smaller than 4 A are 
connected to the K ions. The symmetries of these positions 
are: C, at Kl, mirror in the plane of the paper; €2^ for K2 
and K2'» 2-fold axis vertical and one mirror in the plane 
of the paper; C, between the two K3 ions. The views are 
identical to the one in Figure 34 with t horizontal and b 
vertical 
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Table 34. Important Distances (A) In KZrgCTigFe: the Cations 
K1-C12 xl 3.23(3) K3-C11 xl 4.28(2) 
K1-C13 xl 3.42(3) K3-C12 xl 3.83(1) 
K1-C16 x2 3.45(2) K3-C14 xl 4.12(2) 
K1-C17' x2 3.50(3) K3-C14 xl 3.46(2) 
Kl-CllO' x2 3.60(3) K3-C19 xl 3.18(1) 
Ki-cni x2 3.52(3) K3-C110 xl 3.54(2) 
a CN-10 3.48 K3-C110 xl 4.06(1) 
K3-C110' xl 3.32(1) 
K3-C110' xl 4.49(2) 
K3-C111 xl 3.85(2) 
K3-C111' xl 3.83(1) 
K2-C15 x2 3.488(6) K2'-C15' x2 3.481(6) 
K2-C17 x4 3.375(8) K2'-C17' x4 3.77(2) 
K2-C18 x2 3.450(5) 0
0 u
 
CM 
x2 3.528(4) 
K2-C13' xl 5.01(1) K2'-C13' xl 3.82(3) 
K2-C13 xl 5.57(1) Kl'-C13 xl 5.50(3) 
K2-C16 x4 5.909(9) Kl'-C16' x4 4.64 (2) 
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range 3.347 to 3.529 A).^^ The coordination polyhedron possesses the 
same symmetry, C,, as In the parent structure and the Zr-CT^ distances 
Increase as the results of the lattice expansion and the tilting of the 
cluster units In the bent chain with respect to the b direction. The 
other effect of the bending of the cluster chain toward the Kl atoms Is 
that the K1-C12 and K1-C13 become closer. As a consequence, the 
coordination environment Is less Isotropical, reflected by the thermal 
ellipsoid which Is flat In the ^ direction. A K1-C12 distance that Is 
significantly shorter than the sum of the crystal radii of K+ and CI" 
(1.64 + 1.76 - 3.40 A)66 might be responsible for the low occupancy 
(19(1)%) of this position. 
The empty counterpart of Kl has an average distance to its ten 
neighboring CI atoms of 3.53 A and Is elongated along the t axis (C12-
C13', 7.59 A vs C12-C13, 6.65 A). Occupation of this position by a K 
Ion is apparently less favorable. 
Implied by their labels, K2 and K2' share the common origin, which 
is the Csl position in the parent compound KCsZrgCligB. The K2 and K2' 
atoms both reside In cavities between clusters in the zigzag chain, and 
are surrounded by a pair of zigzag chains, and a pair of bent chains. 
As the cluster chains along the b direction bend, the zigzag chains are 
brought together in pairs, and the distances between the center of a 
cluster chain and its two adjacent neighbors differ by 1.07 A. This 
enlarges the K2 site while closing up the K2' position. Both of these 
cation coordination polyhedra are still elongated along the direction, 
resembling that for Csl in the parent compound, and the longest axis of 
the polyhedron around K2 (C13-K2-C13' 10.58 A) is 1.26 A larger than 
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that for K2' (C13-K2'-C13' 9.32 A). As the consequence, K2 sits at 
approximately the center of the larger cavity, while K2' moves much 
closer to CI3' as an effort to maximize the coulombic Interaction. This 
results In two cation sites with different coordination numbers. Since 
they both are large enough for K+ Ions, the observed difference In their 
occupancies Is attributed to the difference In their coordination 
polyhedra and the catlon-anlon Interactions. With a relatively 
Isotropical environment and high coordination number, the fully occupied 
K2' site is preferred over the K2 site that has the occupancy of 64(1}%. 
It is also noticed that both K2 and K2' are closer to the C13' 
positions, while a pair of K1 ions are near to the C13 atom, resulting 
in similar chemical environments for the two CI"" atoms along the 
zigzag chain. 
The K3 site in KZrgCl^gFe is derived from the Cs2 in the 
KCsZreCligB.^? In the parent compound, Cs2 (point symmetry Cgh) is 
located between a pair of linear chains. Its coordination polyhedron is 
known to be highly anisotropic, reflected by Its peculiar thermal 
ellipsoid with rather large size. As a result of the lattice expansion 
accompanying the change of the Interstitial atom, this type of cavity in 
KZrgCl^gFe becomes 0.08 A larger. Counting only the nearest CI 
neighbors (K-Cl <4 A, CN-8), the average radius Is 3.58 A, about the 
same as that for the K2' site. Yet, in order to provide more efficient 
K-Cl interactions, K3 prefers moving to one end of the highly 
anisotropic coordination. As the K moves off the center of the cavity 
that has the C, symmetry, a pair of symmetry-related K positions that 
are 50% occupied and 3.01 A apart are generated. Random occupation of 
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these sites In KZrgCTigFe Is required by the lattice symmetry from the 
crystallographic point of view. Furthermore, since the main body of the 
structure appears to agree well with the symmetry elements In the 
lattice, the two K atoms In this pair have Identical chemical 
environment and therefore should have equal occupancies. As the split K 
cations are located at each end of the elongated thermal ellipsoid of 
Cs2 in KCsZreClisB, the orientation of the thermal ellipsoid is now 
changed by about 90*. It points In the direction where it Is rather 
open with C19 as the only close neighbor. The coupling of these two 
sites in the refinement process might have also contributed to the 
anisotropic thermal ellipsoid of K3. 
It seems that although the expansion of the cluster core Is 
essential in inducing the above structure modification, a smaller 
countercation that facilitates the disproportionation of the cation 
sites is another requirement that has to be fulfilled. In fact, 
RbZrgCTigFe has a similar supercell, but the superstructure reflections 
on the axial photos are weaker compared with those for KlrgCl^sFe, 
whereas, CsZrgCl^sFe gives clean Weissenberg pictures without any 
superstructure spots. This Implies that the tendency for the structure 
distortion decreases as the counter cation becomes larger. In addition, 
the lattice parameters of the MZrgCI^gFe compounds do not show a regular 
change as the size of the countercation varies. Instead, an obvious 
lattice contraction is observed when K+ Is replaced by Rb+. A similar 
phenomenon was observed in the carbide series and was explained In terms 
of the structure variations involving the cation position change. 
Although in KZrgCljgFe the countercation K is distributed over the 
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positions derived from K, Csl and Cs2 In KCsNbgCTrather than 
occupying one type of cation site, It Is likely that structure modifica­
tions also occur In the Iron compounds related to the selectivity of the 
cations toward the cavities of different size. In this series, It Is 
plausible that the Rb+ Ions chooses only positions of the Cs types, 
resulting In the lattice contraction. Yet, with a relatively small 
size, Rb Ions still prefer to occupy positions with optimized 
coordination conditions that are generated by splitting the oversized 
cavities. I.e., the Csl type In CsNbgCTig structure. Therefore, It 
enhances the distortion of the cluster framework In RbZrgCligFe. As the 
size of the cation further Increases, the undlstorted large cavities In 
the lattice of CsZrgClisFe become suitable for Cs. Consequently, 
CsZrgClisFe does not exhibit the above superstructure. 
As an additional observation, the group of 6-15 phases under 
discussion all have the distances between the centers of the neighboring 
clusters In the "linear" chain smaller than 10 A, which are 
significantly shorter than the corresponding values (-10.2 A) In the 
NbgFig type compounds. Even In KZrgCl^gFe where the tension created by 
cluster expansion is released though bending of the linear chains, the 
Zr-Cl«-» distances In this direction [2.584(5) and 2.604(5) A] are still 
shorter than those In all the NbgF^g-type compounds by at least 0.05 A. 
As the lattice contracts in RbZrgCljgFe or CsZrgCligFe, the Zr-Cl'* 
distances in the pseudo linear chains are estimated to be 2.58 A and 
2.52 A, respectively. Due to the structure change, the differences in 
the Zr-Cl"'" distances between the two groups of 6-15 compounds is not 
surprising. Nevertheless, with the shortest Zr-Cl"-» distance in all 
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known Zr-C1 clusters, It Is possible that CsZrgCligFe also undergoes 
lattice distortions. Since the superstructure Is not observed for 
CsZrgCTigFe, this distortion must occur though a mechanism different 
from the one detected for KZrgCTigFe. 
The structure analyses on NZrgCl^gFe (M - K, Rb, Cs) compounds that 
have the CsNbgCl^g type cluster framework provide a new structure 
modification of the parent compound. Comparison of these phases with 
their carbide analogues reveals a correlation between structure and 
cluster size. In addition, the structure evolution associated with 
cation changes Is also demonstrated. These observations suggest that 
nearly every structure feature must be the collective result of numerous 
factors, and compensation between these factors will result in a stable 
phase with a specific structure. 
zrgCln Typ# 
N b g C T h a s  m a n y  a n a l o g u e s  i n  t h e  z i r c o n i u m  h a l i d e  c l u s t e r  s y s t e m s  
owing to the diversities of both the interstitial elements and the 
countercations. Previous research has provided Zr-I clusters of this 
type with a wide range of centering atoms, including main-group elements 
(B, C, P, Si, Al, K),24,30^31 and transition metals (Mn, Fe, Co).33 
Following the electron counting rules more strictly, the centering atoms 
of the ZrgC1^4 examples had been limited to boron and carbon*? until the 
transition metals were Introduced Into the chloride systems in the 
present work. The new ZrgCl^^ cluster phases with the transition metal 
interstitials, namely, ZrgCl^^Fe, ZrgCli^Mn and MZrgCl^^Mn (M - alkali 
metal) resemble their main-group element analogues in terms of the 
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structure frameworks, and cluster electron counts are close to the 
optimal value. In addition, the MZrgCli^Mn series shows an Interesting 
correlation between the lattice expansion and the size of the 
countercatlon. Although a parallel observation had also been made for 
the boron series,# It was not explained until the structure of 
LlIrgCTi^Mn was solved. 
Synthesis The new ZrgCli^ compounds that are related to NbgCT 
are presented in Table 35. Among the 18-electron cluster phases, 
ZrgCli^Fe and MZrgCT^^Mn (M - K, Rb, Cs)'® could be made regularly in high 
yields with the appropriate stoichiometries, and these were often 
observed as side products co-existing with other cluster compounds, or 
as alternative products when a reaction failed to give the expected 
phases. Implying a relatively high stability for these compounds. On 
the other hand, LiZrgCli^Mn could be only obtained as a single phase 
around 750*C. As the temperature was increased to 850'C, an on-
stoichiometry reaction produced LigZrgCligMn and ZrCl. Similarly, at 
800*C, NaZrgCl^^Mn was obtained in the company of ZrCl and other less 
reduced phases, but its yield could be greatly Improved to about 90% 
(plus 10% of an unknown phase) by lowering the reaction temperature to 
750*C. The differences of the thermal stabilities that separate the 18-
electron MZrgCli^Mn compounds into two groups will be rationalized by 
their structural differences. 
The 17-electron cluster ZrgCli^Mn was first observed after an 
attempt to synthesize ZrgCli^Mn, a hypothetical 18-electron hypothetical 
analogue of ZrgClwith the KZrgCli^Be structure.However, when the 
interstitial boron is replaced by Mn, the expansion of the cluster core 
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Table 35. Cell Parameters (A) and Volume (A^) of MZrgCTi^Z Compounds' 
(space group Cmca) 
compound a b c V 
cation 
site 
typeb 
ZrgCli^Mn 14.486(2) 12.793(3) 11.803(2) 2187.2(7) -
LIZreCl^Mn 14.507(2) 12.858(2) 11.786(2) 2198.6(5) a 
NaZrgCI ^ ^Mn 14.478(6) 13.026(4) 11.752(4) 2216(1) a 
KZrgCTi^Mn 14.347(2) 12.838(2) 11.796(2) 2172.6(2) b 
RbZrgCTi^Mn 14.3451(8) 12.8444(8) 11.8453(6) 2182.5(2) b 
CsZrgCli^Mn 14.381(1) 12.869(1) 11.933(1) 2208.4(3) b 
ZrgCTuFe 14.332(4) 12.772(4) 11.778(6) 2156(1) — 
•All values are from Gulnler powder diffraction data. 
bThe cation site type a Is defined as the LI position In 
LIZrgCTi^Mn, and b as the Cs position In CsZrgl^C. 
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must Introduce an Instability In the less flexible lattice that contains 
not only outer-outer chlorine sharing but also the Inner-Inner atom 
sharing. Apparently, this Instability Is sufficient to cause the 
formation of a 17-e1ectron cluster with the NbgCTstructure,# and the 
less than optimal metal-metal bonding is traded for the more favorable 
lattice energy. This again Indicates that the stability of a cluster 
phase is the result of a delicate balance between numerous factors. As 
a 17-electron cluster, the formation of ZrgCTi^Mn is also sensitive to 
the reaction temperatures. Stoichiometric reactions at 800*C yielded 
only noncluster phases such as ZrCl, and ZrCl, while ZrgCli^Mn was 
produced when the temperature was lowered to 700*C. 
As an additional observation, the NaZrgCli^Mn reaction system was 
noted to produce a mixture of the target compound and an unknown phase. 
This unidentified phase has been repeatedly observed and can be obtained 
as the main product with the NaCliNaZrgCli^Mn ratio of 5:1. It provides 
a large number of reflections in the low angle region of a powder X-ray 
diffraction pattern, and it will be necessary to obtain single crystal 
to determine its structure. 
Single crystal X-ray analyses were performed on ZrgCli^Fe and 
LiZrgCli^Mn to confirm the stoichlometrles and to explain the puzzling 
lattice expansion trend in the MZrgCli^Mn series. The single crystal of 
Zr6Cli4Fe was not obtained from several reactions started with the 
appropriate stoichiometry. Instead, small crystals were found from a 
reaction loaded to make "NaZrgCli^Fe" (750*C, slow cooling). Based on 
the lattice constants, which were essentially identical to those of 
ZrgCli^Fe, it seemed probable that the planned 19-electron cluster phase 
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had never formed. The structural analysis on one of the crystals also 
proved that Na was absent In the lattice. Following the same path, 
LIZrgCTi^Mn was also obtained from an off-sto1ch1ometry reaction that 
was designed to produce LljZrgCl^sNn (950-800'C, temperature gradient). 
Rather than a single phase product, two cluster phases, namely, 
LIZrgCli^Mn and LljZrgCl^sMn, were obtained from this reaction. Although 
the total yield of both duster phases was no higher than 40%, the 
crystals enabled the single crystal X-ray analyses on the two compounds. 
Structure determinations Intensity data for the structure 
refinement of ZrgCli^Fe were collected on a SYNTEX diffractometer. 
Because of the small size of the crystal, the Intrinsic properties of 
the structure that result In a small number of strong reflections, and 
the limited power of the Incident beam, the observed diffraction 
intensities were low. A thirty-minute rotation photo on the SYNTEX 
diffractometer barely gave enough reflections to determine the orien­
tation matrix. Based on the fifteen reflections, BLIND gave a primitive 
monocllnlc cell which was transformed to the conventional C-centered 
orthorhombic cell In the same setting as the model compound, NbgClu. 
Then low angle reflections were replaced by higher angle ones to improve 
the accuracy of the orientation matrix. Axial photos were taken for 
both the primitive cell and the C-centered cell, and all the expected 
mirror symmetries confirmed that the Laue symmetry of the latter was 
mmm. Data from two octants (hk£, -hk£) with 2$ < 55* were collected 
(Table 36) for the C-centered cell using variable scan rates from 2.02* 
to 19.53* per minute. An empirical absorption correction was applied to 
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Table 36. Crystal Data for ZrgClwFe 
space group 
Z 
a, A« 
b, A 
c, A 
V, A3 
crystal dimen, mm 
data collection Instrument 
scan mode 
2«max» deg 
reflections 
measured 
observed 
observed Independent 
absorp coeff /i, cm-^ (Mo Ka) 
range of transm coeff 
Rave* % 
second ext coeff 
R, % 
R^, % 
largest residue peak, e'/A^ 
Cmca (No. 64) 
4 
14.332(4) 
12.772(4) 
11.778(6) 
2152(1) 
0.10 X 0.09 X 0.05 
SYNTEX P2i 
w 
55 
±h,k,< 
2723 
778 
489 
51.52 
0.543-0.721 
4.7 
0.12(8) X 10-4 
5.5 
5.5 
0 .6  
«Gulnler powder diffraction data (18 observations). 
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the raw data based on three ift-scans at approximately 15", 25", and 40* 
Z9 angles. 
The data set was then reduced and averaged In space group Cmca after 
the absence conditions (hk£, h+k-Zn; hOk, k«2n; hkO, h-2n) were 
confirmed. Positions of zirconium and chlorine atoms In IrgCTi^C were 
used as the starting model, and following the Isotropic refinements of 
these atoms (R - 0.162, - 0.222), a electron difference map was 
calculated, from which a residue of about 10 e~/A3 was found at the 
center of the zirconium cluster. Therefore, an Iron was added to the 
structure refinement, and the Isotropic refinement of the two 
zirconiums, five chlorines, and the Iron gave R-0.071, R^«0.116. At 
this stage the different map was calculated, and It was essentially flat 
except a few ghost peaks of 0.6 e'/A^ around CI(5). The anisotropic 
refinement of the thermal parameters Improved R to 0.055. The final 
difference map which was flat within 0.6 e'/A^ did not provide any 
evidence that sodium atoms existed in the structure. Effort was also 
made to refine the occupancy of the interstitial iron atom. However, no 
significant change in the iron occupancy (102(2)%) was observed. 
Therefore it Is reported as fully occupied, in agreement with the 18-
electron rule. The final structure solution is presented in Table 37. 
The data collection on LiZrgCli^Mn were conducted on a CAD4 
diffractometer. The orientation matrix and the cell constants were 
established by employing the program SEARCH, INDEX, and TRANS 
successively. Axial photos about the three principal axes and the [110] 
direction were then taken, confirming that the unit cell was C-centered 
orthorhombic. Considering the fact that the structure determination 
Table 37. Positional and Thermal Parameters for ZrgCI^^Fe 
X y z Bii 
Zrl 0.3778(1) 0.0739(2) 0.8805(2) 0.92(8) 
Zr2 0 0.3440(3) 0.8877(4) 0.9(1) 
CI 12 0.1231(6) 0.0866(4) 0.2517(6) 1.7(3) 
CI 2 0.1240(6) 0.2548(6) 0.0073(6) 1.8(2) 
CIS 1/4 0.342(1) 1/4 1.8(4) 
C14 0 0.157(1) 0.758(1) 1.4(4) 
CIS 0.2472(6) 0 0 0.7(4) 
Pel 0 0 1/2 1.0(3) 
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®22 B33 BI2 Bi3 B23 B.q 
1.09(8) 0.49(7) -0.08(9) 0.2(1) 0.01(9) 0.83(8) 
1.1(1) 0.4(1) 0 0 -0.3(1) 0.8(1) 
1.6(3) 1 0(2) 0.4(5) 0.5(2) 0.3(1) 1.43(3) 
1.4(2) 1.0(2) 0.4(2) 0.4(2) -0.2(2) 1.4(2) 
1.5(4) 1.2(2) 0 -1.0(4) 0 1.5(3) 
1.6(4) 0.9(4) 0 0 -0.5(3) 1.3(4) 
2.3(5) 1.5(4) 0 0 0.8(4) 1.5(4) 
0.9(4) 0.2(3) 0 0 0.3(3) 0.7(3) 
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might Involve refinement of a light atom, LI, two octants of data were 
collected up to 29 of 60* with the reflection condition h+k-2n. Other 
Important crystal data are listed In Table 38. 
On examining the data, two additional Independent reflection 
conditions were observed (0kg, £-2n; hkO, k-2n), which Implied that the 
possible space groups were Cc2a (a nonstandard setting of Aba2), or Ccmb 
(a nonstandard setting of Cmca). Since the parent compound NbgCTw 
belongs to space group Cmca,4* Ccmb was chosen and transformed to the 
standard setting. The data were first corrected for nonlinear decay 
(4.1% In 35.9 hours) since the three Intensity standards decreased at 
rather different rates (2,-4,-4 0.08% per hour; -1,-5,-3 0.19% per hour; 
8,-4,0 0.06% per hour). Then, an empirical absorption correction was 
applied with 10 )ft-scans. Symmetry extinct reflections were eliminated 
from the data set after the validity of the reflection conditions were 
confirmed (hk(, k+(-2n; hO£, £-2n; hkO h-2n). The reduced data set 
Including all reflections (2768) with non-negative intensities (I>0) 
were averaged. The main part of the structure framework. Including 
atoms other than Li, was refined with strong reflections (I>3ai, 883) by 
using ZrgCli^Fe as the model. The isotropic and anisotropic refinements 
were quickly converged at R-4.1%, R*-5.3%. 
According to the cluster electron counting rule and the composition 
of the starting materials, there should have been a countercation, Li+, 
in the lattice. Therefore, efforts were made to locate the Li atom by 
including weaker reflections (0<I<3ai) in the refinements. A difference 
Fourier map was calculated, yet the position corresponding to the 
counter cation site in CsZrgl^^Fe was clean. Instead, there was a 1.9 
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Table 38. Crystal Data for LIZrgCluMn 
space group 
Z 
a, A" 
b, A 
c, A 
V, A3 
crystal dimen, mm 
data collection instrument 
scan mode 
2«max. deg 
reflections 
measured 
observed 
observed independent 
absorp coeff n, cm-^ (Mo Ka) 
range of transm coeff 
Rave* % 
second ext coeff 
R, % 
% 
largest residue peak, e-/A3 
Cmca (No. 64) 
4 
14.507(2) 
12.858(2) 
11.786(2) 
2198.5(7) 
0.22 X 0.24 X 0.24 
ENRAF NONIUS CA04 
u 
60 
h,k,±g 
3414 
(I>0) 2768 (I>3ai) 1864 
1350 883 
55.2 
0.88 - 1.00 
5.1 
6(2) X 10-8 
6 .8  
5.3 
+1.6 (0.48 A, Zrl) 
-1.7 (0.69 A, Mn) 
«Guinier powder diffraction data (55 observations). 
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e'/A^ residue peak In one Interstice surrounded by six Cl's. This peak 
was then assigned to Li, and simultaneous refinement of Its thermal 
parameters and the multiplicity was successful. The converged 
refinement gave reasonable occupancy of 25.2(2}% for each of the 16 
symmetry related positions, which corresponds to one LI per cluster 
unit. In addition, the Li thermal parameters and the Li-CI distances 
were also plausible. 
To examine the contribution of the weak reflections in the 
structure determination, the data were reaveraged with 3a cut-off, and 
the refinement was repeated starting at the point that the Li atom was 
located. Anisotropic refinement of all the eight heavy atoms gave a 
rather flat difference Fourier map, with the highest positive residue 
peak being a ghost peak around Zr2 (1.33 e'/A^, 0.53 A). However, among 
the top five peaks, there were two that were close to the Li position 
determined by including weak reflections (1.32 and 1.33 e'/A^, 0.23 A 
apart). After refining Li at this position and its thermal parameters 
as well as the multiplicity, the structure solution was essentially the 
same as the one refined with all reflections, which suggests that 
although the weak reflections did help to locate the light atom Li, 
their contribution was not enough to make a difference in the final 
results. The standard deviations of parameters were slightly higher 
with fewer observations. 
The multiplicity of the Mn position was also studied. Again, 
shrinkage in thermal parameters and a decrease in occupancy to 90.0(4}% 
accompanied by a reduction of the negative ghost peaks around Mn were 
observed no matter whether the data set included the weaker reflections 
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or not. Based on the arguments presented before, this phenomenon was 
considered to be a result of a possible Imperfect crystallographic work 
rather than a defect Interstitial position. The Interstitial site was 
set to be fully occupied, which caused slight Increase of the negative 
residue around Mn from -1.3 e/A^ to -1.6 e'/A^. 
The final difference map was essentially flat, showing ghost peaks 
around Zrl, ZrZ and Mn. However, among those with electron density 
larger that 1 e'/A^, there was one residue peak of 1.0 e'/A^ at the 
origin of the unit cell, which corresponds to the cation position 
CsZrgli^Fe. Refinement of a second LI atom was attempted, yet failed as 
Indicated by an unreasonably large Therefore, the stolchiometry 
determined by single crystal X-ray analysis agree well with that of the 
18 e- cluster compound LlIrgCli^Mn. The positional and thermal 
parameters refined with strong reflections (I>3oY) are reported in Table 
39. 
Structure description The structure frameworks in ZrgCli^Fe and 
LiZrgCli^Mn are essentially identical to that in the parent compound 
NbgCli^. It contains a three-dimensional cluster network 
[ZrgClio<Cl2/2<-«]Cl4/2a-«Cl2/2«-< (Figure 36) and, in LiZrgCl^Mn, a 
countercation L1+ occupying a distorted chlorine octahedral interstice 
between clusters. 
Similar to those in ZrgCland ZrgCli^B,^^ the cluster cores with 
Fe and Mn interstitials may be considered as undergoing a tetragonal 
distortion (Tables 40 and 41;, the Zr-Mn and Zr-Fe distances differ by 
0.039 A, 2%, and 0.046 A, 2%, respectively), which is expected because 
of the asymmetric nature of the terminal chlorine atoms. However, the 
Table 39. Positional and Thermal Parameters for LiZrgCli^Mn 
X y z Bii 
Zrl 0.38093(5) 0.07327(5) 0.88124(6) 1.35(2) 
Zr2 0 0.34636(8) 0.88801(9) 1.46(3) 
Cll 0.1234(1) 0.0870(1) 0.2503(2) 1.89(7) 
C12 0.1239(1) 0.2557(2) 0.0063(2) 1.94(6) 
C13 1/4 0.3411(2) 1/4 1.83(9) 
CI 4 0 0.1576(2) 0.7600(2) 1.9(1) 
CIS 0.2491(2) 0 0 1.23(8) 
Mn 0 0 1/2 1.95(9) 
Li 0.251(4) 0.676(4) 0.153(5) 
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022 B33 BI2 Bi3 B23 Beq 
1.72(2) 1.06(2) -0.03(2) -0.09(2) 0.02(2) 1.38(1) 
1.57(3) 1.16(3) 0 0 -0.05(4) 1.40(2) 
2.04(6) 1.55(5) 0.28(6) 0.58(6) 0.48(6) 1.83(3) 
1.77(5) 1.72(6) 0.50(6) -0.33(6) -0.22(5) 1.81(3) 
2.17(9) 1.96(8) 0 -0.52(9) 0 1.99(5) 
2.5(1) 1.33(8) 0 0 -0.46(9) 1.90(5) 
2.51(9) 1.61(8) 0 0 0.43(8) 1.79(4) 
2.09(9) 1.38(8) 0 0 0.01(8) 1.81(4) 
1.9(8) 
Figure 36. The three-dimensional structure framework and the Li+ locations LiZrgCli^Mn (90% 
probability). The Cs atoms in the related CsZrglj^C structure are at the corners and 
face centers of the unit cell 
i 
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Table 40. Interatomic Distances In ZrgCTi^Fe (A) 
Zr-Zr Zrl-Zrl X2 3.390(5} 
Zrl-Zrl X2 3.503(4) 
Zrl-Zr2 X4 3.420(4) 
Zrl-Zr2 X4 3.410(5) 
a 3.246 
Zr-Fe Zrl-Fe X4 2.438(2) 
Zr2-Fe X2 2.392(4) 
a 2.423 
Ir -CV Zrl-C15 X2 2.526(7) 
Zrl-C12 X2 2.557(d) 
Zrl-Cll X2 2.552(7) 
Zr2-Cll X2 2.544(9) 
Zr2-C12 X2 2.539(8) 
a 2.544 
Zr-CV-» Zrl-C14 X2 2.62(1) 
Zr-Cl«-i Zr2-C14 X2 2.84(2) 
Zr-cia-a Zrl-C13 X4 2.624(7) 
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Table 41. Important Distances and Angles In LIZrgCTi^Mn 
Distances (A) , 
Zr-Mn Zrl-Mn x4 2.4147(7) L1-C11 Xl 2.44(6) 
Zr2-Mn x2 2.376(1) xl 2.45(6) 
a 2.402 L1-C12 xl 2.78(6) 
Zr-Zr Zrl-Zrl x2 3.375(1) xl 2.71(6) 
x2 3,455(1) L1-C13 xl 2,41(5) 
Zrl-Zr2 x4 3.384(1) Li-C15 xl 2.89(5) 
x4 3.392(1) a 2.61 
a 3.397 
Zr-Cl* Zrl-C15 x4 2.551(2) 
Zrl-Cll x4 2.576(2) 
Zrl-C12 x4 2.568(2) 
Zr2-Cll x4 2.564(2) 
Zr2-C12 x4 2.556(2) 
a 2.563 
zr-cr-a Zrl-C14 x4 2.633(2) 
Zr-Cl«-« Zr2-C14 x2 2.857(3) 
Zr-Cl»"® Zrl-C13 x4 2.685(1) 
Angles (') 
Cll- Zrl-C12 x4 173.54(7) 
C14- Zrl-C15 x4 172.39(6) 
Cll- Zr2-C12 x4 171.38(8) 
average 172.44 
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striking 0.08 A difference of the two Zrl-Zrl distances makes the 
distortion pattern greater than the cases of the carbide and borlde 
clusters, In which the Zrl-Zrl distances differ by 0.04 A. On one hand, 
this difference is not surprising due to the different functions of the 
bridging chlorines; on the other hand, it is not obvious why this 
discrepancy should be more profound in the transition-metal compounds. 
It could be the result of the difference in the electronic structure 
between 14 e~ and 18 e~ clusters, and/or the consequence of cluster 
expansion. Except the distortion discussed above, the cluster unit 
behaves rather normally in the sense that the average Zr-Fe and Zr-Mn 
distances agree with those in other related cluster phases (e.g., 
LijZrgClisMn, 2.4111(6) A; CSaZrClgZreCligMn, 2.4142(4) A; LiZrgCligFe, 
2.424(1) A; KZrgCligFe, ave. 2.423 A). When these two Isostructural 18-
electron clusters are compared with each other, a smaller cluster core 
in LiZreCl^^Mn is observed. Similar to what is observed In the 
transition-metal centered iodide cluster systems, a lengthening of the 
Zr-Cl* distances accompanies the decrease in cluster core size. At the 
same time, the lattice of LiZrgCli^Mn is expanded due to the 
incorporation of the countercation Li+, which results in the stretching 
of the Zr-Cl« distances. 
One other Interesting aspect of these single crystal studies is the 
locatition of the countercation in LiZrgCli^Mn. In contrast to the 
larger monovalent cations, which occupy a twelve-coordinate position in 
the close-packed layers, the single crystal study and 'Li solid state 
NMR data (below) have shown that Li+ chooses a distorted octahedral 
Interstice between close-packed layers (Figure 37). The average Li-Cl 
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Figure 37. The Li coordination environment in LiZrgCTi^Mn (90% 
probability) 
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distance (2.61 A) Is slightly longer than the sum of CI' and six-
coordinate L1+ crystal radii (1.67 + 0.90 A)66 as expected for a 
partially occupied position. The location of the Li is not at the 
center of the Interstice but closer to one of the triangular faces, 
resulting in three short and three long Li-CI distances. This 
displacement of the Li atom by about 0.6 A is not surprising when the 
size of the vacancy and the surrounding cluster units are taken into 
consideration. As shown by Figure 37, on one side of the Li 
coordination polyhedron, there are Zr atoms residing between the same 
pair of CI layers at rather close distances (<3.76 A), while on the 
other side, the Zr atoms are farther away (>3.96 A). The interaction 
between the positive charged ions displaces L1+ from the center of the 
slight oversized polyhedron. This explains the three short L1-C1 
distances which do not agree with the value for coordination number of 
six and, since the other three CI atoms have Li-Cl distances larger than 
the expected value, a lower effective coordination number may result. 
This fact is helpful in understanding the quadrupole coupling constant 
of Li in this phase, which is smaller than that in LigZrgCligMn. Since 
the 12-coordinate cation position has an average distance of 3.64 A to 
CI atoms, occupation of it cannot provide sufficient Li-Cl interaction, 
and therefore it is left empty. 
'11 solid state MMR £S£ LiZr^Cl^^Mn To provide supporting 
evidences for the results of the single crystal study on LiZrgCli^Mn, 'Li 
solid state NNR experiments were conducted. The sample was prepared by 
reacting stoichiometric amounts of starting materials at 750*C for 20 
days followed by annealing at 580*C for 20 days. The product was a 
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black powder and was free of Impurities detectable by X-ray diffraction. 
A 50 mg sample was sealed In a piece of Pyrex tubing under vacuum, and a 
static spectrum was taken at room temperature. 
The spectrum (Figure 38) shows a signal with a sharp central peak 
and two rather featureless side bands. The fact that only one signal Is 
observed Is consistent with the X-ray analysis which revealed that there 
Is only one type of LI position In LIZrgCli^Mn. The line shape of the 
signal Is distinctly different from that of L1C1, which Is a typical 
Gaussian peak (Figure 4), and this confirms the existence of LI In a 
position with symmetry lower than cubic. The chemical shift of the 
signal with respect to L1C1 of -2.2 ppm Is rather small compared with 
+11.6 ppm In LleZrgClisH, Indicating similar chemical environments of LI 
atoms In LlIrgCli^Mn and LiCI, i.e., the number of CI atoms around the 
LI and the charge distributions between Li and CI are similar in both 
compounds. The poor profile of the side bands presumably is associated 
with the poor crystal Unity of the sample which was prepared at a 
relatively low temperature. In addition, instrumental limitations 
caused difficulties to locate the centers of the side bands, therefore 
making it impossible to determine the asymmetric parameter (>7) and the 
quadrupole coupling constant (Q^) with accuracy. Nevertheless, the less 
distinctive side bands, in contrast to those in LigZrgCligMn, imply a 
symmetry lower than axial for the Li in LlIrgCli^Mn (%>0), which agrees 
with the evidence provided by X-ray analysis that Li sits on a general 
position (%fO). Furthermore, the line profile of this spectrum is 
certainly different from that for %-l, which has washed-out singlets and 
shoulders, and is essentially one broad central peak.** The single 
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Figure 38. A room temperature 'Li solid state NMR spectrum of 
LiZrgCli^Mn 
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crystal X-ray diffraction Indicated that although the LI site does not 
have a well-defined axial symmetry, the three short and three long LI-CI 
distances Impose a pseudo three-fold axis along and r\ Is expected to 
be not too far away from zero. Assuming ri Is close to 0, one can 
estimate to be smaller than but In the vicinity of 0.014 MHz by 
assigning the edges of the side bands to be the singlets at ±60 ppm (7^ 
- Qc - 120 ppm, 14 kHz). The small value of compared with 58 kHz for 
Ll2Zr6Cli5Mn Is not understood; yet, It is probably associated with the 
lower occupancy (25% vs 33%), lower symmetry, and the three long Li-CI 
distances In this compound. Again, the results of ^L1 NNR are not 
conclusive by themselves. However, they support the fact that Li Is in 
the lattice and agree with the symmetry of Li position established by X-
ray structure determination. 
Ibfi tm structure variations in MZC6C114Z series It was 
known that the cell volume of LiZrgCli^B does not fit Into the volume-
change trend of the other MZrgClcompounds, although it also has a 14 
cluster electron count.4% Similarly Irregular lattice expansion is 
observed for the MZrgCl^^Mn series (Table 35), and based on the 
experience, such phenomena usually imply structure modifications. . 
The present study on LiZrgCli^Mn was able to locate the Li atom in 
the 6-14 lattice by combining ^Li solid state NMR and X-ray diffraction. 
It proves that besides CsZrgl^^C, iG.z* there is a second modification of 
the original NbgClstructure.*1 While a large cation such as Cs 
occupies the 12-coordinate position, the smaller Li cation sits in a 
six-coordinate position with 25% occupancy in LiZrgCl^^Mn. With this 
information, the discontinuity in the cell volume vs the volume 
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Increment^ of the countercatlons In the MZrgCTi^Z (Z - B, Mn) series 
(Figure 39, Table 42} can be rationalized. Although ZrgCTi^Mn Is a 17-
electron cluster phase. It still may be used as a helpful reference, as 
long as the lattice expansion owing to the oxidation of the cluster 
core, which Is usually less profound than that caused by cation 
variations, Is also kept In mind. 
For the Mn series, LI* and apparently Na+ choose the six-coordinate 
posltltlon, because the alternative 12 coordinate position Is too large 
to provide sufficient catlon-anlon Interactions. Taking r^; - 1.79 A, 
which Is the half of the average Cl-Cl distance In LIZrgCli^Mn, the r+s® 
of LI or Na Is larger than the size of a six-coordinate Interstice 
(-0.41 r. for a closest packed anion lattice). The Incorporation of 
these cations enlarges the Interstice and therefore causes lattice 
expansion with respect to ZrgCli^Mn. As the r^r. Increases, the CN-6 
position becomes less favorable compared with the CN-12 site, and the K, 
Rb and Cs compounds adopt the latter CsZrglxC structure. In this case, 
for cations with r*/r_ smaller than one, the Interaction between cations 
and the chlorine atoms tends to pull the CI atoms closer to certain 
extent, resulting a net volume decrease with respect to ZrgCli^Mn; while 
for Cs+ with r+/r. greater than one, the repulsion between nuclei 
induces a lattice expansion, as expected. 
A similar trend in volume variation was also observed for the 
boride series with the discontinuity occurring between LiZrgCli^B and 
NaZrgCli^B. Yet, the Irregular cell volume of LiZrgCl^^B was not 
explained because of the lack of conclusive evidences to verify the 
content and the location of Li in the lattice. As the Li involvement is 
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Figure 39. The correlation between the formula volume and the volume 
increment of the countercations in the MZrgCI(M - alkali 
metal, Z * Mn, B) series 
Table 42. The Relationship Between the Cation Sizes and the Structure Types in the 
MZrgCli^Z Series (M = alkali metal, Z = Mn, 8) 
M+ Z = Mn Z = B 
M r(CN-6) r(CN=12) 
volume 
increment(A3) 
(CN=6) 
formula 
volume (A3) 
structure 
type» 
formula 
volume (A3) 
structure 
type® 
— 
- -
- 546.8(2) - 519.7(1) — 
Li 0.90 - 1.5 549.7(1) a 520.4(2) a 
Na 1.16 1.53 6.5 554.0(3) a 514.9(1) b 
K 1.52 1.78 16 543.2(2) b 515.3(1) b 
Rb 1.66 1.86 20 545.6(1) b 518.6(1) b 
Cs 1.81 2.02 . 26 552.1(1) b 524.7(1) b 
«Structure type a is defined as the LiZrgCli^Mn, and b as CsZrgl^^C type. 
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confirmed and Its coordination environment determined via the structural 
analysis on LIZrgCTi^Mn, the volume change pattern In the borlde systems 
may be rationalized. The turning point for the structure change from 
LIZrgCli^Mn to CsZrgli^C type Is at Na+, clearly due to the size change 
of the cation position associated with the smaller size of the cluster 
core. 
Besides the peculiar volume change In these series, additional 
evidences that support the cation assignments were obtained from powder 
X-ray diffraction studies. Switching the positions from the Cs site In 
CsZrgli^C structure to the LI site In LIZrgCTi^Mn causes obvious 
Intensity change for the reflections In the low angle region of 
calculated powder patterns for the heavier alkali metals (K, Rb, Cs). 
The cation assignments made by comparing the calculated intensities with 
the observed ones agree that the heavier alkali metals occupying the 12-
coordinate position. On the other hand, due to the low diffraction 
power of the lighter alkali metals, Li and Na, an unambiguous judgment 
of the structure types can not be made on the basis of the powder 
patterns. 
The observed structure modifications in the MZrgCli^Z series present 
another example of a delicate balance between chemical interactions and 
space-filling efficiency. In these groups of compounds, cation-anion 
interactions are the dominating factor with respect to the space-filling 
requirement. For smaller alkali metals, the choice of the cation 
position allows the optimized coulombic interaction at the cost of 
lowering the space filling efficiency. As the size of the cation 
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becomes larger, a different cation position Is selected by the heavier 
alkali metals, which provides both sufficient catlon-anlon Interactions 
and higher densities of the materials. 
G#n#ral Obaarvatlona 
Zlrconlvm Shlorld* slwsters centered bx M transition metal elements 
Electronic states The new zirconium chloride cluster phases 
stabilized by 3d transition metal Interstltlals resemble their Iodide 
analogues In terms of the electronic structure. With a few exceptions, 
the optimal bonding condition for these compounds involves 18 cluster 
electrons. Extended-HOckel calculations performed in the iodide systems 
demonstrated the substitution of a centered main-group atom by a 
transition metal results in the optimal stability increasing from 14 to 
18 cluster electrons through the addition of the interstitial-based 
(Cg^) nonbonding state.33 As also noticed in the case of main-group-
element interstltlals, the chloride clusters obey the electron counting 
rule more restrictively than the iodide clusters, in which the matrix 
effect is a major factor in phase formation and stabilization. In 
addition, the zirconium chlorides have the centering atoms covering Mn 
through Ni, while the iodides have interstitial elements range from Cr 
to Co.33 
Furthermore, careful analysis of the calculations2^33 gp [ZrgliaC]^" 
and [ZrgligFej^- suggests that as the consequence of the interactions 
between the zirconium 4d orbitals and interstitial 3d orbitals, the t2g 
orbital which are the HOMO in the main-group atom centered clusters are 
split in energy and the upper set becomes the LUMO, t^g, in a 
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transition-metal-centered cluster. Since the tg, lies below the a2u 
orbital, which Is the LUMO for clusters with main group Interstltlals, a 
slight band gap decrease may accompany the substitution of a transition 
metal Into a cluster core. 
As direct supporting evidence, It was observed that In the 
zirconium chloride systems the two groups of cluster phases have 
distinctively different colors. While the ma1n-group-e1ement centered 
cluster phases are usually deep red under transmitted Tight, their 
transition metal counterparts exhibit a dark purple color under similar 
conditions. Assuming the results of the above calculations may be 
applied to the chloride systems, the origin of the colors is the 
symmetry-allowed electron transition between the HOMO and the LUMO 
(e.g., tjg in ZrgligC^-; t^, tgg in ZreligFe^ ). The observed change 
in color corresponds to a shift of the absorption band to a longer wave 
length region from a decrease in the band gap, as suggested by the 
results from the extended HQckel calculations. 
Although at the present no calculation has been conducted for a 
transition-metal-centered zirconium chloride cluster, the similarities 
between the orbital diagrams^^-sz of ZrgligC^- and ZrgCligC*- in the region 
near the Fermi level imply that the validity of the calculation on 
ZrgliaPe^" may be extended to ZrgCligFe^-, and the color change in the 
chloride systems may be explained qualitatively with the results for the 
iodide clusters. In addition, it is also noticed that the band gaps 
given by the calculations on the zirconium clusters are about 1.3 eV, 
which corresponds to absorptions in the infrared region. The 
discrepancy between the calculations and the experimental observations 
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may be justified with the fact that the energy of the empty states may 
not be precisely defined by extended HQckel method. Quantitative 
measurements of the absorption band of the cluster compounds may provide 
a more conclusive evaluation of their electronic, states. 
Structures Although the electronic states of the transition 
metal stabilized chloride and Iodide clusters are similar, they are 
•strikingly different from each other from the structural point of view. 
As observed previously for the main-group Interstitial cluster phases, 
the known Iodide clusters exhibit only three structure types, 16,24,31-33,36 
namely, the ZrgliaC. the NbgCland the KjZrCle'ZrgCligH types. On the 
other hand, the (transition-metal-centered-zirconlum) chloride cluster 
phases show a large variety of stolchiometries and structure types.26 
When the chloride cluster compounds with different classes of centering 
atoms are compared, similarities as well as differences are observed. 
They have many common structure types, namely, the KgZrClG.ZrgCligH,^^''*^ 
CsLuNbgCl 18,43 Ba2ZreCl 178,38 Cs3(ZrCl5)ZrgCli5Mnio types and those related 
to CsNbgCl 1546,47 and NbgCl 1/8,24 types. The structure types that have 
examples with main group elements but not transition metals or vise 
versa are usually those that have a restrictive requirement on the 
cluster size. As the cluster containing transition metals have Zr-Zr 
distance about 0.2 A larger than the cluster cores with main-group 
element, the Zr atoms in the former are closer to the plane of the 
square faces formed by the four Cl< atoms and the Cl<-Zr-Cl< angle 
across these faces increases (%173' vs <170"). These effects 
destabilize certain structure types, such as the ZrgCli^Be type. Mean­
time, they generate cluster phases with novel structure features that 
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are unique to the transition metal Interstltlals, e.g., the NbgFigi? 
structure. In a moderate case, the expansion of a cluster core may 
Induce modifications of parts of the structure with the retention of the 
main framework, as In the case of KZrgCligFe. 
Before the discovery of the zirconium chloride clusters stabilized 
by transition metals, the size of the interstitial atoms was considered 
as one major reason for the absence of the chloride analogues with 
larger main-group atoms, e.g., AT, Si, P, Ge, which are known in iodide 
systems. The successful syntheses of the transition metal centered 
phases clearly indicates that the metal cores of the chloride clusters 
are flexible enough to accommodate large interstltlals, since the sizes 
of the 3d transition metals are about the same as those of third period 
main-group elements. As the formation of a cluster phase is a 
collective effect of numerous optimized conditions such as the electron 
count, strong interstitial to zirconium bonding interaction, suitable 
counterions, and high space filling efficiency, the reason for the lack 
of certain phases is also complicated. The absence of the above 
examples might be because the favorable experimental conditions have not 
been found, or the competing phases are more stable with respect to the 
target compounds. Nevertheless, an unidentified phase was observed in 
the powder patterns from reactions aimed at making K^BaZrgCl^gGe 
(700-800*C, 25 days).*f The unknown phase was reproducible, providing a 
large number of reflections with d^^ -10.5 A. If this compound is 
indeed proven to be a Ge-centered cluster phase, it will support the 
statement that the zirconium chloride clusters are also capable of 
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accepting the large main-group Interstitial atoms as their Iodide 
counterparts. 
ÊlystflE distortion; and matrix affsst 
Theoretically speaking, there are two major causes that lead to the 
distortion of the cluster cores, namely, a less than Ideal electronic 
configuration and matrix effects. Since the majority of the known 
zirconium chloride cluster phases have the optimal 14 or 18 cluster 
based electrons, an electronically driven cluster distortion Is less 
frequently observed. Even In the cases where the cluster phases do not 
obey the electron counting rules, the cluster cores may not necessarily 
experience serve distortions (e.g., LlgCligH, 13 e-/cltister).39 
Systematic structural studies, on the other hand, have often revealed 
relationships between cluster distortions and Ionic Interactions or 
matrix effects. This correlation may be verified by analyzing the 
structures of a group of compounds. To simplify this process, examples 
that obey the 14 or 18 electron rule and have point symmetry Sg Imposed 
by the space group are chosen so that the observed trigonal distortion 
may be considered as the contribution solely from the matrix effect. 
The average distances that are relevant to the trigonal distortions 
in four cluster phases are tabulated (Table 43). With Figure 40 as the 
reference, which shows the [ZrgCljgZ] cluster units with countercations 
in their first coordination sphere (M-Cl distance - sum of crystal 
radii). It is observed that the location of the countercations has a 
great influence on the type and extent of the distortion of a cluster 
core. In the first three examples, the cations are situated above and 
below the pair of triangular faces normal to the three-fold axis. 
Table 43. The Observed Trigonal Distortions and the Matrix Effect in Selected Zirconium Chloride 
Cluster Phases 
Compound 
(Structure type) 
Space group 
(Kj Ba)2BaZrgC1 jgC 
(KgZrCle-ZreCljgH) 
R3 
CsLaZrgCligFe 
(CsLuNbeClis) 
Pîlc 
Ba^ZrgCI jgBe 
(Ba^ZrgCI igBe) 
R3c 
Cs3(ZrC1s)ZreCli5Nn 
(Cs3(ZrCl5)ZrgC1i5Mn) 
RÎc 
Zr-Zr di= 3.2248(3) 3.391(1) 3.3154(3) 3.4019(8) 
dgb 3.2118(3) 3.3813(9) 3.276(1) 3.4296(7) 
hP 0.0130(6) 0.010(2) 0.039(1) -0.028(2) 
Vd,ve 0.40% 0.30% 1.18% -0.82% 
Zr-Cli Zr-Cll 2.549(1) 2.563(4) 2.597(3) 2.567(1) 
Zr-C12 2.524(1) 2.547(4) 2.557(2) 2.585(1) 
Zr-CT Zr-C13 2.6207(5) 2.671(2) 2.683(2) 2.7294(7) 
M (K,Ba) Cs Ba2 . Cs 
Cl-M Cll-M 3.697(2) 4.025(2) 3.682(4) 3.582(1) 
C12-M 3.646(1) — 3.464(2) 3.768(2) 
C13-M 3.2160(6) 3.842(2) 3.090(2) 3.6814(6) 
®Zr-Zr distance in the triangle faces of the clusters normal to the 3-fold axis. 
'•Zr-Zr distance around the waist of the cluster. 
= dj-dg. 
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Figure 40. The location of the countercatlons around the cluster cores 
that experience trigonal distortions In selected compounds. 
In each case the cluster unit possesses Sg symmetry with the 
principal axis vertical 
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Imposing static pressure along the principal axis, and resulting In the 
observed trigonal compression. In contrast, the cluster core In 
CsaCZrClsjZrgClisHn exhibits a trigonal elongation as the Cs+ Ions 
locating around the waist of the cluster are closer to the metal core 
than those at  the top or bottom (Cs-Mn 6.45  A vs 6.95  A) .  
Since the cluster cores are wrapped Inside the CI atoms, the 
distortions are likely accomplished via the coupled H-C1 and Cl-Zr 
Interactions. There is an obvious correlation between Zr-CV and Zr-Zr 
distances, while the Zr-CT distances may vary with the structure types 
and the cations. In the cases where the H-CV interactions result In 
Cll-Zr distances that are larger than the C12-Zr distances, the cluster 
cores have the Zr-Zr distances dj > d2, corresponding to trigonal 
compressions. Following the same argument. If the N-C12 interaction Is 
stronger, the Zr-C12 distances becomes longer, and therefore a trigonal 
elongation is observed. 
The magnitude of the distortions depends on several factors. 
First, it depends on the electric field of the cations. When 
(K,Ba)2BaZrgCligC and BagZrgCligBe are compared, which have similar cation 
arrangements around the clusters, the latter experiences a distortion 
three times as severe as that in the former. The degree of distortions 
also relies on the M-Cl distances or the M-cluster distances. Although 
in CsLaZrgCligFe and Cs3(ZrClg)ZrgCligMn the major contributions of the 
distortion are from the same cation, Cs+, a much larger Cs-Cl distance 
in the former results in the less pronounced distortion. Finally, when 
the subtle differences are concerned, the change in the structure type 
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and the counterIons that are further away from the clusters also have to 
be taken Into consideration. 
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FUTURE WORK 
During the last decade, exploratory research In the zirconium 
chloride cluster systems has generated over 70 new compounds with over 
20 structure types and structure variations In the MxCZrgCligZjCln (x, n 
- 1-6) series.w: The systematic Investigations have made the family of 
Zr-CI clusters one of the most thoroughly studied and best described. 
It also provides enormous possibilities In cluster compositions and 
structure variations. 
At the present, the centering atoms In the Zr-CI cluster systems 
are limited to small main-group element (H, Be-N) and 3d transition 
metals (Mn-Nl). Attempts to Introduce A1, Si, Cr, or Mo into zirconium 
chloride cluster systems have failed.4% Yet, encouraged by the 
successes in the iodide cluster systems,34.35 is possible that under 
optimized conditions, new Zr-CI cluster phases that capture larger main 
group elements or heavier transition metals, e.g., Ge, Ru, Rh, may also 
be obtained, and novel structure features may be observed. The further 
expansion of the cluster core may induce different degrees of cluster 
condensation, forming phases with cluster dimers, chains or 
superclusters that are known only for cluster systems of other 
metals.'-26 These may fill the structure gap between the known Zr-CI 
phases with discrete cluster units and ZrCl containing an extended metal 
array and contribute to the understanding of the evolution of the 
structures and the variation of electronic states. 
The search for metal cluster phases may also be extended to other 
systems, such as Ti and Hf halide systems. Limited studies of the 
titanium chlorides have not yet provided analogues of the zirconium 
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clusters.87 However, triangular TI3 fragments with substantial 
metal-metal bonding Interactions similar to those In Tl^Cl^gSs were found 
In MTI4CI11 (N « K, Cs). Several additional unidentified phases were 
also observed. Interesting phases were also observed In the reduced 
T1-I systems.89 Primary research In the Hf-I systems,# however, have 
not provided any phases more reduced than Hflj. Although the Ti and the 
Hf systems may not have the same cluster chemistry as its zirconium 
counterpart due to the contractions of the d orbital s in Ti and Hf, the 
Investigations in these areas may be just as exciting. 
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